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Farm, Garden, and Household, 
March. 
March is the third month of the your, 
•ut m tin1 calendar of Romulus it was the 
fust. Ii would -till seem to have strong 
claims fur the lit-t place in the order of 
the months, as it is r< ally the beginning 
of the year of vegetation: and also when 
the sun enters Aiics. the lirsi -ign of the 
Zodiac 1 he dew- date tile beginning of 
i11 e i' d mar in tie month ol March. 
I; .- lie!*. I that this month was called 
Mari ii by Romulus. ;n honor of his sup- 
j• 1 father. Mars. 
A n 1 r Mars, the son of Zeus and Hera, 
md the god of war. preside I oxer glad- 
iators, and whatever rxeivisi-s and amuse- 
ment, were manly and warlike Pront 
I mane liill ;t \fhens was called 
\ ivmpages ,u M u hi!i,and was et lebrat- 
id tor being tlm assembling place of the 
•nr! ! judicature so renowned for its 
imi. ■. !: u i- on this hill that the apos- 
1 Paul stood and delivereii ins ever 
Memorable -minon. and where he found 
die altar dedicated to T'r ’• mm U<nl. 
>• A Is \\ 11 M-o .. b r ■ j*r» scnt 
1 ! in the ! i g u col a m-m armed with a 
■ Inn t pm. md > d. Hi- chariot 
■: ixx :• x In I• > i- fi..r- called Flight and 
1 S- am ! mi.'- I >i-eord ]>r« cedes 
u xv itii nuteivd garments, xvhile <'lamor 
mil Anger follow behind. Mars i- repre- 
ntcil as being fickle and inconstant. 
March like its namesake al-o well sustains 
this mmnviabh reputation among tie* 
months t the \ ear 
Among lie Aimieiils the worship of 
Mars was not v universal. His tern 
pit s ill (ilVtrr, Were llo’, numerous, blit ill 
Rome he iv.'i i\ ed tlm most unbounded 
li ui m. l ie- xx ai like Romans were proud 
i\ homage t«» a deity they esteemed 
a- tin patron "I their city and father of 
'.heir 11: -t King Hi- most celebrated 
!e111j'!i a' tk'im w a- built by Augustus 
•.iter the :. i' ol Philiippi. and dedicated 
M I itar. or tlm Ax enger. Among 
He Romans it xva n-ual for the Consul, 
l-el-ue entering on an expedition, to xi.-it 
the temple ot Mars, where ho oll'ered his 
layers and besought the aid ot the god, 
and hi- protection of tlm city. 
His prie-t- among the Romans were 
ailed Sake llmx xx ei e tirsL in-titul-d by 
.\ ulna, and tlmd elm duties \x ere to 
guatd the sirred -shield supposed to have 
.’alien Ii in lieaxen, from thi- deity. The 
raeie declared that the eilijiire of the 
world would be given to tin* city that 
should P v-ri \ till- shield. X 1111)1 caused 
several to l.e unde exactly like it that 
it was alniO't impossible to tell the origi- 
nal. In form this wn- oral and of fine 
brass inlaid with gold and gems. His 
altars xxne n -jinuitly stained with the 
blood of the liorse and wolf—the horse 
for his warlike spirit -the wolf for his 
ierocity. lie dog was consecrated to 
him lor liis vigilance in pursuit of his prey ; i 
the raven heeatise he follows the march 
of armies; ami the magpie ami the vul- 
hi ea11->' .•! th'ir voracity and greedi- 
m-s Thus tIn- p.is-i-hi- mil <pialities of 
1. \v 
e|y 'llcred him ill -a'-riih e. I lie Weed 
tih-d dog-gi a-- w as -acred to iiim. be- 
cause it i- supposed to grow in places 
which are lit for fields of battle, or places 
that have been stained l»\ human blood. 
fin loi oi Mvm ii 'die lifti '•nth day 
•I' March. Ides i- one of lie-divisions, 
us. d the Romans. in dividing the 
mouth- This day fell upon the fifteenth 
lav ol March, May. duly, ami October, 
and on the thirteenth of tlm other months, 
l! was on tin /«/. M<f h that dulius 
(’a >ai was assas-iu tied in the senate 
house, by Oa-i'S aid oth-r con^piratois 
\\ year- If < 
liv-ii.i; >i Mm. fin lir-t Sunday af- | 
ter tiie lir-t fui 1-uioon that occurs after 
tlu _l-t day ol March. Tlm festival of 
1.aster was instituted about A. If fis. 
I.kni A period ol fasting observed by | 
tlm Episcopal and Roman ('atholie Church- : 
es during the forty days preceding Easter I 
Sunday. The first day of /.'tit is As/1 
.t...* >».■./•. so railed from a custom in- j 
i'iaimed by St. (iI'cgiirv tlm Creal of 
-111 inkling "1 a -Ins ifi- day. The eu- 
: 'in. howrver. was abolished by the Epis- 
copal Church at the Reformation. 
\ \i > n i»\ in-' -ivin rMinoay in 
;■ ;it nr tin* next before Easter Sunday. 
1 'id" da\ i~ »»!>>i.Tvt*il in <onimemoration 
ot ('frEf s 1 riumphal entry into .Jerusalem 
when palm branches wciv strewn in the 
vv.t\. Hein e it i- eiiMomaiy with Roman 
fatliolies wdio observe it. u carry palm 
branches in their hands, and al-o t-* wear 
them about their person. 
On the 21 -t of March the sun crosses 
tie Equator: this is the Wnud lA/m'/lOX. 
>\ x mouths later tin* sun in his journeying 
-uth. will cross the Equator again about 
lie 21st of September, or at the Aiil mu mil 
’/utu When the sun is directly under 
the e j 11:11' i. tlie days and nights are equal 
all over the w >rld, lienee the name Equi- 
nox, from Equi. equal, and Nox, night. 
In tin* Northern hemisphere the days grow 
longer and tin* nights shorter, while in 
the Southern the reverse, till the summer 
solstice, or the sun’s reaching tin* tropic 
«>l t’aneer, where it will he directly over- 
head about the 21st of -June. 
This month atloid- ample opportunity 
fur farmers t work up the season’s fuel, 
haul out dressing and repair farming 
utensils, and, in a word prepare tor an 
active campaign at the opening of the 
season, lie is the most successful farmer 
who lays his plans beforehand and is pre- 
pared to aet promptly and effectively at 
the beginning of field operations, for “a 
bad beginning makes a good ending.” 
X. 
Stone for Stable Floors. 
'i’ll*: use of stone in tin* construction of floors 
tor stables, we believe is not common in 
\n»eri«Mt, at least not in the central counties. 
\\ found them in universal use abroad, and 
ney presented quite a marked feature in con- 
trast with tin* plank floors which arc so com- 
mon with Us. Ill som.- of the best stables, both 
lor cattle and Imi s.-s, <nbble stones are budded 
into the earth, in a similar way that pavements 
are made in cities. At first they looked as if 
they might be uncomfortable, especially for 
horses, but we were assured no bad results fol- 
lowed from their use, and the uneven surface 
was regarded as au advantage, as it served as 
a preventive to the animals slipping. Immedi- 
ately back of the animals the floors are made t<» 
descend, forming a curve*I ditch or alley for 1 
conducting off the urine. In looking at these > 
stables, the thought often occurred whether 
similar structures could not be profitably in- 
troduced with us. The first coast may perhaps 
be a little more than plank, but in tin* long run > 
they are infinitely cheaper. There is another 
advantage—the saving of room and the preven- 
tion of accumulated filth underneath the floor, 
quite common where plank is used. The time 
will come when stone floors in many parts of 
our country will become a necessity, and it is a 
question whether their adoption upon farms 
where stone may conveniently be bad, would 
not now be more economical than wood. IX 
A. Willard, in Utica Herald. 
A little girl, sent out to hunt eggs, came back 
unsuccessfully, complaining that “lots of hens 
were standing around doing nothing/’ 
It costs about $375,000 a year to “run” one of 
our crack naval frigates, after the snug sum of 
$2,000,000 has been swallowed in her construc- 
tion. Fully manned and officered, she carries 
six hundred and fifty souls. 
Knowledge by the Fireside. 
Ancient Coins. Money consists of J 
whatever is used in exchange tor some- | 
tiling else. As soon as mankind increas- 
ed in numbers, they commenced to ex- 
change one article for another in trade. 
This was done first by using some sub- 
; stance uf great value and small in bulk. 
At a very early period metalic exchanges j 
were made by weight—the giver of the j 
i money weighing out so many pieces of 
; gold or silver. At a later period actual 
coins having a certain weight and guar- 
anteed by government with the stamp or 
seal of State was made the medium of 
• v.-hange At what period silver and gold 
were used is nut known. Nearly 2000 
years before the Christian era, Abraham 
returned from Egypt very rich in cattle, 
>il\ ei and gold. The shape of silver and 
gold among the Egyptians appears to 
; have been that ot a ring, with an opening 
on one side to form a chain when nec- 
essary. I'liis sort of money passed by 
! weight. Thus Abraham weighed four 
I hundred shekels of money to the mer- 
chant. The dews never had had any 
, other mode of using coin than by weight 
so long as they were an independent na- 
tion. Furthermore it may be a new idea 
j to many that they never used gold as a 
1 coin. Silver and copper were their sole 
medium. You never hear them talking 
•‘bout shekels uf gold in any of their 
writings 
Huong the Egyptians and Assyrians 
th«* coin was frequently in the shape ot a 
"beep or a lamb, possibly of the value of 
these animals. It has been supposed that 
the change from weight to a coin repre- 
senting a given value was first made by 
the Romans. The pound weight was 
stamped with the image of an ox. Hence 
our word [ncuinurii is derived from the 
Latin word jhruniu, signifying money, 
which in turn was derived trom the word 
/>• '■'( signifying cattle. Thus an immense 
stride was made in civilization when a 
real value was given to a coin guaranteed 
by the seal of State, so as to avoid the 
necessity of weighing it every time a 
t ansaetion was made. The earliest coins 
were exceedingly rude in character, 
i'iiey were not perfectly round as you now 
see them. A die was formed, over which 
the coin was placed, and then it was 
struck with a punch which stamped the 
coin on one side, and left a rude dent on j 
the other. After a while, a die was made 
on tin* end of the punch so that both sides j 
were stamped. 
Alexander I. King of Macedonia, is the 
lirst who had his name stamped on a coin, j 
The Athenians made the owl their type. ; 
This gave rise to the anecdote ot the j 
Vtiienian miser, the root of whose house j 
was said to be infested with a vast num- 
ber of owls, in allusion to money ot the 1 
well known Athenian type being conceal- | 
ed there. 
liic Homans earned on the coining ot 
money to a high degree of perfection. 
Each State and sometimes a single city 
was authorized to issue its own coins. 
Every coin was a brief history*of the age 
in which it was struck. The skill ot the 
artisan, the composition of the coin, the 
history of the people, and the. name of the 
railing monarch were frequently told on 
tlir same coin. It is probable that almost i 
ilic only portraits we have of the ancients 
1 
arc wliat may lie seen on ancient coins 
that have come down to us. It is very 
singular that when they could stamp on 
copper, silver and goid the names of 
kings. Unit the art of printing was not 
known till within less than live hundred ; 
years. An immense number of ancient 
coins are preserved in museums in Europe. 
They are valuable records of past history. ] 
They arc in fact printed books, on whose j 
surfaces are stamped the records of a past 
age. It is said that ancient Roman coins i 
are -till in circulation iu Spain. They have, 
icci tine worn smooth and thill by time. I 
Marne Earnier. 
Make a Scrap-Book. 
I very intelligent, progressive tanner, j 
takes a paper. That is a fixed fact, it is 
to lie hoped, too, that he lias half-a-dozen 
journals, of one sort or another coming 
every month; but however that may lie, 
when lie reads them over he often says: 
"Now 1 wish I could remember that item, 
and put it in practice next season. I be- 
lieve I will cut it out and save it some- 
where.'' He does cut it out and put it in 
his vest pocket, or between the leaves of 
a book, or in some odd out of the way 
place, when! there is little chance of tiis 
ever seeing it again. 
Now. when he cut it out, he took a step 
m the right direction. Why did lie not 
go a little further, and paste it into a 
scrap-book Then it would have been 
permanently saved, and very convenient 
for reference. Preserving papers in files 
would save all the articles, but few would 
ever take the trouble to look all through 
them for some point they wished to read 
over again. It would seem too much like 
looking forthe proverbial “needle in the 
hay-mow.” 
The scrap-book gives you the very cream 
ot all your papers. There are usually 
only a lew articles in each one which 
seems to have been written expressly for 
you, and you do not care to save those 
belonging to every body else. You do not 
care to read the columns on bee-keeping, 
when you never owned a bee in your life ; 
but probably your neighbor takes more 
interest in that department than any other. 
It is the beauty of a good paper that it 
lias something in it for every one. 
The bouse mother can never buy us as 
good a receipt book as she can make by 
carefully saving the useful recipes and 
suggestions she meets with in her weekly 
paper. The hook should have a simple 
classification; the recipes for cooking 
should he placed by themselves, those for 
general housework may be placed in an- 
nthor part of I lie book—the same for 
directions on gardening, care of children, 
&c. 
.siicli a hook is a great means ot econo- 
mising in the course of a year. Just the 
right thing in the right place often saves 
dollars of money and dollars worth of 
time and trouble. Just such hints and 
directions we meet with from week to 
week in every good paper, and it i3 the 
carrying them out into practice that 
makes the difference between the thrifty, 
successful farmer, and his opposite. Of 
course if they are forgotten they cannot 
be put in practice. The mind, unless it 
has been severely disciplined, is apt to 
hold knowledge much as a seive does 
water. It needs many helps to make the 
memory useful. The very act of cutting 
out the slip and pasting it in, is a great 
help towards recalling it; and if the de- 
tails are forgotten, there is the article it- 
self—you can turn to it readily. Thus you 
can benefit by the experience of hundreds 
of people you have never seen, but who 
have kindly noted down their own success 
or failure in the various departments in 
which you are most interested. [Maine 
Farmer. 
_
A thirsty Vermonter hitched his horse 
to a freight car standing on a sido track 
while lie proceeded leisurely toward a 
neighboring saloon in quest of “tangle- 
loot.’’ Meantime the freight train moved 
on, and when the Vermonter returned 
his team was missing. Proceeding up 
I lie track he came to a wrecked wagon, a 
wheel here, a spoke there, and soon after 
stumbled upon the poor horse quite dead, 
the animal having been chocked to death 
ere the halter parted. 
Some genius or other sees in the carri- 
er pigeons of Paris the fulfillment of 
another scripture prophecy: “For a bird 
of the air shall carry the voice, and that 
which hath wings shall tell the matter.” 
Could wo see things as God sees them, 
we should not have a solitary wish for a 
single alteration in our circumstances; 
we should say “It 'is well.” 
Homeward. 
BY LOW BROOKK. 
A gallop through the mountain way, 
With click, click, click, against the flint — 
Hard following on the flying day, 
That backward flings a iiery tint. 
The twilight pines stand dense and grim. 
And sigh, and sigh, “The day is dead;” 
The virgin birches, tall and slim, 
Wave shadowy arms across the red. 
In brooding peace the uplands lie, 
Stretched dimly in their evening rest; 
As through their lifted calm 1 fly. 
On, onward, to the liappy West. 
Oh West, heart-red, burn close before! 
Pale, dreamy East, float far behind! 
No pause, good steed,—a lew miles more. 
In yonder glow our rest we’ll litid. 
Urgent, we reach the downward bill. 
The village darkens far below,— 
Has aught befallen her of illy 
My eager heart leap., down to know. 
A swift descent along the ridge, 
Though shady glooms and breaks of light; 
A cheery clatter on the bridge, 
Tiien up the street where falls the night. 
Across the dark a hearth-tire's gleam, 
A graceful shadow on the wall; 
’Twas false, thank (tod, that last night’s dream, 
That something evil did befall. 
From out the door a ruddier shine 
Meets vanished daylight’s golden trace; 
And starry eyes turned up to mine,— 
(hie light in heaven and home and face I 
Camp-Meeting. 
“Now, Miss Wilder, ’Imut them chick- 
ens 
“Just let me knil to the middle of my 
needle, Draxy.” 
Draxy waited, her busy hands finding' 
something to do in the little pause. The 
things on the table were straightened— 
the daguerreotypes (it was the best room) 
tilted more accurately on their open 
covers, a minute speck of dust dislodged 
from the mantlepiece — all before the 
gentle “click, click” of the needles ceased, 
and Mrs. Wilder laid down her stocking. 
“The chickens—let me see. It was 
those six little broils of the speckled hen’s 
1 was a thinking of, and the pepper-and- 
salt roosters." (Mrs. Wilder viewed 
chickens from a purely practical stand.) 
“That’ll be enough, won’t it?” 
■■I don’t know”—doubtfully—“folks eat 
a heap at camp-meetin’.” 
“So they do. Well, then, kill three of j 
the black hens, and hake a pie. They’ll 
make a plenty.” 
“I guess so.” Business thus disposed I 
of, Draxy assumed a chair and waxed i 
confidential. 
“How many of our folks is a-goin’, 
Miss Wilder?” 
“Von and me and Mr. Wilder and 
Nathan and Ellen, that's live, and Lucy’s j 
six.” 
“Lucy!" 
“les, Mr. Wilder said he guessed she d i 
better, and Brother Barker pled hard , 
about it. He thinks she’s old enough to I 
get religion, and ought to have it, and 
her pa says there’s no harm tryin', only 
he won’t have her Mustered. I don’t 
know what to say myself, but I guess pa’s 
right.” And Mrs. Wilder ended with a l 
sigh. 
“Mr. Barker!” There was a con-i 
eentrated and conspicuous sniM’ in Draxy’s 
voice. She said no more, and in another j 
minute got up and left the room, her 
errand accomplished. There were tew ! 
waste places in Draxy’s life. Satan might j 
have dodged round her for months with- | 
out finding one idle chink in which to 
practice his nefarious arts. 
Pretty soon the door opened and Lucy 
came in—a girl of seventeen, with the shy ! 
beauty of a wild doe in her lia/.el eyes, j 
The delicate carueo-like outline of her 
face was lull of an expression of appeal. 
Not that there was anything to appeal ! 
against ill her file, the petted, only 
daughter oi this honest home. Some 
women possess that look naturally, and 
before it, when combined with youth and 
loveliness, the hearts of men go down 
like nine-pins. Lucy as yet knew not the 
value of her dower, but such knowledge 
never lingers long. 
“Where have you been, dear1”’ 
“Over to Esther’s, mother. They’re 
beginning the camp-meeting cake, and I 
staid to help beat eggs.” 
“Do tell! I suppose they’re making a 
great fuss, like all the rest of the folks?” 
“Oh yes, Mrs. Robbins has killed a 
turkey and eight pairs of chickens and 
had two pieces of beef boiled, and Esther 
and Hepsy were making gingerbread and 
raised cake, and all sorts of pies that you 
can think of—mince and apple and custard 
and Canada-plum-l can’t remember 
half.” 
“Land’s sake! And who’s going Lucy !” 
“Mrs. Robbins, and the Squire and the 
girls, and James and his wife, and Aunt 
Mircy, and—” Here the happy, girlish 
voice sank a little, just a little, only a 
c lose observer would have noticed the in- 
flection—“and Kane.” 
Elkanah ! I want to know ! Well, 
it’s time he got hold of something good. 
You’ll have to help Draxy make our pies 
to-morrow, dear. The weather’s splendid. 
I guess we’re going to have a good 
week.” 
This camp-meeting, about which all 
Mount Holly was in a stir, was a yearly 
affair, planned for and anticipated with 
eager and invariable pleasures. After 
the heat of the summer and the toil of 
harvest, when the hay was in, the potatoes 
stored, the corn and corn-shucks safely 
housed—when the rye and wheat had 
gone to the mill, and the “boarders" to 
their city homes—came, in the beautiful 
September weather, this holiday, which 
half religious exercises, brought neighbors 
together, brightened the links of church 
brotherhood and old friendships, and gave 
soul and body alike refreshment. But 
oh, what a different thing it was to the 
different people who were looking lor- 
ward to it! 
Mrs Wilder, and other good matrons ot 
her stamp, viewed it as a species of sober 
jollification, combining much good cheer 
with some comfortable preaching and 
praying. A time, too, for the exhibition 
of notable housekeeping—of pie crust and 
fatted louls, which, duly partaken of. 
might impart to the occasion a certain 
toothsome solemnity. 
Brother Parker, of the Windham Con- 
ference, on the contrary, regarded it as a 
crucible in which souls should be melted 
and changed—a four days opportunity, 
during which the doors of heaven should 
stand open for whomsoever pleased. In 
his thoughts he saw them enter, some 
stained and sunken with sin, some pure 
and spotless as Lucy Wilder’s; for Brother 
Parker thought much of Lucy’s soul. 
Had it been contained in a body less fair, 
it had perchance occupied less oL-his at- 
tention ; but he was a man, though a good 
one, having twice tasted the sweetness of 
married life, he was naturally ready to 
try it again. Only—here he was firm—a 
minister’s wife must be known to be of 
one mind with himself. She must belong 
to his church ; and no temptations should 
induce him to lay such a snare and scan- 
dal in the path of his people as to marry 
a woman without religion. So Brother 
Parker looked forward eagerly to the 
coming week. 
Elkanah Bobbins was equally eager. 
A strong, brown, handsome fellow he 
had been a wild boy, but of late had 
grown steady, and so attentive to his farm 
that folks said, “Kane must bo thinking 
of settlin’only where, or with whom, 
nobody knew. 
To Lucy and other girls the camp-meet- 
ing was invested with a delightful vague- 
ness, in which merry meals, rustling tree- 
boughs, sleeping under canvas, whispers, 
laughter, “good times” generally, 
mingled. In more than one young heart 
another and more secret element of bliss 
was consciously or unconsciously recog- 
nized. In Lucy’s it was Kane. 
The brown, fearless boy and the fair 
girl had grown up together as playmates 
till that, day when, “for his badness,” the 
neighbors said, Kane was sent: away to 
Uncle Elkanah’s, at Ilartland, for a year, 
which year had lengthened into live. II 
was three now since he'eame back—tall, 
bronzed, strange yet familiar—and during 
those three, womanhood had crept un- 
aware over the little maid who had .'har- 
ed his baby sports. Playmate no longer. 
Lucy was very shy, but in her secret heart 
she was very proud of him : proud of the 
strength that could heave the heavy tim- 
ber up which her brother Nathan avoided, 
of the skill that could lame the wildest 
colt. She was sure that he would he good 
hereafter. The four days, dwelling in a 
grove with him was a delight so great 
that, it almost frightened her. 
So the day came. All Monday the 
committees were at work arranging the 
tents, in the form of a hollow square, be- 
neath the shelter of the trees. A bright 
little stream curved around two sides ol 
the encampment. In ils centre arose a 
covered platform, to which was allixed a 
derrick painted pea green, whose top sup- 
ported a sharp-toned iron hell. K inks of 
rough benches confronted this stand, in 
the midst of which, and directly under the 
platform, was a small benched inclosure 
for the use. of the “anxious,” who were 
expected to resort hither at, the close of 
every set" ice, to listen to the prayers and 
appeals > f the brethren. Nor was the 
carnal man forgotten. Besides the eating 
saloon, opened to all, each tent bore a 
long table, duly spread three times a day 
with amplest provision. These tents 
represented each a village, and sheltered 
by night and by day a whole neighbor- 
hood. The name of the place—''Walling- 
ford," “Cavendish,” ■■ l’omlret,”—was 
lettered upon the front, accompanied by 
some floral device or text of Scripture. 
Upon the “Mount Holly” tent was the in- 
appropriate recommendation to “Watch 
and I‘ray,” around which, by way of anti- 
dote, a wreath of flowery hops was gar- 
landed. The space was gorgeous in its 
appointments, and boasted, beside a small 
bookcase of religious reading, a round [ 
table with a red cover, which supported 
a huge nosegay of flowers, and gave the S 
whole a "tasty etfeet," as Mrs. Wilder | 
exultingly remarked to Mrs. Bobbins, 
equaled by none of the others—of which j 
effect all Mount Holly was justly proud. 
And so the camp-meeting began fairly. 
All day Tuesday people were pouring j 
in. Each one-sealed wagon brought 
three and a baby; each two-seated, live | 
and two babies. By night hundreds were j 
assembled. The moon was brilliantly i 
full, and the singing and prayer meeting ! 
which inaugurated the assembly so spirit- 
ed and satisfactory that Brother Eittle 
rubbed his hands and remarked to Brother 
Smith that he'd been to lurtv camps in his [ 
time, but in his opinion this was going to : 
be the greatest vet. 
“How tunny: whispered llepsy uoh- 
bins, as they watched the bustle inside 
the lent. “See, Lucy, the beds this side j 
are for us, and that side for the men folks. 
Don’t it look queer ?” 
“But who sleeps on tins table?” laughed 
Lucy, as a row of rustling matlressod 
were lilted up. 
“Dont you know? Why the elders 
and deacons, of course. That's to keep 
people in order, and stoj) any skylarking 
and trolieking among us young ones. 
Say, Luey, which bed will you have? 
Here take this one next to mine.” 
“Lucy*’ called her mother, and she 
whispered, “here's your place next to me. 
I don’t want you down there with those 
girls, you’ll talk and chatter all night, i 
and not be lit for a thing in the morning. : 
Just slip olf your frock there, behind tin* 
curtain, and put on your double-gown, 
and I’ll fix you.'’ 
So, like i’hrisiainl, “hei gentle limbs 
she did undress,” as far as gown and hoops 
went; and pretty soon, in her neat gray 
wrapper, she was lying comfortably tuck- 
ed up in bed her prudent mother had pro- 
vided with pillow and quilt. Sweet, mus- 
ty smells tilled the air from the hay-cov- 
ered lloor. The straggling moon-rays, 
the Happing curtain, the chewing and 
champing ot the horses tethered close by— 
all was odd and novel. She could not 
sleep. By-and-by the men came in, spread 
their quills and blankets, and subsided in- 
to repose. Good Elder Adams occupied 
the end oftho table nearest to Lucy’s couch. 
IBs righteous slumbers cpiiekly became 
audible, and peeping round to look at him 
Lucy saw a pair of eyes intently fixed up- 
on her. A strange thrill came over her 
brain as she met them. Only the width 
oftho narrow table and the elder’s boots 
separated her from Kane! She blushed 
uncomfortably, and dropped her eyelids 
not to open them again : but, for long al- 
ter, fairy lights and visions seemed to 
dance before her and trouble her repose. 
Atdawn the camp awoke. Small chance 
was there tor late sleeping. Thin blue, 
smoke began to curl from early fires 
Horses whinnied for their corn, impa- 
tient hands waited to pack away the beds, 
and restore the tents to daytime order. 
By eignt o’clock breakfast was eaten and 
dishes washed; and white-haired Elder 
Adams took his place, Bible in hand, at 
the head of the hang table, to lead in pray- 
er. Luey sat just without the door. The 
stillness, the beautiful peace, ot the new- 
born day seemed reflected in her face. 
One golden leaf fluttered down, and lay 
upon her fair braids. Kane wasn’t given 
to poetry, but somehow a line came into 
his head as he looked : 
“Oh, my love is like the morning 1” 
He read it somewhere. He thought it 
was true—about Lucy. 
At ten o’clock the clanking bell an- 
nounced general service, and the crowd 
assembled. Truth to tell, it was not a 
picturesque crowd. The American of the 
rural districts is rarely a handsome ani- 
mal. lie is lean, he is brown, he loses 
his teeth early. Hard work and soda 
soon transforms the loveliness of youth 
into pallor and sharp outline. Saleratus 
claims its own. lien; ami then; one sees 
a sweet young face, or an old one with 
I fine strong lines, deep cut and inscruta- 
ble, like a carving in stone; but personal 
beauty is the exception. Beauty apart, 
however, we may be proud of our multi- 
tudes. For decorum, for good humor, 
for general neatness ol appearance, for 
civility to strangers, for a sense of pro- 
priety which almost ranks as dignity, it 
would be hard t > find their parallel in 
any other country. At this Cadis camp- 
meeting even the babies caught the spirit 
of the occasion, and sucked their thumbs 
contentedly throughout the service with- 
out a cry. Thirteen ministers occupied 
the platform. With able generalship the 
lesser lights were brought forward, leav- 
ing the greater for the third day, when 
the excitement was expected to culminate. 
The sermon was a quiet one; the wild 
and beautiful songs of the Methodist 
hymdal blended with the soft rustling of 
the trees above, and the morning sped 
quickly away. 
Great cheer was held in all the tents at 
noon, and unlimited quantities of pie eat- 
en—fit preparations for the alter services. 
Pie usually precedes repentance, as pie 
eaters know. In the evening, under the 
blaze of the harvest moon, Brother Park- 
er arose for the first time. A tall, thin 
man, with a sallow, tender face, and 
emotional. Ilis sermon was unusually 
fervid. A certain thrill moved over the 
assembly, and at its close a number of 
persons passed quietly and without ex- 
citement into the “anxious seat,” as can- 
didates for the prayers ot the congrega- 
tion. Some were parents, who carried 
their children hither; some members of 
the church, who felt that their faith had 
sufi'ered a decadence. All were wel- 
comed and rejoiced over by the good 
brethren, and mention was made of the 
fact that still there was room for others 
further urgency being held in reserve for 
the next day. 
It was then, after two long and “search- 
ing” discourses that Brother Parker had 
“fixed" to have Lucy succumb. lie came 
to her among the throng, and pleaded 
earnestly. He took her hand, and strove, 
with gentle force, to draw her to the 
front. To his surprise, she resisted. 
The girl had her own reserve of charac- 
ter, hei own thoughts as to spiritual 
Hungs. The small inclosure of rough 
boards, within which it seemed to him so 
important that she should kneel, was to 
her no sacred place. God had appeared 
nearer often—in the woods, on the hills, 
alone in her little room. Even the spec- 
tacle of her friends, llepsy and Esther, 
conducted, weeping, to the “anxious 
seat,” failed to move her. “i cannot; it 
would not be honest.” Such was Lucy’s 
creed ; and her lluwer-likc beauty conceal- 
ed an undying strength, even as beneath 
the mountain slopes enameled with hut 
tcrcups spreads the indestructible granite. 
By tlie afternoon of the third day a 
wide-spread excitement had seized upon 
the camp. A rugged and reserved peo- 
ple like those of New England arc most 
formidable when under the influence of 
unexpected emotion. The very novelty 
of sensation and expression astounds 
them. Strong men sobbed; women be- 
came hysterical; young girls rushed for- 
wari]t£m^rfell upon their knees; the eld- 
ers went to and fro among the crowd, 
expostulating, explaining, entreating. 
Over all rang at intervals the voices id' 
the choir in wild, sweet snatches. A 
dark thundcr-eloud for a moment hid the 
sun, and one low peal shook the air. 
Brother Barker stood again by Lucy ; he 
held her hand. She was excited and in 
tears, but she was linn. Just then a stir 
took place near them. A young man 
with bowed head was hurried past by two 
of the elders. His face was hidden in his 
hands, but Lucy could not mistake. A 
sudden lido id’ emotion shook her soul. 
If Kane yielded—it Kane were going to 
that place—then she should go too. 
Was not her place by him—in time and 
eternity !J Brother Barker felt the fingers 
quiver in his grasp, the resistance slack- 
en. Another moment lie had led her for- 
ward. She was kneeling by Kane’s side; 
and this victory of an earthly attention, 
which was to him as a heavenly one, had 
power to bring tears like rain down the 
good man’s cheeks. Sweetly rang the 
hymn over them, the cloud lloated past, 
the clear sunshine streamed in and bathed 
the place, and Heaven seemed to smile 
upon the scene. 
I<> our young lovers—who shall say? 
To some hearts God has revealed himscll' 
in this manner. We may not dare to 
question. Hut with their deeper thoughts 
mingled the strange sweetness of being 
there side by side—the earthly blending 
with the unearthly, as it will do while we 
are things of earth. 
“Don’t let her converse with any one, j 
Sister Wilder,” said Brother Barker, as ; 
he restored the agitated Lucy to her, 
friend. "Keep her aloof this evening. 
Let no vain conversation or gossip arise 
to dislurb the impression on her mind. 
To-morrow I will talk with her further.” 
Oh, Brother Barker, had you noticed 
the hand-clasp, warmer and more linger- 
ing than became those who met merely 
upon a spiritual platform, exchanged be- 
tween your young converts? Did you 
hope to make matters quite safe for the 
important conversation of the morrow? 
Oh, Brother Barker, who shall guess or t 
compare the moral blindness which Cupid 
can throw over even a good man’s soul? 
“So Mrs. Wilder kept Lucy “aloof.” 
Boor Kane, hovering about the family 
group for chance of a word, found only 
downcast lashes on the part of his idol, 
discouraged looks from the rest. Father, 
mother, brother Nathan, sister-in-law Kl- 
len. am' faithful Draw, all went deter- 
mined there should be HO *‘jtliiJamlcl ; 
that night at least. So the tlaine in 
Katie's soul, thus repressed, burned more 
hotly than over; and at “mirk midnight” ! 
he was still lying, unable to sleep, and i 
longing for the dawn, his eyes lived on ! 
the fair head not a yard from him. 
A slight movement showed him that 
Lucy too. slept not. In a moment, pru- 
dence and propriety alike forgotten, he 
had gently pushed his pillow some inches 
nearer. 
“Lucy ?” 
Such a tiny whisper! Smothered by 
Deacon Allen’s hearty snores, it would 
scarcely have caught the attention of Fine 
liar, but Lucy heard. 
She half turned, her face dyed with 
scarlet blushes as she saw that bold head 
so near. “Oh don’t!” she breathed; 
“somebody will hear!” 
“They are sound as dormice,” whisper- 
ed Kane; they won’t wake. Do let me 
speak, Lucy. I shall die if you won’t lis- 
ten. This afternoon, when I knelt there, 
you know. 1 said to God, O Lord, 1 will 
be a good man and a church member with 
Thy help; but how can I be anything 
good unless 1 have the girl l love to go 
along with me? Oh, let me have her, 
Lord! And just then, Lucy, your dress 
rustled, and you came and knelt down by 
me. 1 knew it in a moment, though 1 
didn’t open my eyes. And then 1 felt 
that the Lord was as good as they say, 
| and I took it as a sign from Him that I 
was to have my heart’s desire; and 1 
prayed, Lucy — I prayed with till my 
might, for the first time in my life. Did 
you pray too, darling ?” 
Yes, Kane.” 
And for me ?” 
Yes, Kane.” 
‘•un, i.ucy, is u real.- uoum you 
really care for me ? I have loved you al- 
ways, dear—did you know it? But till 
to-night I could not speak it out. Will 
you really be my love and wife, I.ucy ?” 
Yes, Kano.” 
Never sounded words so sweet as those 
thee "Yesses” breathed in that fairy whis- 
per. Kane put out his hand—little lingers 
met and clasped it; and just then some- 
body stirred, and Deacon Atwater, at the 
far end of the tent, gave a species ot snort 
and halt raised himself. With frightened 
haste the locked hands unclosed. In halt 
a second Kane and I.ucy, to all appear- 
ance, were fast asleep. And from that 
time till morning not a sound broke the 
stillness of the tent. 
Brother Parker was perplexed next day 
at the attitude of mind in which he found 
his young disciple. She was very sweet 
and gentle, bore his questionings patent- 
ly. And when asked did she feel as if 
she loved God, she said yes, and she 
hoped always to love llim now, for He 
had made her feel very happy. But when 
the further inquiry was propounded, was 
this feeling so strong that she felt justified 
in becoming the wife of a minister of the 
Gospel, the answer was immediate: “No! 
She could never have married a minister 
any way; and besides—” 
“Besides what?” 
She had promised Elkauah Bobbins to 
j marry him. 
But when had this promise been made? 
Long and sorely did Brother Parker puz- 
zle over the matter, and so did Mrs. 
Wilder, who, in the heat of her astonish- 
ment at “that child’s thinkin’ of a hus- 
band,” was hoard to say that, tor her 
part, she couldn’t think how they got at 
each other! Lucy and Kane kept their 
own counsel, and the affair in time got to 
bo spoken of as happenin’ at the camp,” 
which fact made it more than usually in- 
teresting to the neighbors. Small and 
transient opposition had our young couple 
to contend with. They were married the 
next year. Both are now members of the 
church, and Kane was on the Conference 
Committee for the last camp-meeting. 
When people ask if he got religion at 
Cadiz, ho is wont to answer that, that’s 
a matter between him and the Lord ; but 
if not. he got something most as good” — 
his eloquent glance finishing the sentence. 
Elder Bobbins will be an indulgent friend 
to the next generation in Mount Holly. 
And if ho should lie in tabled state, and 
hear a little silvery confabulation break 
in upon the silence of the “guarded tent,” 
we may be pretty sure that he will be con- 
veniently blind and deaf to what is going 
on, remembering how sweetly once his 
Lucy’s voice broke the stillness with 
Yes, Kane.” 
A Brilliant but Sad Career. 
I know nothing in fiction wilder or 
more romantic than the life ot Richard 
Brinsley Sheridan. The son of an Irish 
actor, endowed with the most brilliant 
and varied gifts of nature, high spirit, 
a noble presence, imagination, wit and 
eloquence— all those qualities that win 
the admiration of men and the affection 
of women—yet without a shilling in the 
world to call his own, without either of 
those recommendations which form the 
passport to the highest circles of English 
society—high birth and university honors 
—the author of the “School for Scandal” 
rose by the mere force of his genius, and 
rose almost at a bound, to the highest 
position in the ranks of political and so- 
cial life at a time when political and social 
life in England was tainted by the nar- 
rowest and most exclusive spirit that lias 
ever distinguished the aristocracy of that 
country. lie held that position, and held 
it with eclat, all through a long life, the 
rival of wits like Coleman and Horne 
Tooke; of orators and statesmen like 
1’il.t and Fox and Burke, and of men ot j 
genius like Byron and Scott. He died al- | 
most in the arms of a Sheriff’s officer, i 
and was buried with honors almost regal, i 
with princes of the blood for his pall- 
bearers, in the sepulchre ot great kings 
and statesmen. It was a brilliant but sad 
career, full of startling contrasts, marked 
by many humiliations and many victories, 
by great failures and great successes; 
and yet now, when one asks what re- 
mains ot that success, it is not easy to 
frame an answer. A speech or two, 
which no one now thinks of reading, ex- 
cept to|trace in its vivid colors what he 
thinks the false taste of the age in elo- 
quence and wit; the fleeting recollection 
of a new epigrams and bon mots, and 
two or three sparkling contributions to 
the literature ot the drama are all that 
remains to mark the genius of the man 
who for thirty years was “The pride of 
the palace, the bower and the hall.” 
[Chamber’s Journal. 
The Oxedia Commixity, m New York 
is a curious phase of society. Every 
man is tlie husband of every woman, and 
every woman the wife of every man. 
Such a community, one would think, 
could only exist by a standing miracle. 
Hut things are not so bad there as might 
be supposed, according to their own rep- 
resentations. They have ladies’ meetings 
there, and at these meetings one after 
another gets up, folds her hands meekly 
over her flour sack otherwise her dress, j 
lets her eyelids droop, and returns thanks ! 
in the nicest manner imaginable. The 
last ladies’ meeting is reported in the Cir- 
cular. “It is almost proverbial of the tin- 
regenerate woman,” remarks the editor 
of that paper, who exhibits extensive 
knowledge of outside matters, “that the : 
more she lias the more she wants; the I 
more devoted a man is to her welfare the i 
more exacting she is.” And then he ; 
shows that the Community women are 
just exactly as they should he. and mostly 
because they have good husbands, not 
to say a good many of them. “The men 
ot tlic Community” we quote from the 
report “are constantly providing us with 
new comforts and luxuries,” said one; 
“let ns be grateful and express our thanks, 
and not bother and tease them with mi- 
nor wants that can well be put aside.” 
“Women in the Community do not have 
to coax their husbands for tilings they 
need, but everything is furnished before 
we ssU it," said another; “let us then bo 
smiling and cheerful, and do all in our 
power to make home pleasant.” And so 
around; every one gave grateful testi- 
mony, and expressed a desire to enjoy 
the present instead of longing for ad- 
ditional comforts in the future.” 
A writer in the Overland Monthly gives 
the following interesting items of life in 
Buenos Ayres: He was sitting with the. 
American proprietor of a quinta, one 
noon time, with doors and windows all 
open, and sipping a glass of wine, when 
lie felt a sudden but not unpleasant sen- 
sation, like a chill, which lasted not long- 
er than a quarter of a second. At the 
same time a sharp click proceeded from 
the bottle and wine glasses as if they had 
been lightly rapped by some small object. 
“That’s the aire.” “What’s the aire?” 
asked the guest. “If you attempt to lilt 
that bottle," said the host, “you will find 
it is cut in two; and you will also discov- 
er that the glasses have shared the same 
fate." This was found to be true. No 
satisfactory explanation can be given of 
the phenomenon, but it is thought to be 
entirely electrical. If a dog or other an- 
imal should happen to lie heated at the 
time it comes in contact with the aire, it 
is instantly fixed in its then position. If 
a dog is about to scratch its ear, his hind 
leg would be held rigidly, as if in the 
act, for several successive days. Man- 
kind are not wholly exempt from its in- 
fluences, and people who have been 
caught in that position by the aire are fre- 
quently seeen with their heads turned 
half round, as it looking over their shoul- 
ders. The effects are readily reduced by 
poulticing, and have never occasioned se- 
rious atllietions. 
A French physician has investigated 
the effect of smoking on thirty-eight boys, 
betwc en the ages of nine anil fifteen, who 
were addicted to the habit. Twenty 
seven presented distinct symptoms of nic- 
otine poison. In twenty two there were 
serious disorders of tin circulation, in- 
digestion, dullness of intellect, and a 
marked appetite for strong drinks In 
three there was a heart affection; in 
eight desided deterioration of blood; in 
twelve there was frequent epistaxis; ten 
had disturbed sleep, and four had ulcer- 
ation of the mucous membrane of the 
mouth. 
A Jefferson county, N. Y., farmer 
laughed when his prudent wife advised 
him not to smoke on a load ol hay. lie 
footed it home that night, with his hair 
singed, most of his garments a prey to 
the devouring element, and the iron work 
ot the wagon in a potato sack, and then 
his wife laughed. The dying agonies ol 
the horse were dreadful to contemplate. 
True as Gospel. Should we not say, 
rather, the true gospel, the few closing 
words of James Parton in his article on 
“Artemus Ward,” They are as follows: 
lie was not a deep drinker. He was 
not a man of strong appetites. It was 
the nights wasted in conviviality when 
his system needed for sleep that sent him 
to his grave forty years before his time. 
For men ot his position and cast ot char- 
acter, for all editors, literary men and ar- 
tists, there is only one safety, teetotalism. 
He should have taken the advice of a 
stage driver on the Plains, to whom he 
once offered some whiskey : and 1 recom- 
mend it strongly to the countless hosts 
who see this paper every week: 
“I don’t drink. I won’t drink! And I 
don’t want to see anybody else drink 
I’m of the opinion of those mountains, 
keep your top cool. They’ve got snow, 
and I’ve got brains; that’s all the differ- 
ence.” 
_
Tha secret of woman’s dressing well 
simply consists in her knowing the three 
grand unities of her dress, her own posi- 
tion, her own age, and her own points! 
And no woman can dress well who does 
not. After this we need not say that who- 
ever is attracted by the costume will not 
he disappointed in the wearer. She may 
not be handsome nor accomplished; but 
we will answer for her being even tem- 
pered, well informed, thoroughly sensi- 
ble, and a complete lady. 
Letter From Boston. 
From nn Occasional Correspondent. 
The Weather—Banks and their Bothera- 
tions—-Street Changes, &c. 
lb istov, March 11, 1871. 
What splendid weather! It seems as 
though mid-April had stepped backward 
into the ranks of stormy and inclement 
March, with her smiles of sunshine and 
tears of fitful rain. These glorious days 
tempt everybody iorth, and the streets 
stream with gay proraenaders—from tiie 
brisk gentleman who takes his “constitu- 
tional” by a morning turn around the out- 
side of the common, to the gay and laugh- 
ing belle who, in the afternoon, disports 
her feathers and velvets on the aristocrat- 
ic side of Washington street. And the 
children—heaven bless their joyous and 
pretty faces—how they laugh and shout 
and run, as though the bright and happy 
sunshine was for their especial benefit. 
No wonder that everybody stops to ad- 
mire them; but a suspicion sometimes 
creeps over the observer that the nice 
young gentlemen who say complimentary 
things to the babies, have more than one 
eye tor the pretty nurse mstids. 
The city continues to have its recurring 
sensations in the defalcation line. One 
of the officials of the Webster Bank is 
discovered to be a defaulter to a large 
amount, about $25,000 it is sa'.d, and 
leaves bis place. These shorte >mings 
are getting to be lamentably common. 
The unrestricted handling of large 
amounts, the temptation to luxury and 
indulgence which beset young men, or 
perhaps the fascination of stock gambling, 
have lowered many a promising man 
from a position of trust and future useful- 
ness, to disgrace and moral death. And 
the hair-breadth escapes that others have 
had. One of the most honored and trust- 
ed gentlemen of Boston not long since 
confessed that while a bank clei tv, ;i >uu- 
den and unexpected rise in stocks, in 
which lie had invested funds in his cus- 
tody, alone saved him from exposure and 
ruin. 11*? vowed a vow that the escape 
should be a warning to him for all future 
time. In this connection an anecdote of 
an eminent lawyer is related, thoroughly 
characteristic ot the artful dodger. A 
cashier came to him for advice, saying 
that he had used tin* funds of the bank, 
and could not replace the amount “How 
much have you taken?” “Fifty thousand 
dollars,” was the reply. “(Jo back and 
take litty thousand more; then call the 
Directors together, and oiler to comprom- 
ise on .fifty per cent. As had been an- 
ticipated, the desire to save the credit of 
tin?, institution, and the. banker’s dread of 
public talk, settled and hushed up the af- 
fair. 
The dangers inside are not tin* only ones 
that disturb the custodians of funds in the 
monied institutions. If they succeed in 
guarding against the schemes of those 
who “break through and steal," the 
plausible and genteel swindler is the next 
most dangerous customer in the ranks ot 
those ><•' k <o win we they hnve 
not sown. 
The rule >f Boston banks is not t > p ty 
a check of $100 or upwards, without the 
receiver of the funds is personally known 
at the bank, or i> identified by one who is 
known. Some months ago, a genteel 
looking man opened a small broker’s of- 
fice in this city, and deposited about $1000 
with Brewster, Sweet A Co. l his was 
made larger or smaller from time to time, 
the firm giving him checks on the Second 
National Bank when he required Binds, 
sending a clerk to identity the stranger. 
At length the latter smilingly suggested 
to the cashier that the identification busi- 
ness was getting tiresome, and that lie 
had better photograph him in his mind's 
eve. Thereafter In? was known at the 
bank, and soon presented the linn’s cheek 
for $807*b received the cash, and the 
places that had known him knew him no 
more. The cheek had been ingeniously 
altered from $870. The smart fellow es- 
caped, but the detectives have been on 
his track ever since, and captured him 
last week at Albany—which brings tin- in- 
cident freshly to mind. 
The extension of Washington street 
l through to Hay market Square continues 
to be agitated, and a hearing is now be- 
ing had before the Street Commissioners. 
It will be an expensive job, if undertak- 
en, like all the recent improvements of 
the kind; but will greatly relieve the 
press of travel through the narrow and 
crooked streets of the neighborhood. 
The general belief is that the change will 
be made. 
Dean Stanley’s Parrot. A good 
story is told of the Dean's parrot, which 
was a great pet with the whole family. 
One day Polly managed to open her cage 
and get away, to the consternation ot the 
whole household. After a great search, 
some one tound Polly in the garden on 
the top of an apple-tree. The welcome 
news was communicated to the Dean, 
who, with the whole of the inmates, rush- 
ed out at once, accompanied by Dr. V aug- 
han, who with some friends were then on 
a visit to the Dean. Polly was found 
swinging herself in a topmost branch, 
but when she discovered the large audi- 
ence below her, said “Let us pray.” 
Good Lord Deliver Us.” From tu 
many friends, and from things at lnso 
ends. 
From a wile who doant luv us, and 
from children who doant like us. 
From snaix in the grass, from snaix in 
our butos, from torch lite processions, 
and from all new rum. 
From pack-pedlers, trorn young folks in 
luv, from old aunts without money, from 
kolera morbus. 
From wealth without charitce, from 
pride without sense, from pedigrese worn 
out, and from all rich relations. 
From nusepaper sols, and from pils 
that aint fisik, from females that faint, 
and from men who flatter. 
From virtue without fragrance from 
butter that smells, and from cats that are 
courting. 
From old folkes’ secrets, and from our 
own, front megiums and wirnmen kim- 
mittees. 
From pollyticians who pray, and front 
saints who tipple, front ri koflii, red her- 
ring, and awl grass widders. 
From folks who won’t laff, and from 
•them who giggle, front tite butes, easy 
Yirtucand raw mutton. [Josh Billings. 
The closing scenes in the South Carolina Leg- 
islature were even more disgraceful than those 
in the Louisiana House. The negro members, 
and some of the whites, appeared upon the 
floor ot the House in an intoxicated condition 
and in company of colored women of the lower 
class; they sang ribald songs, indulged in in- 
decent jokes, and had a good time generally. 
Th(! appropriation bill of $265,000, for legisla- 
tive expenses, was voted by Gov. Scott, and 
tlie negroes crowded his bank, getting their 
eiaims cashed at five to ten per cent, discount. 
A Rich Marriage Cfiremony. 
From the Do Soto 'Wls.) Republican. 
A number of years ago there dwelt in 
this village a gentleman by the name of 
Charles Whiting. If ever a human being 
was overstocked with good humor and 
waggishness it was that same Whiting. 
He was up to all sorts of innocent tricks, 
and his victims were numbered by the 
hundred, many of whom yet reside here. It 
came to pass that this wag was elected 
Justice of the Peace, and shortly after his 
installment in office, a couple came over 
from Iowa to get united in the holy bonds 
of •‘padlock.’1 Whiting tells how he per- 
formed the ceremony, as follows: 
Having been appointed to the desirable 
“posisli” of Justice of the Peace, I was ac- 
costed, on the 5th of July, by a sleek look- 
ing young man, and in silvery tones re- 
quested me to proceed to a neighboring 
hotel, as he wished to enter into tin* holy 
bonds of matrimony. Here was a 
“squelcher.’"' I had neve; done any thing 
of the kind, had no books nor forms; yet, 
I was determined to do things up strong, 
and in a legal manner, so I proceeded to 
the hotel, bearing in my arms one copy of 
the Revised Statutes, one ditto Webster’s 
unabridged dictionary, one copy large- 
sized Bible, a small copy of the creed and 
articles ot faith ot the Congregational 
Church, one copy of Pope's Essay on Man, 
ami a sectional part of the map when* the 
victim lived. 
Having placed a table in the middle of 
the room, and seated myself behind it, 1 
in trumpet tones called the case. With 
that the young man and woman, with 
great alacrity, stepped up before me. 
Having sworn them on the dictionary to 
answer well and truly all the questions l 
was about to ask, l proceeded. 1 told 
the young man that, being an entire 
stranger, 1 should have to ask him to give 
bail for the costs. Having heard this so 
frequently in court, 1 thought it indispen- 
sable. lie answered that if 1 meant the 
fee lor performing tin* ceremony, he 
would deposit it then and there. As 1 
did not know what 1 did mean, 1 magnani- 
mously waived that portion of the cere- 
mony. I then told him it would be 
necessary to give bail to keep the peace. 
This he said ho was willing to do when 
he arrived home, and then 1 waived that 
point also. 
Having established to mv satisfaction 
that they wanted to get married, and that 
they were old enough to enter into that 
blessed state, I proceeded to tie the knot. 
I asked him it In* was willing t.. take that 
woman to be his wife, lie said In* wan. 
L told him that I did not require haste m 
the answer—that he might retleci a few 
minutes if he wished. I told him she 
looked like a line girl, and I had no doubt 
she was; but if the sequel proved that he 
was taken in, I did not want to he held 
responsible. I said he must love, honor, 
and obey her as long as she lived; lie 
must not be “snappy'1 around tin* house. 
nor spit t**!»:ic«•<> juice on trie Hour, all ol 
which he promised faithfully to heed. 
“Now," said I, “Georgiana, [her name 
was Georgiana] you hear what Hum- 
phrey says. Do you accept the invita- 
tion to become his wife? Will you be 
lenient toward his faults and cherish his 
virtues ; will you never be guilty of throw- 
ing lurniture at his head for slight 
offenses, and will you get three meals a 
day without grumhli: g?” She said she 
would. I asked taen if they believed in 
the commandments, and they said they 
•lid. Having read the creed ami articles 
of faith, as aforesaid, 1 exclaimed 
“Humphrey, take her, she is yours; l 
can not withhold my consent." “Georgi- 
ana, when sale in tin* anus of your 
Humphrey, you can defy the scoffs and 
and jeers of the world." 
I then read a little from the Kssay on 
Man. including that passage, -Man wants 
but little here below, but wants that little 
long." As a finale to the scene, I delivered 
the following exordium : “Go in peace; 
sin no more." 
The generous Humphrey having placed 
a fifty cent chock in my unwilling palm, 1 
bade tlx* happy pair a final adieu. 
Drowned by Inches. 
From the London ('.umd Free Ureas. 
An accident of a horrible nature occur- 
red on the farm of Mr. Houston, near the 
village* of Mr. Wyton, on Saturday, after- 
noon last, resulting in the death by drown 
ing of an aged well-digger, named Wil- 
liam Kohins of this city. The well on 
th-* premises became foul, ami several 
parties wen* applied t-> to < U unse it ; but 
each one on examination refused, aslrom 
examination of the well, tin* process did 
not appear sale. It was an old-tashioncd 
j well dO feet deep, and walled up with 
! loose boulders. Robin> undertook the 
I job without fear, as lu* had been a well 
i digger of some thirty years experience, 
J and expressed no fears for his safety. 
The water was pumped out and he de- 
scended. About midway was a piece ol* 
pump-log running across tin* well, and 
blocking up the way. This lie found it 
necessary to remoM Rut no sooner had 
the tackle been applied, and th-* wood 
started, than tin* stones and earth caved 
in on all sides, burying him beneath them. 
The block in some measure checked the 
descent, or else tin* unfortunate man irniM 
have been crushed to death immediately. 
Rut he was only spared to meet a more 
terrible death by slow drowning. l*art 
of tin* debris formed a partial arch over 
him—the rest wedged him ill tight below. 
Those above were almost paralyzed by 
the sight before them; and for some time, 
thinking poor Robins beyond all hope of 
j recovery, did nothing to extricate him. 
At last, his voice was heard, afar off, fee- 
bly calling to those above to clear away 
the stones and let him out. This reas- 
sured the men, ami one and all set to 
work with a will in the best way that sug- 
gested itself; a man went down, and by 
means of a tub, lowered and raised by 
windlass, a large -piantity of the stones 
and earth was passed. As last as they 
worked, however, the earth kept falling 
in. All this while the voice of Robins 
was heard at intervals—now imploring 
deliverance in alfeeting terms, now mak- 
ing incoherent ejaculations, and again 
invoking merev. 
“The water is rising; it’s now up t«• 
my knees; Imt work away buys and you 
will save me yet;” came Irom away 
down in the bowels of the earth in a faint 
tone, and yet distinct enough t«> be un- 
derstood. 
Then the voice broke into sobs of despair 
Each time it was heard, tin* men in the 
well and at the windlass put on fresh en- 
ergy, and worked till great beads of 
sweat rolled otf their brows; the crowd 
continually increased until at last then* 
was a very large and excited assemblage 
on the spot. 
“It rises very fast; <) let me out of 
this !” 
The thought that the man, besides the 
agony he must have endured from the 
pressure upon his body, was slowly 
drowning, lent fresh vigor to the work of 
deliverance, but the exhumation was ex- 
tremely slow from the sandy nature of 
the soil, which fell in almost as rapidly as 
it was taken out. Thus the work went 
on for three hours, and at last the un- 
fortunate man was reached. Hut lie was 
dead. The water had gradually risen, 
and, unable to move, so firmly was he 
jammed in, he at last succumbed—actual- 
ly drowned by drops! How frightful 
must have been his last agonies ! < kron- 
er Moore was communicated with, with 
the view of holding an inquest, hut upon 
hearing the circumstances lie did not 
deem it neceessary to do so. 
Old Dr.-is a Kentuckian, fond ot a 
cigar and a little game of cards. In his 
employ was a young man who, though 
professedly a Methodist, had so far back- 
slidden as to play a little sometimes. The 
two were sitting in the house one rainy 
day having a game of euchre. The Rev. 
Mr--, the resident Methodist minister, 
dropped in, and after glancing at the 
doctor’s hand passed around behind the 
young man, took a seat, and quietly 
watched the game. The young man was 
about to play a certain card, when the 
minister whispered to him : 
“Don’t play that; if you do you’ll be 
euchured, sure.” 
Whereupon the doctor, waxing irate, 
said: 
“See here, Mr.-, I aint playing this 
game against the whole Methodist Con- 
ference. If the Conference wants to put 
up a V, I’ll play them a rub.” 
S r and the President. An Excit- 
mg Debate. 
Washington, March 10. 
SENATE. 
Mi. llov.v :mktd the unanimous consent, 
i! !. v.: j:\vn, to -impend the thirty-iiftli rule 
!'• e lie mul;! piv-< m the list uf the standing 
< 'eeiit:,-. .>f ;ji senate. The names were 
win tt Mr. Sonin, r asked to have his name 
from th. ( inmittee on Privileges and 
piei Hulls. 
Mm r« <jue-t w g- opposed l*y Mr. Sherman. 
h Si na* *>11 a \.iie complied with it. 
Mr. >ehurz nmu- that further action on the 
1 -bon of a-_Ti*«*ing to the report of the eom- 
mitti e he post poil« d. 
Mr. \\ imon seconded the motion, in tin* hope 
iiu* 'ornetjoim might he made before detinite 
action. 
Mi. "ehmv ■ lien said that he wanted further 
p .rtuni’y to procure its moditieation. The 
'Untrv knew b\ this time that there were dif- 
i e 1111:1 i-i tin- lb-publican party, which he 
"■ nil. ! to iv, in ik- and to calm the excitement 
owingi.n: of th- di-placement ot Sumner. 
Mr. Wilson bd that the great interest of the 
nutty would not be promoted by removing 
Mr. Summ r. lb protested against the striking 
or m mingh t > -trike a blow at his friend of 
: w my \. ii'i' -landing, and who has disehurg- 
i hi- duties chairman of the Committee on 
Foreign Relation- with signal ability. How- 
\er mil i. m Mr. Cameron may 1.x? in other re- 
-p< et-. M r. Wilson presumed that he (Cameron) 
.-! no -pi. i.,1 titne-s for the place. Hundreds 
thoii-:ind- of | ure. thoughtful Republicans 
we bad tie ir hearts wrung by the displace- 
ment ot Mr, Sumner, 
Mr. Morr.l ot Vermont wa- in favor of act- 
ik- on tie i. pmi of the eoinmittcc now. as all 
iie-an- of ••hanging the Committee on Foreign 
!!• lalioe- had been exhausted. 
Mr. S. lutrz wa- -orry to hear Air. Morrill -ay 
a hat was not trm—that Mr. Sumner had re- 
!'ii-i d to •lit* rtain -•'<-ial p-latipns with the Fx- 
uti\» I>. p irtment. So far from refusing in- 
‘iir--- \vith tie *- -i-retary. Mr. Sumner had 
:■ -i-ep-d that he wa- not only disposed to con- 
el! w ith tin s. reiara but would regard him 
u -one- partieijlar measure, and therefore that 
nator should not be on a certain euinmit- 
1 wa- that a rea-on why Senators should go 
on tln-ir km cs to him? Mr. >elmrz related a 
>n\•-r-a'.ion lie led with the President, in 
wlifh In- volunteered tin* advice that as the San 
»oiningo project could not. pa--, to drop it, and 
-e wlio have oppo-ed that measure would 
!y r-.und him with earnestness. Tlic Presi- 
d. nt did let take his ad\ice. lmt renewed his 
Tort- in I "-let of Sail Domingo. The prose- 
uli 'n of th-- San Domingo scheme wa- at the 
.m of tin- acrimonious feeling against Mr. 
on r and tho-e who oppose San Domingo, 
h \\a- im-unibcnt on the Senators that they 
lioni I lirst respect themselves, and when an 
/tiiii] ; w a- made t,( iuterf t<- with their rights, 
11. -!i«>nKl >!ami on tln-ir dignity. Was it the 
;:\ of th- '-••nator- to disgrace Mr. Sumner 
.1 wa- obii. ted to I y some of the mem- 
t flic Administration? Was it not time 
that tin y -lioiiM refuse to take notice ot public 
.tlaii--: > on Id Senators or the Republican 
nix -aeriiiee themselves to the whims ot one 
iiian 
Mix Edmunds r ] 1 i.-d that he should he glad 
!ia'• e 1 In* !ast question answered. The only 
ia’.id \< tint il" majority, hy law and expedi- 
n.-y. should have their way; then all would 
right lor the >• uators from Missouri. A 
mi .)• *rii> ..f the Smiate ar- not disgracing any 
s Hat by l-moving him from the committee, 
so one has -i right to perpetual service on a 
■ mmitlce. The rules provide that there should 
a recast ot tlie committee. It was lit tor the 
majority to select agents wlm best suited them 
.i iIi iransaetion of publicbusiness, including 
11ii.lenti:«l relations with the Executive. It 
wa- a small matter to make so much noise 
bout, lb- was reminded of the nursery story 
v. lien an alarm wa> given that the sky was 
"•in to fall, when only a rose had fallen from 
bush. Ib-repudiated the insinuation that 
’in- President had interfered to influence the 
iiaie in the eomp >>iti m of the committees. 
Mr. < oidnat s;dd would not have advised 
t di-pla in. n! of Mr. Milliner, but as the 
majority had d< .dared otherwise, h<* thought il 
id- ir dutv to -u-tain the committee. Xo good 
>iiId arise by d:seussiiig the qiiesiion. 
Mr. Scot I replied t> the remarks of Mr. 
>. luir/ a- to Mr. ( ameron. who was absent. 
Mr. m Inir/ di-avowed having made any re- 
flections on the liaraeler of Mr. «’ameron. 
Mr. Scott wanted to know what then Mr. 
m luir/ meant by the remark that there were 
minor- lhai in the ehairmanship of the Coin- j 
mil tee on Foreign Uelatioiis the Executive ! 
brought a propeil'ng power unworthy of the ! 
i..•Hi r days of th.' lb public. 
Mr. Sehurz asked w la ther the Senator had 
i.ot heard tin rumors- 
.Mr. '.ott i. pli.d: N..t until tie- Senator] 
11.*ni .Mis-ouri repeated it.” 
Mr. Scott -aid lie would not enter Into a full 
1 
I J e oi hi-.•■d'eaaiie M’ameron). hut a- the 
•■••mark of Mr. s, bur/ ipplied to all who hud a I 
; ai t in the liaug. in the (’ommittee on Foreign ; 
lb atioii>, Im d* ni. d and r< pudiated the charge 
-r insinuation tii.it S-natois had been iniluene- 
e.I h\ Executive dictation. He wa- free to say, 
ii tie qti. -iioii was simply between Mr. Smii- ! 
n- r ai.! M r. < 'ameron. as to the chairmanship j 
■I'tin Eor.ii!!; lblalioii < 'ommittec. lie would 
lor Mr. Mimii' r. P.ut the ease was other- ; 
w i-o v. h.-n Mr. Sumner was noton sm-h term- 
w .ih tlie l*r. -id.-lit and th>-Secretary of State 
warrant •••nlid. ntial omunini- ations 
The ae- nts of the Senate should he in accord j 
v ill tlie I .'\* einj\e I lepartmenf. 
Mr. Sehiir/ explained that lie did lmt charge ; 
-i 'pi m alls on ihe part of the President hut 
v. l-i !f• ed tli it lie' Pr- sideiit used his per- j 
a d intloeue. to brio" about the removal of 
Mr ;n»,i. w re they to give im ail their 
listinet- mm and eroueli to the Presidenty i 
Was this justice and dignity and independence. ( 
in oiii.a y in a f n nier aliens a Senator from 
New 1 lain].-hire Patterson) was s,,ught to be ; 
listed because lie W:l- Hot ill flOeOrd with the j 
!*i• sideiit on the s m Domingo question, but lie 
a- relumed, and no attempt wa.« now made to i 
■.I!...e him. Then why remove Mr. Sumner 
aii-r lie. af-.i. wa- oppo-ed to San Domingo y j I In- rea-on- :t — ivned f-r displacing Mr. Sinn- 
i• eI*, ileit !"• i- noi mi personal terms with the ! 
I 'resident and Seer.*t.ary of State, was a mere I 
dilllsN pretext. Millie Veal’S IlgO Mf. SumiHM’j 
w a- stricken down in his seat here hv a South- j 
m ruIlian, and -w il was proposed to strike I 
'.mi down in the house of his friends. [Ap- ! 
idatise in the galieii which the presiding uf- 
;:eer suppressed, j 
Mi. I low. said die Senator from Mussachii- 
tts had n fiis. d t-. give the Secretary of State j 
m answ er to an oflielal question. 
Mr. Smiiinr remarked that the question! 
-ked must ha\c hecn in a slight whisper, i 
I .aiighfer.] 
Mr. lb.we thought that Mr. Sumner could j 
iwe the oumr> be11er in some other place. ! 
M x Ib.w e s ,jd that lie understood that Mr. ! 
irnini r mentioned this himself. 
Mix s;iinner replied that he knew nothing of \ 
Mi'. '" Wai t hriirwil that the business would 
more -.iti<l‘a. torily performed hv Mr. (!;iin- 
ion thail l»\ Mr. ■'•Tinnier. 
Mi'. Wilson said Mr. Sumner's removal grew 
"lit "I the Sau Domingo question. But for 
tied ill v would iu \i-r havo heard of Mr. Sum- 
• ir- ino\ a’. Tin- peopjt* of the country will 
"Hi" to ill" "ou*,lU'>ion that the trouble lias for 
foundation 1 h* question of the annexation ot 
Domingo. Ninety-nine men out of one 
Imiidri d wlio ele. ied this Administration in 
!''bs will 11i'.ipp! ove of tie* ad of the majority 
"fth" s,-n:ite. 31 n in Massachusetts, of all 
; allies, ;in* indignant, and feel outraged to see 
a eminent Senatorof 2o years’ standing stricken 
down because then* is a dispute whether Mr. 
■'iimncr answered a question put to him by the 
'• eretary of State. (I rent (iod! was there ever 
i‘*h a fai’ee played belore the world? He said 
1«» lib friends that they had better lay this mat- 
l< rover until tln*y had ail heir forces in front I 
nd more in the rear. They, had as much a> 
the> could do to uplioM their banner without 
iving pla< " to dissensions. Mr. Wilson pro- 
tested in tiie name of the great Republican 
party againM tliis proceeding, which will c.ome 
back to trouble them. 
Mr. Nyr »aid that no man had a higher n- 
:mi d for M r. Sumner than he: but, said he, sup- 
po e the Senate had changed the chairman of 
the Military, Finance or < onnnen e Commit- 
tees, would people hccoine deranged? The fact 
is apparent and i» commented on by every 
newspaper in the land, that Mr. Sumner is as 
lardividi d from the President and Secretary of 
Slate a- tin* rich man was from Lazarus. 
The Earthquake on the Sandwich Islands. 
NTw York, March Id. The following 
is tin* Herald’s special account: 
IIovh.i March 2. At 10.07 on the 
evening of the Nth of February a very 
even* shock of earthquake was experi- 
enced on this island. The walls of all 
ihe stores or adolm buildings, with four 
exceptions, wen* injured, and the college 
buildings at l’unahan damaged extensive- 
ly. Many persons rushed into the streets 
Irom their beds. Three distinct motions 
were felt shaking horizontally, then per- 
pendicularly, and the finish was a dis- 
tinct wave* like motion from the south- 
west. The violence of the shock lasted 
about -<» seconds, and the whole fully a 
minute. 
At Laliaina much damage was done to 
buildings, but the Seminary buildings suf- 
tered most, the walls being shaken to 
pieces though they did not fall. Other 
localities did not suffer much. AtMalahai 
nearly all the stone walls were levelled 
and the frames of buildings were thrown 
down. The road to Leper was destroyed. 
At Lainaia the shock was very severe. 
Clefts opened in different parts of the is- 
land and valleys were filled with masses 
of earth and rocks shaken from mountain 
tops. 
On Hawaii but little damage was done. 
Hilo and Kan districts received a slight 
shaking. The volcano was very active 
but evidently had no participation in the 
earthquake. Persons on two different 
islands state that a bright light was visi- 
ble oil* the eastern shore. The chimneys 
on sugar plantations suffered little. Sev- 
eral shocks, not so severe, have been ex- 
perienced since. 
Two companies of Chinese have land- 
ed here seeking work, one from China 
and the other from Tahiti. 
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Sumner and San Domingo. 
The inaugural declaration ot President 
(■rant that lie had no policy to enforce 
against the will of the people, when read 
| by the light of the heated zeal with 
! which the San Domingo scheme is push- 
ed, contrasts strongly with facts. The 
meekness with which the newly anointed 
magistrate of ISOS) kissed the book and 
j spake of his purposes to forget self and 
I promote the welfare of the people, dis- 
i guisod. it appears, a purpose to ride over 
not only the will of the people, but the 
usages of the party that elected him, and 
to destroy its unity, if either or all stood 
in the way of his purposes. Nothing 
short of that can explain the ill-judged 
pertinacity with which the San Domingo 
scheme has been pushed, even to the ex- 
tremity of the attempted disgrace of a 
man like Senator Sumner, whose hard 
fought battles for the partv of to-day had 
passed into history when the President 
was still an unknown tanner’s clerk in 
Illinois, and a Buchanan Democrat. It 
cannot lie denied that the advantage, so 
tar as public opinion goes, is with the 
Senator, llis long service, in which no 
suspicion of jobbery has attached to him, 
his high position, talents and learning, the 
constituency lie represents, the devoted 
friends who (eel in their hearts the blow 
aimed at iiiin— all these would have made 
any save the most rash and wilful of men 
pause before aiming a blow at him. There 
is a proverb that “those who know noth- 
ing, fear nothing.” A tithe of the caution 
which our headlong President might learn 
from a ward politician, would have saved 
to himself a world of perplexity, and to 
liis party the fatal disruption which now 
seems inevitable. The opposition to an- 
nexation, of which Air. Sumner is the 
front, cannot be ridden over as In- a charge 
of dragoons. 
It is possible that the President or his 
advisers imagine that the annexation 
policy which gave power and prestige to 
Hit; fiemorratte party for so tonga period, 
can tie made available to lloat radicalism 
a white longer. But Florida, Louisiana, 
California, and all of Mexico worth hav- 
ing. are annexed, and the field is reaped 
clean of continental territory, for the teeth 
of the Fnglish lion arc too formidable to 
lie confronted. Only the islands of the* 
Caribbean sea remain. Cuba lias lor 
years been ready to drop into our lap, 
prevented only by the infirmity of pur- 
pose shown at Washington. At last the 
territorial acquisition policy lias settled 
down upon poor dissolute, sickly, cock- 
fighting, bankrupt San Domingo. If this 
scheme and its results are all that the 
(■rant administration will have with which 
t<i go before the people in 1S72, its show 
for another term will lie poor indeed. 
If the stubbornness of the President on 
one hand, and the indignation of Sumner’s 
friends on the other, shall rend the radi- 
cal party in twain, in this wrangle over 
the annexation of a negro community, it 
will be a marked instance of vengeful 
chickens coming home to roost. The 
negro question and the war that grew 
out of it have been almost the sole capital 
of the radical party since it came into ex- 
istence. If a further dose of the same 
medicine shall have the effect, to deliver 
the country, not only will it lie a gratify- 
ing result, but a new testimonial to the 
theory that "like cures like.’’ 
Our City Election. 
The result of the election on M ondayis 
a credit to the intelligence of the voters 
of Bellast. At a time when our affairs 
call for the most careful supervision and 
discreet handling, the people, discarding 
all considerations of party and of prefer- 
ence upon other grounds titan those of in- 
telligence, integrity and fitness for the 
several positions, have elected a city gov- 
ernment in which these qualifications are 
conspicuous. Tito best evidence of this 
is found in the fact that as soon as the 
ticket was before the public, all opposi- 
tion melted away and disappeared. We 
congratulate our citizens upon tiie result, 
with the hope and belief that through the 
labors ol the new government the best 
results in our affairs may be reached. 
Our citizens should understand that the 
new government enters upon a year in- 
volving a great deal of cate, labor and 
responsibility, in which there can be no 
possible compensation save the approba- 
tion of their fellow citizens and the con- 
oiousness of having done their duty. 
William II, Wheeler, Esq., former edi- 
tor of the Kennebec Journal, and more 
recently of the Bangor Whig, died in 
Boston on Thursday ot last week. Mr. 
Wheeler has been a great sufferer lrorn 
that terrible disorder known as Bright’s 
disease of the kidneys, which has proved 
fatal to so many of the intellectual an d 
laborious men of the country. Since his 
residence in Boston, Mr. Wheeler has 
been connected with the New England 
Farmer, lie was a man of intellectual 
force, a vigorous thinker and keen writer. 
Ilis death is a loss to the community, and 
will be greatly regretted by bis numer- 
ous Iriends. 
—The Joint Commission for the settle- 
ment ot our difficulties with England is 
getting ready for work. The Englishmen 
have been rendered good-natured by a 
dinner at Hie While House. 
Words of Truth. 
We clip the following truthful amt 
timely remarks concerning the necessity 
for circulating Democratic papers from an 
Ohio contemporary: 
“As a matter of course, documents arc very 
desirable, but the man or committee that ex- 
pects to carry an election by means of speeches 
aud pamphlets distributed during a campaign. 
i< painfully deceived. Wo repeat our remark, 
that these will do very well ns incidents of a 
campaign, but the great work of changing vo- 
ter' from one party to another is done neither 
by stump speeches on the eve of an election, 
nor by thousands of pamphlets put alloat after 
the mind of the people is well made up. Ear- 
lier work is needed. Changes ot mind are ac- 
complished gradually. What the Democratic 
party of Ohio needs and requires, is an imme- 
diate increase of the circulation of Democratic 
newspapers in every county in the State. The 
winter and earlier spring months are the sea- 
son for accomplishing this. These are periods 
in which the voters of the State have by far the 
greatest amount of time to devote to reading. 
Impressions made during this time—line upon 
line, precept upon precept—are not likely to be 
obliterated, and prepare the way for the strong 
meat* served in the heat of the campaign." 
Every word of the above is true. There 
is no other agency like the press in 
moulding public sentiment. Its work is 
constant, unceasing and never tiring. 
Xo matter what happens—though the el- 
ements contend and pestilence stalk 
abroad, and lire consume and war devas- 
tate the land, the press still goes on with 
its unseen work, scattering its leaves 
abroad, as “snow Hakes fall upon the 
sod,'’ and leaving the imprint ol truth or 
error upon the great scroll of the public 
mind. It is not necessary that cycry 
man should read a newspaper to be af- 
fected by its teachings. In every com- 
munity there are leading minds which 
give tone and direction to public senti- 
ment. These derive the data from the 
newspapers, wherewith to combat error 
and propagate truth. The facts and ar- 
guments they so receive are spread oral- 
]y from mouth to mouth, make their way 
from house to house, ami become the 
fixed thoughts of communities. Accord- 
ing as newspapers are multiplied and 
their circulation is extended, will the in- 
fluence of the press he telt. IIow impor- 
tant then that every Democrat, who feels 
an interest in having his principles 
triumph, should exert himself to enlarge 
the area of the usefulness of his party pa- 
pers. If one-lmlf the money spent in an 
important political campaign, in a man- 
ner equivocally conducive to public mor- 
als, was devoted, during the year, to ex- 
tend the circulation of Democratic papers, 
the result would be beneficial beyond 
compare. 
It must be admitted that Republicans 
have a better understanding of these, 
things than Democrats. They give their 
papers a better support. They make il a 
labor of love to extend their circulation. 
As a general rule their journals have 
double the circulation of Democratic pa- 
pers. During the war and for years im- 
mediately succeeding, it was more than 
quadruple—perhaps in some States, ten 
ten times as great. What wonder that 
pernicious seeds were sown, and perni- 
cious ideas fructified and brought forth 
plentiful crops of mischief? How was it 
possible for Democrats to combat the 
overwhelming tide of error which thus 
swept, almost unchecked, over the land? 
How have they succeeded so well in thus 
soon popularizing that great cause, which 
Radicalism had succeeded in smothering 
beneath a cloud of obloquy and falsehood 
We answer, by the influence and until ing 
exertions of the Democratic press through- 
out the country. Through ail kinds of 
difficulties and discouragements the con- 
ilneloi's nr ifu'.iii have -leadilv pursued 
their way, combatting error and assailing 
the enemies of constitutional government, 
exposing the corruptions and usurpations 
of the party in power, and calling on the 
faithful to stand steadfastly by the good 
old haulier under which in former years | 
they achieved so much 
Consider for a moment the number of 
(tapers in the interests of the respective 
parties in the State of Maine. There are 
2S [avowed radical newspapers, support- 
ed by the national, State and county pat- 
ronage. Resides these, there are seven 
papers, ostensibly devoted to other inter- 
ests, which serve radical party purposes 
with zeal and efficiency. To this formid- 
able list, the Democrats can oppose but 
seven papers. In the Fifth Congressional 
District alone the radicals have as many 
newspapers as there are democratic (ta- 
pes in tlie whole State. Opposed to 
hem are blit two—the Journal and the 
Maehias Union. To this great disparity 
is owing, more than to any other cause, 
the radical control of the State of Maine. 
Should not Democrats take greater pains 
to extend the circulation ot papers in 
their interest ? 
If the administration continues on its 
present course much longer, there will be 
nothing worth having in the country, 
which will not be let out in a vast mo- 
nopoly to some pets, to he enjoyed only 
by their permission and for their profit. 
The latest subject of this policy is the 
monopoly of the catching of fur seals on 
the coast of Alaska—a scheme of Mr. 
Houtwell’s. It seems that the ten millions 
paid for this conglomeration of ice-bergs, 
was for the simple purpose of setting up 
a few administration barons as lords of 
the region, with the exclusive right to 
skin at once the seals and the people. 
The California papers are ventilating the 
subject. The >San Francisco Bulletin of a 
recent date says— 
There tins Neon nothing like it since the char- 
ter of the Fast India Company. A whole 
country lias been purchased and handed over 
to a single trading company, which, having a 
monopoly id the fur-seal business in Alaska by 
virtue of legislation shutting out all other fur- 
seal fishing from the rest of that vast region, 
for all practical purposes, has taken possession 
of nearly all that is at present of any commer- 
cial value in that territory. 
Reading the, future history ot the San 
Domingo annexation hy the light reilect- 
ed from this transaction, what are the 
people ot the country to conclude will lie 
the result of that tropical annexation? 
IIow long before all that is worth having 
down there will he foreclosed and taken 
possession of hy administration favorites, 
with only the privilege remaining, to tin: 
people of this country, of defending them 
in their plunder, hy the army and navy, 
and paying the hills. 
We desire to accord to Mr. Hale, rep- 
resentative in Congress from this district, 
the justice ot saying that his course in 
moving for the repeal of the duties on coal 
and salt, is most commendable. Ho took 
the ground openly, boldly, against the 
great body of his party, and maintained 
it well. Wc pray that lie may ultimately 
succeed in a purpose which is of so much 
interest to the people that lie represents; 
but whether lie does or not, he is entitled 
to the credit of having broken away from 
party trammels for tins purpose of doing 
an act of justice. 
—If you want to laugh, read the article 
about hears on the last page of this pa- 
per. 
—The police of New York feel confi- 
dent that they have identified the Nathan 
murderer, although he is still at large. 
A reward of #12500 is offered for his arrest, 
m addition to the former large sums. 
The murderer’s name is Bill Forrester, of 
whom the following personal description 
is given— 
Age thirty-live, height live feet six inches, 
slini built, hut tough ami wiry; rather broad, 
square shoulders, weighs 140 pounds, rather 
long, spare face; black eyes, having a wild ex- 
pression : high, square forehead; mouth narrow 
and corners drawn down, upper lip stands out 
a little; medium sized, straight nose; straight 
black hair, cut short: heavy, black mustache, 
curls'.at the ends towards the mouth; sunken 
checks, hilt high check hones; small, narrow 
foot; generally walks with Ills hands in his 
coat pockets; tooth out of left upper jatv; 
bracelet in India ink on left wrist. 
—Charles Carleton Collin. Esq., a worker for 
the Northern Pacific railroad, and a newspaper 
writer of great repute, is giving gratuitous 
lectures throughout New England. He spoke 
at City Hall on Wednesday evening. The map 
used on the oecassion was from the celebrated 
manufactory of Jay Cook A- Co. [Portland 
Star. 
ruder the quiet humor of the above, 
there is a wholesome amount of truth. 
It might as well be stated here as any- 
where that those lectures of Garleton’s 
are an advertising dodge, and that he is 
the paid agent of the Northern Paeilie 
Railroad Co., to entice emigrants from 
New England to its lands. All that 
glitters there is not gold. 
—Paris, thehomeof Gov. Perham, bolted 
from the fold this spring. Samuel R. 
Carter, Esq., editor of the Register, was 
elected Town Clerk ; Ilenry E. Hammond, 
bolting republican, first selectman; \V. 
A. Frothingham, democrat, second, and 
B. E. Twitched, bolting republican, third. 
The issue was whether Mr. Hammond 
should be punished for voting to give 
Maj. Hastings His seat m the Legislature. 
The dose was too much, and the public 
stomach revolted. 
—The Lewiston Journal gives an ac- 
count of the death of a woman in that 
city under circumstances of terrible des- 
titution. She lived in a tilthy hovel, reek- 
ing with stench, and slept with her son 
lb years of age. The woman was sick 
with consumption, and a neighbor going 
to tin* hovel in the morning, found the 
woman dead, and the hoy asleep n the 
same bed. The Journal intimates that 
there are other eases of like misery in that 
city. 
—Those chaps on Mount Washington 
have got a poet among them. With “eyes 
in line phrensy rolling” he telegraphs 
thus— 
At sunrise the clouds eastward were one 
blaze of golden light, while westward, far up 
above the horizon, tie* shadows of Mount 
Washington could be distinctly traced. As the 
>un rose higher the surfaces of the clouds were 
of a silvery whiteness, with dark chasms in the 
eddying niist. Now' the full-orbed moon shines 
through a pure and stainless atmosphere. 
We don’t know what that young man 
may not achieve, if he keeps on. Just as 
soon as he excels Byron’s description of 
tin* Alps, we. shall make a note of it. 
—In a marriage notice, in one of our ex- 
changes, some pains were taken to put the 
woman’s name first, evidently at the sug- 
gestion of'.he bride. We thought it beto- 
kened trouble in that household. We’ll 
boi a year's subscription to tie* Journal 
against a two dollar greenback, that the 
bridegroom will lie bald-headed in less 
than I wo years. 
A gentleman who is w* 11 acquainted 
with the parties to the suit whirl we 
mentioned last week, as [lending in Dover, 
respecting the refreshments furnished dur- 
ing a term of courtship, writes that an 
error was committed in s(ntmqr the <**•*<* 
Nutting did many the lady, and the lat- 
ter unites with her husband in defending 
the suit. This makes it all the more dan- 
gerous for the fellows that go courting. 
They may have to pay expenses, whether 
they marry or not! 
—The ice left Bangor on Monday night, 
being the earliest date at which it has It;ft. 
since any records of the dates have been 
kept. Tin* records extend back to ISIS. 
In 1S42, the iee broke up March gist, 
which is the earliest date previously. 
The Steamer Katahdin went to her wharf 
in Bangor on Tuesday, and left the same 
day for Boston. 
—It was lucky for Mr. Lewis, engineer 
on the Kuropean road, that he had a Tes- 
tament in his pocket on a recent trip. 
Somebody7 fired at him from the road 
side, and the ball was stopped by the 
book. There is nothing like constant and 
practical piety* to take aman safely through 
th<‘ world. 
—At the municipal election in llangov, 
on Monday, Samuel 11. Dale, republican, 
was elected Mayor, over James F. Raw- 
son, Democrat, by 76 majority. The 
Democrats made a splendid fight, and the 
result of 76 majority, in a locality where 
the radical majority for many years was 
nearly a thousand, is a virtual victory. 
—Camoi'.x. In a square party issue in 
this town on Monday, the Democrats 
eleeled their ticket by an increased ma- 
jority. Camden may be set down as 
Democratic for all future time. A com- 
munication on the subject was received 
too late for insertion. 
—There is trouble with a Sunday 
school teacher in Boston Highlands. An 
interesting member of his class is likely 
to become a mother before she is a wife, 
as Brother .1. has one already. 
—“Slick"—maple syrup anil flapjacks, at 
seven o'clock in die morning. Try and sec. 
1 Lewiston Journal. 
Add a cup of police, say 8 instead of 7, 
and we are with you. 
—Bayonets at the polls didn't help mat- 
ters a bit in New Hampshire. Hadn’t Con- 
gress now better put a soldier in every 
man’s house, to see that he don’t eat any- 
thing disloyal for his dinner ? 
—We notice that Fanvell, the dis- 
tinguished paper credit manipulator, was 
in the radical caucus at Augusta, the 
other day, hopping around quite lively. 
—Mr. Drisko, of the Maehias Union, 
who has been ill for some months, is able 
to resume his editorial labors. His many 
friends wWI rejoice al his recovery, 
—Some paragraphs which appear as 
original in the Bath Times seem as fa- 
miliar as though we had written them 
ourself. 
— Cauulen Villageeorporation has voted 
not to raise $6000 to build a new hall a 
vote id two thirds being required. 
—The Sandwich Islands have recently 
enjoyed an earthquake, in which the 
shaking was very vigorous indeed. 
—Portland has a brilliant Star that shines 
by Knight. 
A boy who has for months begged in 
front of the Grand Opera House, N. V., 
with a tin sign asking aid for his mother, 
was arrested and taken before Judge Co.v, 
when a lady, richly clad in silks and furs, 
her lingers sparkling with jewels, claimed 
him as her son, and asked his release. 
Being refused, site drew out a big roll of 
bills and offered any sum from $10 to 
$100, but the boy was turned over to the 
Commissioner of Charities and Correc- 
tions. 
Our Local Fisheries. What They Were, 
What They Are, and What They might be. 
We <1 m’t intend to make our paper too 
fishy. The mad wag who lias been 
poking fun at the honest inhabitants of 
the deep, in these columns, and may con- 
tinue to do so, isn't the contributor of the 
following. It is from the pen of a gentle- 
man of our city, a devoted disciple ot the 
rod ami line, who in his recreation 
“Exempt from public haunt. 
Finds tongues in trees, hooks in the running 
brooks. 
Sermons in stones, and good in everything.” 
CLAMS. 
At this season .the most important of 
our fisheries, is the clam. There are per- 
haps very few, even of our own citizens, 
who are aware of the value of the elam 
llats, as a means of subsistence for a class 
of our people. It has been estimated that 
there are fifty acres between the lower 
bridge, and City Point, annually dug over 
for clams. Of the amount caught it is 
impossible to calculate, but it is many 
thousands of bushels. In addition to 
those who made it a business t*> dig ami 
shell, and barrel them for bait, and 
also to send them in the shell to Bangor. 
Augusta, and all the principal cities and 
towns along the line of the Railroad, 
where “Belfast clams" have a reputation, 
there are always some left for the indi- 
vidual who had rather “dig his own 
clams.” The elam is emphatically the 
poor man’s friend—tor they are free for all 
who will dig. All the capital necessary 
to carry on an extensive business, is a hoe 
and basket. And it is tin*, only fish (or 
tlesh) that is the best without any fixings. 
Monsieur Blot might search his whole 
category ot French condiments in vain, 
to find anything to improve the fine flavor 
of a elam, baked on a hot rock covered 
with rock-weed. A elam boiled in the 
shell, and eaten right out of the kettle— 
who ever thought of trying to improve 
that? And the broth, take a clam shell 
and drink from the kittle—what a flavor! 
Ilow different if you take a silver spoon. 
But having been down on the fiats and 
dug our basket of clams, we look out on 
the bridge, and see almost a multitude ot 
men and boys, standing at tin* rail catch- 
ing 
V LOT' NULLS. 
Here is a lisli that anybody can catch, 
who only knows how to bait a hook with 
a piece of clam, throw it otf the bridge, let 
it go to the bottom, and pull up the 
tlounder when he gets on. Flounders are 
good in their season, but it is well for 
their reputation that their season is short. 
They are a lisli that don’t require any 
legislation to protect, them, lor they are 
just as numerous now as “Indore tin* war." 
They come in the Spring, and go before 
the Summer. 
WKllt FISlIINO. 
Now after the iee is out. of the river to 
City Point, we must make a weir across 
Fish Cove. This is done by constructing 
ahrush fence,about four or live teet high ; 
the lisli go over it at high water and re- 
main up the cove until the tide is so 
low that they are caught. Now, after the 
weir is linished, tin- tirst lisli caught 
are a few smelts, that an* tardy in leaving, 
and a small ti-h that resembles tin* sar- 
dine, and by some are said to In* the veri- 
table sardine. These, however, an* not 
considered of much account N ow • *. ones 
the striped bass and shad, formerly in 
immense quantities, but growing scarce 
• very year. And ben- we want legisla- 
tion. Hih* of our oldest inhabitants, 
whose* recollections are very clear, inform- 
ed Us that tlie day the British troops left 
Belfast there were estimated to be Joo 
barrels of shad in this weir, and not a 
bushel of salt in Belfast to save them. 
These lisli came annually in those days, 
in immense quantities, to go up the river 
to spawn; but people soon began to make 
dams across the river, without any lisli 
w;fys. As they returned .each season to 
lind that they could not get over the 
dams, their number became gradually 
less, until now but few are caught. 
There is no doubt that if proper lisli ways 
were constructed over all the dams on the 
river, that these lisli would soon return 
in the same immense quantities as former- 
ly, and their value would lx* almost in- 
calculable. Ncxtatler tin* shad come the 
the alnwives and hluebaeks, in the same 
immense quantities, during the month of 
| dime and July; and they continue still to 
! come in quite large “schools,” often from 
| do to loo barrels being caught in the weir 
in a tide. But there have not of late been 
any arrangements fuj* saving very-many 
of them. 
i.o r.sTfc us. 
Now from .July to October, if you want 
a Lobster, just set your net, ami you are 
sure of him; usually rather small, but 
sometimes quite large. A gentleman at 
City Point, a few years ago, caught one 
that weighed 22 pounds. 
KKLS. 
And if “there is any dear lover of eels,” 
let him but eome, make a bob. ami get 
all he wants. Perhaps some ot our read 
ers don’t know how to make a bob, or 
what it is good for, after it is made. 
Well here’s the reeeipe. A pint »>( good 
sized angle-worms. 'fake a darning 
needle, thread it with some linen thread, 
and string on your worms lengthwise, 
until you have got say two yards. Now 
tie the two ends together, and do them up 
in the same manner you would a skein of 
thread, tie a lish line to it, and you have a 
bob. Now get a boat, and just as tin* 
tide begins to eome lip, anchor in the 
Fish Cove, just below the weir, and throw 
in. The eels will bite this, and hold on 
until you can get them into the boat, often 
! two or three at a time, and you don’t have 
to take them oil* with your hands, cither. 
This was a favorite occupation with 
Mike Oaten. But spearing the reptile 
through till' ice was his forte, lien* lie 
was champion. On one occasion Mike 
drove his spear too hard into some old 
log in the bottom of the river, and pulled 
the handle out, Here was a dilemma; 
but Mike, stuck the handle firmly into the 
mud at the bottom, stripped off his 
clothes and down lie went, head first, on 
the handle, got his spear and came up 
through the hole again. This, for winter 
bathing, is not often beat. 
SMKLTS. 
And now, last of all, e nines the smelt. 
This delicate fish makes its appearance 
about the first of October, but is not 
caught in any amount, except by sports- 
men, until the river is frozen at City 
Point. After tin; ice is strong e nougli to 
hold a man, you will see the “smelters” 
begin to gather. There are often seen 76 
to 100 fishing at once; but the past win- 
ter the average has been about 26, and 
the average daily catch per man 10 to 16 
pounds, though they often catch 60 
pounds in a day. These fish are sold to 
the inhabitants in small quantities, but 
the greater part of them are shipped to 
Boston, where they meet with a ready 
sale. Many a poor man, who is out of 
employment in the winter, can earn a liv- 
ing catching smelts. e. i 
8EW HAMPSHIRE! 
A Sweeping 
DEMOCRATIC VICTORY ! 
GOVERNOR! 
3 Members of Congress! 
AND THE LEGISLATURE! 
The Democratic victory in Xcw Hamp- 
shire is complete and overwhelming. The 
Democrats have elected their (loverunr, 
all three Members ot Congress, a ma- 
jority of the Council, a majority of the 
Senate, am! probable of the House. 
Mr. Hollins, chairman of the 1!•.•publi- 
can State Committee, concedes the < lec- 
tion of Weston. 
Manchester gives a Democratic gain of 
over fill-'. Concord, a Democratic gain 
of over bOO. Portsmouth, a Democratic 
gain ot over 400. Dover, a Democratic 
gain of over 700. 
172 towns give Weston, Democrat, 2 s,- 
1:17. Pike, Republican, 2H.2I1. Cooper 
and scattering, :1S7>. These towns show 
a Republican net loss ot over 3,000 on 
last year, when their majority was but 
l,:!b:S. The remaining towns will swell 
Weston’s majority to about 2,7>00 
At t o’clock, Wednesday morning, the 
Democrats it Concord celebrated their 
splendid victory by boil-tires and parades. 
[We are indebted to Marcellos Kmerv. 
Ksip, of Hatigor, for the above despatch, 
at an early hour.] 
The Press on Sumner. 
Ni;\v Vouk, March 1'* The ostracism 
of Senator Sumner is commented upon by 
all the papers this morning. The Sun 
says: “This great wrong to Mr. Sumner 
may not e ovate him t-> tin* Presidency, 
hut it will .-ertainly ]>ut an end to the puU 
lie career of (Jen. iJrant the 4th March, 
1S7-J.” 
The Herald says; “This quarrel he. 
tween (leu. Grant and the great Senato- 
rial Radical tlmnderer from Massachu- 
setts imams misehiet to the Republican 
party. The effect may bo felt in the ap- 
proaching elections in New Hampshire 
and Connecticut, for there are many Re- 
publicans in the New England States who 
hold Senator Sumner as the Magnus Apol- 
lo of their party, and Gen. Grant as a 
young apprentice who needs still consid- 
erable schooling to become a genuine rad- 
ical. As far as possible, harmony should 
hi* sought between the President and that 
particular member of the Senate who rep- 
resents it in our international affairs. The 
difficulty is clear and tin; remedy is sim- 
ple a/tor all : hut finally, upon this direct 
issue between the President and the Sen- 
ator, the Republican party of the Senate 
must stick to the President. Otherwise 
the whole organization becomes demoral- 
ized, and a scrub race for 1 lie succession 
is unavoidable.” 
The Tribune says : “We cannot consid- 
er the removal of Mr. Sumner from the 
«-hairman*4np of ihc Committee on l or- 
cigi Relations as an outrage or anything 
of Hie sort, yet we will not conceal our 
profound regret that any such action should 
have been deemed necessary or advisable. 
Mr. Sumner has foibles, as few have not, 
but he is eminently a Senator and has 
earned the love and trust of the American 
people. Wo could have wished that this 
see ning indignity might have been spared 
him.” 
The Times says nothing editorially, but 
its Washington dispatch states that Sum- 
ner declares indiscriminately to his visit 
ors that Gen. Grant ought t<> be impeach- 
ed and a few nights since at a dinner 
where were present the representatives of 
| foreign Governments, he met the mention 
of the President’s name for renomination 
j with a similar declaration, in language so 
strong that the whole table was startled. 
He is known to have tilled his forthcom- 
ing speech with expressions toward the 
President not only with disrespect, hut of 
an insulting character, and these' he has 
read to Senators and others who haw.* 
called upon him. 
The World says—Evidently the Repub- 
lican party has lost all its old vitality when 
a now convert and purchased adherent 
like Gen. Grant can depose and degrade 
an <tld dyed-in-the-wool Republican like 
Mr. Sumner, who was a shining light in 
the party when cx-Capt, Grant was a 
onmkant in Ur* gutter, without sutueient 
character or intelligence to coneern him- 
self about any kind of polities. Before 
Sumner gets through roasting him. Grant 
will wish the Island of Santo Domingo 
sunk in the Carriheuu Sea. The thanks 
ot the Democratic party are* due to Gen. 
Grant for precipitating a disruption of the 
Republican organization. There arc too 
many Republicans who heartily <lespi.se 
their incompetant. pig-headed President 
for this quarrel to blow over.” 
New Hampshire. 
Regenerated New Hampshire greets 
the Democracy ot the Union, with a Gov- 
I ernor, three members «>t < on gross, (Ami- 
ci! and Legislature. A lodgment is ef- 
fected in New Kngland, the eitadei of rail 
jealism. Connecticut comes next. Alter 
her, Maine will respond Next Noveni- 
i her will look upon scarce a vestige of rad- 
icalism in all the broad land. All the 
folly, favoritism, force and fraud which 
has its head and inspiration at Washing- 
ton will have been swept away. Men 
will wonder how it ever held this land in 
its thraldom. Patriots and lovers of 
their country will clasp hands and thank 
God. 
The Bayonet KlecLioit law will con- 
vert seventy cities into military posts for 
party purposes. Ii may he, however, that 
these measures will excite an indigna- 
tion by their injustice which will produce 
a result quite, contrary from t hat designed 
by their originators. The New Hamp- 
shire Patriot says of the decision respect- 
ing naturalization : “We havo vet to hear 
of the iirst man who has the ‘cheek’ to 
openly and squarely justify and defend 
it. Indeed, such has been the universal 
indignation manifested that the members 
ot the Court have been forced, through 
tear and shame, to take extraordinary pains 
to remedy, so far as possible, the shame- 
ful wrong which their purely partisan de- 
cision was calculated to indict. Their 
special terms held tor the purpose of re- 
naturalizing those whom they had delib- 
erately and designedly disfranchised, 
were but a tub thrown to the whale. 
They saw plainly enough that in spite of 
every possible human effort, hundreds of 
voters must be disfranchised and hun- 
dreds of votes lost to the Democracy; 
and therefore they could alford, in order 
to mitigate the just public indignation, to 
make extra efforts to repair in part the 
damnable outrage so wickedly perpetra- 
ted. But while they can thus aid in right- 
ing individual wrongs, they cannot in the 
least degree remove the stain which their 
partisan decision has inflicted upon the 
Judiciary ot the State, nor the ineffacea- 
ble stigma it lias attached to the mem hers 
who made it.” 
The City election. 
(>n Monday Mr. Marshall was a 
unanimously elected Mayor, Mr. J v 
who was nominated at tie Citi/ons <' iu 
cu-, having withdrawn. Tie- Mas hall | 
ticket like wi-e pervaded in every ward ia 
(he city, with but trifling opposition. The 
vote lor Mayor is a- tollows 
Ward- 1 2 ! '■ I -i ll, 
Win. < Marshall. Idd ts> ltd a; nr, j 
Scattering. 2 27 ■» 
Al.MEUMKX El la !.I >. \ I/. 
Ward 1 Nathan F. I I'li-tou. 
2 .Iolin < J. I?rook-, 
Wm. H. Fogle r. 1 ■ 
t (i> o. R. Ft rcti-on, 
** d Joseph 11. Kahn*. 
.Scattering, da 
COMMON OII’NTILMI’N. 1 JJ « li:i \ : a 
Want 1 Josiah Milch 
Harrison M .a- a>. 
2 Charles Baker. 
Sy!vanu< T. Fdgee .pi.f■ ! 
Scattering, 
; < ieorge F. Whd 
Asa A. Howe- 
■1 Samuel J. Cun 
Samuel Shorey. 
Scattering. 
d A I Van. Ul 
1. C. Stephenson, 
oinstaiu.es n.mi-i' 
Ward l. II. nn l»unhar. 2. I7.na Bi.-k- 
ford. •"*. ( Ip.ii I. — i’. W alker. I. Th>»mri- A. 
| IVekwith. d. F. W. Kllis. 
W Vic MEN'S. 
Ward 1. ’harit II. Wording. ’!. Wm. F. 
Washburn. 1. Frank Perkin-. C <• *i 
Ifemenw: v. d. 17. II. < h i- 
CI.KUKS. 
W ard 1. 17 I ward <ieie\ .* Ida, \\ 
Hnrad**n. Fit/ W'. <. iitrt. W an 
Adams. d. I;. B. Rankin •, 
State Tax Kn«»x C*n \ n \V< ip- 
tho State taxes assigned to Kno\ ( nmy 
lor the years ]s70 and 1*71 
Appleton, Sl.To1.' ii -- r, 
< 'amden. .a'C in it 
(dishing. 7'Jpi "; 2 
Friendship*. s Id 77 7o:t .do 
Hope, l.dI2 02 1.200 Je, 
North Haven, 'IT Jd 7>M 7d 
Rockland. 20,ddi; 02 17,1 hi *.7 
South Thomaston. *Mo2 »;•; 2.'Midi 
St. George. 2.12d t."21 o- 
Thoniastmi, 11.Ido s,; :» Wo 
I’nion, .1.2'id 2> 2.072 o. 
Yilalhaven, 1 .dsd 7- 1.7.2- 
Warren. d.:»p» no 1,177 •»*> 
Matinieus Plant:.iion. Its «.» <- V: 
Muscle Ridge. 12il >’• ho -j., 
Washington, 1,712 td 1.1 -2 o- 
The South Carolina Troubles. 
CliKSTi'.i;, S. March 1*J. I'', ! 
After the encounters that took pl.n*. 
| here on Monday and Tuesday tin* n< 
i militia retreated, under the guise of dk- 
handing, and when at a point eight miles 
: northwest of here tired upon 
A la »I>\ «U M< U NTF.l.) \\ tin t s 
I who were on their way home There 
were hut tew casualties at the first the 
but soon afterwards the wliites i;t 11i.•< 1 
and a brisk light ensued l he in-gr « 
were charged and routed by the whim-, 
who were armed, and it is now .-po- d 
that eight or ten negme- were kill. d. a- 
thai number of graves luive .-ime 1..- e 
seen in the vicinity of the battle ground. 
A portion of the whites, or supp )s. ! Ku 
Ivlux, engaged in this encounter nr< -aid 
to have pursued the defeated militia i<» 
; York county, keeping up a skirmish .sort 
of tight the entire distance o! .» \ er t we nt \ 
! miles. In this pursuit a large ininil.. r .*i 
the negroes were captured and di-anm d. 
twenty only succeeding in re u hin 
camp of tin* I'nited States troops e Y 
ville. where they found protection md 
yvliere they remain. Inv'<-stigation- u, ule 
by both the I'nited States ollieer- here 
and the civil authorities tra« 
THK OIJICIN <>l Tin. l-ltK't.N I'll I l< I III- 
to a point near Captain Wilkes'planta- 
tion, twelve miles northwest of here, 
named Baton Rouge township, where 
some militia, numbering about twelye. 
| were being drilled by a negro oilier 
They had a sentinel on post, who ;hvd 
upon a pa-sing party of whites, w > in«Ii11 r 
• me of the number -ev.uvlv Tib- 1 
about retaliation, and the didur1 um, 
above alluded to took pin in rap' 1 
sueces.-ion. It was more than a m i:' 
astonishment the rapiilily \\ ith \\ !b h i• ■■■■ 
foreements arrived from point in N < ir 
linn and place--in ties Slate V ...a- |, 
bledistanee. A Major R• ■ i-1, v ! a- ». a It ■ 
is a Northern adventurer, and wh a!: 
acknowledge to be an unprincipled m m. 
is charged by both parties is the insliga 
tor of all this disturbance.. He ha- since 
tied. The report sent from (’olumln 
stating that a colored ollieer U miiib.i 
was hanged. and giving that as ih«■ 
igin of tile disturbances, k fake. < 
ernor Scott, upon the re. ommendat -n <■: 
the l llited States olliei l- I Iia- 
j an agent to 
lUSAliM THK Milan 
which has commenced to-day. A n 
as roving bands of armed negroes, under he 
authority of tin* government, go -!• pmdui- 
ing through the country. the I Hit. < 1 snr- 
oUlcers say there can be no law m>r order, 
but as soon a-' the negroes an* disarmed 
and have returned to their proper avoei- 
tions, there will be peace. Then* i- still 
a great deal ol excitement, but with d; 
armament of tin* negro militia, law and 
order will he restored. I find that tin 
whites are armed with a superior ...?•! •• 
the same rille as the militia, and but feu 
in tliis and the surrounding enuntie- 
ean be lound without their yve.-ipim .a 
offence and defenee. 
(’ll via.r- «»\, S. (\ M ireh ] ■ 
Tin* trouldes briwerii the whit amt 
I negro militia ii. (’hester eounlvaiv sub- 
! siding. The citizens in a public meeting 
| have pledged protection to all negroes I who lay down their arms and return 
! quickly to their homi There i- now t 
force of 1 nited States regulars in the 
I county. At the invitation of iiovenn 
| Scott a number of leading citizen- ?i.•,u 
various sections of the State will m« in 
Columbia to consult with him as i.. ii. 
'vest means of prevent ing a n rim. m. <■: 
these disorders. 
The European News. 
Pauls, March 1 Versaiile. ha> h. < a 
i evacuated by the (Iermaus and a fV-. 
I garrison installed in the city. 
A convention for the r» turn .■! 1 :meh 
prisoners in (iermany lias luvn -fgi,.,! at 
Ferrieres. Some are to retun \ 
from Bremen and Hamburg whib* din 
will come over land. 
It has been ascertained that twvnU 
1 ierman soldiers were killed and i \ty in 
jured by the accident at Pot.eaux .| tin- 
northwestern railroad 
The radicals have }> •. i pla.-ir.L in 
j gingthe army not to tight the popf-, ;.ii: 
J tlie appeal has heen pr> >duct iv.- »f ao ! 
leet npon the troops. Si\ Kadi. J ].ap< 
have been suppressed by the anther'!;. 
1 lie city is now cntirelv quirt and with- 
out signs of renewal of the recent agita 
tion which is condemned bv the entin 
press. 
London, March Id. I lie Lr.-neh g<>\ 
I eminent intends levv a tax on import 
j cd raw material. especially I- xile t ibri. i The tax on cotton is expected to prod u 
annually from do to so millions train- 
j Foreign manufactured irtielr. will aL. 
j bo taxed proportionately 
All the French pri un r- in lb 1 •imn 
have been reiea-ed and ha\e -..id 1 
their homes. 
i'lie Freneli Journal Oitieial puldi In 
a decree approving the formation of a 
regiment, of infantry at Ibud-anv and 
dissolving the headquarters -uatl ot the 
armies recently operating in the north 
and camps of instruction it Hu\r.-, m 
Brittany and in the Vosges. 
Bkui.in, March I f 'l'he Kmpcror Wil 
liam is ill at Ferrieres, but will h ave he 
this city on Tuesday. The journey will he direct, the Finperor’s health renderin'- 
it inexpedient for !iim to lengthen the 
trip. 
I In* 4 th and Tdlh Prussian corp; w ill lorm the army of occupation ot that p.n tion 4)t 1*ranee to lie held by tin* (oTm m until the conditions of tin* treaty <»l peace 
are fulfilled. 
The correspondence of tin* Springfield 
Republican writes: “If Mr Sumner fol- 
low’s up the plan he has laid out for him 
self on the .subject it will either prevent 
Hen. (1 rant's renomination or lead him 
to a position outside the Republican par- 
ty. For if he utters in public what In* 
constantly does in private, of the Admin- 
istration, lie can no longer In* considered 
a supporter <»l* that Admini lrati<»n 
GENERALITIES. 
• i'i ging o\> r a man with wonderful 
ninn >r\. |{ 1- tilly-tlir-’i* years ot- age. illiter- 
"• md lie a i\ blind, bid be n members the oe- 
sinei I .11. I. !'_’7. \\ Ii- ii 
by w.i- nine y< ar.s old. Mention any date to 
him in the h-i forty-four >• -.rs. and lie tells in- 
-t uttly w ha; d i\ ot ih w. ek it was. what sort 
V* •• pi. >. d, and wiiat lie was work* 
ing at an I (MU’, er- d ao w. \ gentleman who 
propoM-d a te>t pro\: ! i lumselt with a journal 
tor tony dive \ear-. and several severe ecus'- 
examinations proved the nlii.i.m t<» be correct 
invariably. 
1 'ii!d* of 1’ iris, •>th l. luring the 
*>:■ _• 1 •'.>.*00 eliiMren. ■‘•o.otHi women, and r_MMO 
in a .vnh " ool< n garments, at the expense ot 
Mi.oon Irani -. Munilieent as this sum is, many 
| r-"!i daily gi\c- a lnueh larger sum in 
! ua m to theirahility to give. So itntnenxe- 
•. w Ml", are tii«* Iloili-ehilds that hey have 
■ S'yi.ooooo" i; ,,n b| .w without impairing 
f!i ir r.-di:. 
V t avn in. -tin in \iison there win m 
\- or mte-f. l’arty lines w. re > bliterate,| 
id the railroad -pi. >■ mi w as paramount. I h. 
ti* k.• w lii-di w i' fleeted by a majority of 13 in 
\ .. PM. i' in f:iv«r of a connection with 
istead of West Wu- 
T e r V lilt. 
.Si mi ..f Fairniot.:p West Virginia, 
vli st,.re was troubled with rats, invested 
'r terri-r d*.:, an put him in the store The 
h < a Ih e.. \r morning the merehaut 
I'otin 1 t'nr,. -doe .!.•:»,• t'ull-gr »wu Norway rat-. 
\ Kentu. kv w.diliu.: was interrupted l*y a 
voting -in. with a l»ab,- in her arms, forbidding 
the ban l ie h. id groom, asking them to e\- 
e-ise him a mom III. stepped O.ll and shot Ills 
head oil'. 
\ young married eoiiple, stopping at an In- 
dianapolis hot-1, blew out the gas. An Irish 
porter, attracted by the odor, saved their lives, 
and the happy bridegroom gave him a dollar. 
A giim-i hew ing mat. h was the chaste div«-r- 
m ht -.1 \ ermonl town, recently. The 
winner' m* h.*w i>. -kwards is well ax forwards, 
md put i.i all tin iriaiions with one hand tie i 
behind her. 
A woman emplo\,*.l in washing the floors ot 
some vvhol. sale stoics in Xew York, managed 
to il s! i.o to w ortli ot la.-. ->. shawls, and em- 
hi'oideri. s b. I i| .- she Was detected. 
\ curiosity from Ink.- Wmnipisogee is 
hihjted at Portsmouth.— ba-»x about -i foot 
long frozen ex t tly in the centre of a cake of 
ice fifteen inch- s square. 
l.:niment labels are -aid to .iivu'.ib- freely 
miotig the po ,|- lull nix ot t!i \ »rthwe,t, wh » 
take lhem for greenbacks. 
S ill 1 Tolli ng is said to be a place ** Where eV 
cry pro-p, p!e i> •>. and only man vile.” 
A I t iv. 11 ing piano-player im lerto >k to whip- 
aii I Mm i:> edit »r, and wh-n lie g *t through !i 
had only one ■ ar for music. 
< ap: Kv rail Yates »f Hound Pond, wax in- 
stantly kbie 1 Waldohoro on the loth, by th 
accidental IF.-barge of a gun. 
>!• * a ! •/ in h:i I ui> i!' : »vvn rum-shop. 
W in !‘. k. ..nitn nf »l I. *.• k- 
|. N. Y. shot I nl in in H im.‘.I 1 *it»r«* *. 
who h ill'-/. >i *. .hi .Iii-. si'ii-r :m*I th**n i«*- 
S 111--I to 111 IITV !. I' V >!| NV ,“!*•• Ii 1-0.1 
I’uIlo.-U in i iil. 
I lf Nrvv *1 .- li il'iiii'* thinks th *; m*v% 
■ < in•'«* "i 1 i *i .11 ln< Imtii in I i«—.I> pl:n* .• I 
n tlf* I*. ;m 1 »ii- :<ii purlx l»y lln* tion in tin- 
‘Ml III IIIT I*;i'i*. 
1 111i• V, on. tlir imiril.Ti-r of W tr.liMi \Vif- 
!.'!••! ", .a i. nf Si.it.- is to !*• 
linn/ in \. 
I lf V. h./ vi. flu' llf K.isMrn lU'Uiiitif*- 
• 'in: n, I'. !i w hi. i'.* it' > iipitril 
Apt il I !. ■ i-j-jo.imo. 
'Ilf i.ols ..i tii.' Kn..\ l.iin-oln Uiiilionl 
ii ii 1 n.l W' !'■■ i"f. tin.I tlf oii'tni.-li .u 
] tra;u i- r ipi.llv P iil .'tm/ :m.I irriwllitur tlf* 
>.n! In that ]>!:<•.. If i' I'Vpt t»*«l to open tin* 
i■«-1 t--r r;; i W i! I*\ tlf first of \pn!. 
:itnl 'lf\ fiirllfi* cvp.'.-r t.» h:i \ •* .* ns nintntnr 
1> oiiuri'. >>!ta l»\ .Inn 
>•!»■ h i lC f 'ii hi th.oiv lit it in ft 
1- II.: I ir.Mii t If III'.'I tlf <'hi. M*.* 1‘ost 
'.It- ..:ir ii'.lmol Im in >nki-v It 
-if w.i-n't a. 'h ii I ;to know how th 
l. ii <• lit .-hi ■ h o sii u -t / nul l »n 
• o•;r• |* I .iiiTi:il. 
An Piiii"i ni. ! ii with If ••i/hth In*'- 
m l. W Ii il *o;■ I -i' v a 'ir- Ii i' in n 
i. I tin** i, "l w 11o111 i..- kito«vn to If »!»* 
with sr\ 1 .• ninth-' to In- ir from. 
Tk **■ iro-I of r.i wf..l*.lsv i||n Iris :i!> m l »li t 
t If Innvn |i:nMiv> of tin Millnitfisfs :m»l not 
urn i I l it. !*.• w I'Oiilv of ..f hr. tlf otlu i- 
linin' p »111 • ■ 1 on llf io;t I to mi nTf I Mi", 
o. I I. .1 tin- w n Ion/ i/o, hn .t/o Hop. 
iiihr.iltar lakt*n' 
1 11 .mu ; ii .t;iv• ul I >' tn.M*r:in’r 
HWil •!' \\ 11 l > n .:i v |* nf'iiI 
iiitrllimn tli n tin- 11■_;.••»il.n 1 ■ tilt« ill 
li.Lrt W ;i> ill-!',- it.-.I :il tli<‘ «• 11 11 11 no 
Mmi-lis \\V ,• t. t i*\ji|i-ns tin* silimtii >u 
m t •» *i f »1 \ lie.in In r In* :il».»vi* |»ii-t uii*. 
" In ■, Ii »h i*\ •*r tint tie* 1»ii*.I in u 
rn i’. «* I >l S«*|»|.*|,|!m*i 
Town Elections. 
>i k ■ «. 1 Ni\»||**v : S •lcrfui;'i/, 
I II. \ .il.-v I*. II «'r.inc 
\ 11 M I >'1' 'll N• mii11• y <u|m*i 
I '1 Villi'.*t »»l \ 
mints. 
j I'fi'lvM*. »|; I -i Ml -I V i"ll/, * \>lf»S 1 11 I'.v .l ^ I' > t ■-•■.'!I l‘iil Ii; I ff isiuvi N 11 111 W1111• t a m Vi'.m. 1'. VVooilinun 
V lit I i! r. •. I 11 ink'. s. mnmilliv, V I* 
V\ .if'lw nil. I'm- ilii'i ■ ir*i. ml I t. I‘.I*;**. i'm- 
IWi) Vr il-'.. 
111 i: M \ M ■ > I V ill.*-. i|.*m> 
< -rk I i. In. 1 '•■•Itvjlin II. N.itliiui 
!■'! I>. i: -'ll. I'i-I" I' it1 Ii u VltiMit Mill, (fin 
'‘"in' I.' •!.' mi '!• ii lilin I .mi! Ii,* r-, lint. 
I i: \Mvi I. 'll- |,.r;» 11 mi. .I >l,n I 
iI•»<•. < !. rk, I I;. .»l>mi; Si*l«».*tnit-n, \ 
K. T n'll' *m. i \|.»ri.hi, Kriiii. h Hihwi 
« mnmittr W. II. Trim.Is VII l».’*ni ■ 
mils. 
U' iMl'.iiun, M. >1 Haw -«i: 1. ,M -delator 
•• W. -!.i. U- •ii. ( I«tU : -. W. .1 ick-iMi, Mill.ui 
M«Imere, t (Mias. < mimty. 'selectmen ; Ablet 
-I u Us ,11. Hi- W ild Welt.-I 'III! Wm. W ell. A 
'i l"lin Hi.'hards. Treasurer: Aiis'iistu 
'\ eh Auditor; Idio-. < •. ntlier. I'own A-C'Ut 
\ ideu ,la, kson, S Tool Committee. 
'I he Ticket was a mixed one, made tin 
1 Cmoerats and Hepuhlicaus, and eleetCil. mi 
the railroad issue. in opposition to the regular 
j I>eni< eratie nominations. 
i i:i **“M. d. II Fuller. Moderator; W 
lev. Clerk \V. <i. Silih y,.!. 1>. Hamsun 
'-delis 11 ai’Ve "eleetnieii. Assessors and 
•' ■ 1 1 I *. I. ini'oii. Town A^onl W 
I " Ti ■ surer V T. iitlmd. s. s. '<>>■. 
ain. « Inn i"s S\ |\ ester. < 'o!U‘, tor and 
'klMe. All Ihliloerats except Sup. School 
< oininilfee. 
si: vinm, >\ t. M.'l. r tfor. \ Smart ; Clerk- 
II iraiu W in ■ ; S ■[. dnieii a das. Fuller, Alex 
W 111:i:i. W. ■*. M -ii I"i'easi11-, r N .diemi iT 
"l!"etor, -t !• Fuller: School Super 
vi>oi A. \. d< wett. 
1 ■ ,N> T>, ii. rc iiient, the tow u olHcvr- 
•! 1 i'i ii w ■ c r> -,-lected wilhout a division 
Ft: vm 1 ■ »i: i. Mod. rator. lion. *«4in I 
•< >we < hid, I I,*. < o I s o ii Srleel uxn. V K 
I 11 i, '• Id’ M Woi mi. Fran*-is I'lutvcr 
If' asiir, Md ■. s..|,y ,, A -■ 
N I "U I'llAVU *-<•nt \ 
H. IVlldlel-H 
‘•ft IF I* Taf.e, >ro loyal or ; O. 1 
< Frk ; It Hunt, h \. (Jm-r. 'FI' I ■le. tmvn; K. Uieknell, Treasur 
> < •*. Alex .Oder, ( onsUhle and < 'ollectoi 
1 \ .1 I in.In, Sii[m-i \ is,o 
IdXl ■ M \\ It .1 I d .il Ml, HI I-': ol,o. k. Model 
« "I F. i :. I hiiiton. Merk W lv | >uii in 
\V. I llodc: -s. I. m M ,1'v.o .1, >e|ect„,e,, 
\V. I Mow e. I'I -- |>. I. I ,»h K • .,! 
Iee|,.| t \ Itraekell. School < >l|)||| 11 
t.‘l 
Execution of a Negro Murderer in New York. 
A"" >1’«>•'!> I". Hi iu'Sr,> unit,I,'i 
111 :l~ executed in the Tombs this 
""" ''"t'vithstiiiidiujjthe hcavv rain n„xi 
> -I lll'UI' "1,1 persons gathered :tt',i|lli,l til,. W ill. 
prison. The sherifftook preeau 1 H\ sj Hu'execution as much as possiM. 1 1 hrutali/inj* features, and only otHeials uni* 
‘1' r' "t He- press were admitted. Numbers 
"i persons sealed the roof of the hit i Id inurs farina the I * ‘inhs, hut the canvass preventoua view I he prison, r did not sleep at all during tin* ni*ih!. *‘n* praNedat interv als with Father I >uraii.|tiet. who remained \\ ith him till the hour ofhis e\« 
• ■illion. Thomas dowel miieli fortitnd. on 
the s.-atlold lie Knelt ill t>rayer a few minutes 
before the drop fell. I'vventy-tive minutes 
elapsed from the time tile bolt was tll'UWU till 
life was extinct. His children will be eared 
for by the lla)lien consul. distant relative oi 
I he familv 
A Fo|.I in I ii. < ss|ul escape \vhs made Fs :i t'l'iiv mi tin* I’homaston State l*n's 
mi. Friday morning, at >i o’clock. The 
l>iis,„u i' mime is Henry (Irani, he lutils In,m Hampden, ami was committed for 
’us"0 He has I let'll Icigning sickness. Old was coniine,| in his cell in the old 
prison, facing the street. Friday morn iiig ihc Depot, visited him, and on lcav 
ing lo proemv him somo medicine, leli 
tin- cell door unlocked. During his ah 
seneo Cram stepped lo the "window, 
raised it. benl I he liars apart siiilieieiitlv 
to admit his hody, dropped to the ground, 
ran across Main street, took tollin' woods 
and lias in,I lieen r,'taken. 
local ITEMS, &. c 
New* of the County and City. 
Prof. Stone continues to ill! our people 
with wonder, not only by the astonishing 
‘lit r< ‘1 w I hell lie has o\. r his sub/;. .•! ta- 
c n i»r»)mis(Miousl.v from the an hi e, but 
io-\\i-< by the splendid gifts dr ■wu v 
'' 
-t v. ho att'ii 1. 1 It* will t ik' ;i h ill 
lo/.en prisons and enu-f th- ui to do any- 
hug whieli h m ,y will them to A man’s 
arm extend" !, i-fixed in it- position, so 
llial II" tV"ii e ike it down, until by 
I •; \\r have repeatedly seen 
\ "img man ta-le of water from a tum- 
Iher, .-ailing it wine, \ inegar, sugar, gull, 
ed finally whiskey, until by repeated 
tasting- he got tij>-v and daggered about 
tie stage. When tin Professor willed 
ilia; Pm glass should contain hot coffee, 
j.»t -o mieoinfoi laidy h»>: that llie liold- 
ei had to put il d"\vn on the door And 
•hi th" time it was imply a glass ,,t cold 
w ati i i. gi\ e aw t\ in prolusion, spleti 
! i lamps, articles ot furniture, dress, or- 
nament, ami almost every imaginable 
tiling. P u b night one great pri. i- in- 
eluded. tin.' night a set ..t furnitun 
worth *!>», was drawn bv a \>ung lad, 
11'11n\ P«»oi. A mm named. Pendleton, 
t r' 111 >*; i. -I t h e i l; 111.1 -. i ■> w s 1'* in green- 
iek- .Monday nigllt, a gold wateh, 
w .th was drawn by William Pottle. 
« >n ihie-.lay night Miss Collins got a gold 
watch, and Mr- Ueo. Knowlto" a silver 
,i These were all delivered in presence 
a the audience. The hall is nightly tilled, 
and parties are made up from towns on 
tin- line of ilie railroad, to see tin1 wonders 
of Prof Sioin-’s entertainment s. The 
Professor has a hem-lit on Saturday, when 
-mile magnificent present- will be dispos- 
ed ot. There will be a full house, of 
course. 
Tin- lecture on t’n- Tlntr-dto evening, by 
Mrs. I.ivi-nnoiv will doubtle-- I>e a rich treat. 
>!h- is an intellectual and nTined lady.of'vig- 
iirons mind, witty, xivaeimi* ami pleasing. 
11.1 >ut! 1- Tin- ILc:i- m- Wily, a di.x-us.sion 
.,i t||r ijiic-i- it of woman’- rights, in which 
die tak• tin iilirmativi -ale. We think that 
; who attend will pleased with Mrs. Liver- 
more and her lecture, whether they agree with 
tier conclusions or not. 
Hie nty schools closed l; wvrK, with wry in- 
?. ii sting xefi-ises, which were largely attend- 
eiI. The teachers w <• iv all remembered hy their 
pupil' with keepsake gill'. At tie- High School, 
Mr. H<)U'1“ii re,-, ived ai aegant ftil*ui'*lie*i 
writing desk, ami Ml-s Beaman a gold thimble. 
Mr. How, ol the Select School, a gold petit il 
ami pell—Mi'-s 1 tick lord, a silver napkin ling. 
I’o \|;-s Farwell, of the (iratnmar School, a 
'latuetti—saint* to Mi's t’arler. To Mi>s Pratt. 
•t the Iiiterim-bate School, a tan. and l<* Mi" 
1 
\V icgin. a statuette. 
Pi III o'.S r.N mil' VIVMKN I Attention is 
called lo this trteipe of < i vmna-ts. Mini sin !-, 
.iid Comic Performer.', who will give an enter- 
tainment nt II ay ford Hall on Monday evening, 
AIai'cli JO. They present a very itlraetive bill, 
ami will doubtless give good satisfaction. 
An extra amount of iitpior lias been consum- 
ed m our city in tlie last few d i\ s, judging from 
the number ot tights to be n on the streets, j 
A one legged man staggei ing on crutches was 
a ease of inebriat ion under diilieulties. 
A .0111 or two lias been n in tIii- loealitv, 
llld tile II *ti e ..\ peeled to ‘be heal'd IVolll 
ooj). 
If an\body ha- louml a porfe iimimai *. with 
from leu to tweiil v dollar tm .-m. vv< n u t it 
may be left al till- olliee. ll wa~ lost hv 
w ..i thy mail, who i>' lie can illy hear the loss. 
Hi- name i- Burn !, ami hr lives on* huivli 
■•tree!. 
It is iiielersioo<l that tin subordinate appoint- 
ment' in tlie Cii'toin House in this city have 
be* n oiift rr< I upon Timot.li> Thorndike and 
Alii, s s. -• ,| M Sinioiitoii w ill be ret lin- 
ed at « linden, ii i reported, a- i|s<* Mr. Part- 
ridge at Stockton. Mr. Trundv will have the 
appointment at Searspori. 
"almond, at the I \pr<-s *.tli< bad a oigan- 
tie pair of fowl in hi' he, a., / f,v nvi !, ,-r -,*. 
1 in > were <■! tin "lii'.igb ii \aii, i> tii *' 
delicate eliiekciis that cat from the head ol a 
jluiir barrel, and di'tuib the whole neighbor- 
hood’with their crowing. Ved felt relieved 
w In n his menagerie l«*ft. 
\\ nit, rport lias tlie excellent rule of printing 
a pamphlet the annual report of its auditors 
: puhlie information. 'I'he report for isTJ, 
'hows the town out of d«*!>t with a hal iiiec on 
hand of Sld.Ub.o ’.. 
Mr. Paniel S. SiniP'on, formerly of Scars- 
porl, is now a memher of tie firm of Bennett 
A. Simpson, carpenters ami builders, of Boston, 
lie! doing a l.n .• ■■ luisim Mr. s. was in Bel- 
last on Saturdav. 
Wi observed ill other day. a young mail fol- 
low mg the occupation of a bootblack. in a man- 
m r (hal tickled him migbtilv. A pretty young 
lady was submitting to the polishing process, 
with her dainty foot, resting on his knee. It 
was a ease of woman's rights carried to ex- | 
Ironies. 
«nn ;i11 road iii'-ii li;i\ '■ to k' fj) a close watch 
the track at this se:iM»n. on Sunday morn- 
ing, the section men in Waldo di-covnvd :i l»ig 
rock whicli. detached from the banks bv the 
thaw, had rolled down. It was blasted and 
removed. 
The association of sailors ashore, who style 
themsclve : the North American Fur < ompany, 
make it lively for fur-bearing animals in Stock- 
ton. The agent disposed of the season's catch 
t" Mr. than, on Saturday, to wit: Seven foxes 
;md one muskrat. 
The bark Mi ndez wa- launched on Saturday. 
The de!a\ w is occasioned by the want of her 
huins. i'h •> came by railioa l on Saturday at 
ten minute*, past 12, and she was launched with 
them on board at 2 o'clock of the same day. 
The Wussaumkeag Hotel < 'oinicmy has all 
ready commenced operations "ii the foundation 
for the new hotel at Fort I’.dnt, Stockton, and 
the building will be finish d in season for the 
summer travel. 
By an error in the <'itv Treasurer's figures, 
as published last week, tie* amount due from 
Mr. Bickford, (.’olleetor of Taxes, wa- stated at 
figure altogether too large. The uncollected 
amount is $20,01 9."m. 
Tin pursuit of the flounder is now the occu- 
pation of the youth of Belfast. 
Mrs. (iardiner, who was stricken with paraly- 
sis, as mentioned last wo k. died on Friday 
last. 
.1. F. Torrev, F«q., Deputy Sheri if, took 
Litchfield from the jail in this city to Rockland, 
on Tuesday, to receive sentence from the court 
now in session. 
The steamer Lewiston, on Saturday, brought 
large quantity of freight forjpoints on the rail- 
road. 
Damage to fruit trees is apprehended Loin 
the premature swelling 0f the |,Uds in , jlis Warm 
weather. 
One of our neighbors <m Monday pulled par- 
Nneps in his garden, without hindrance from 
the frost—an occurrence without precedent. 
Among the railroad freight to Brooks the 
punt week was a big iron tank to he used for 
steaming wood at the Roberts mill. 
The first part of March has been very lamb- 
ike. Look out for the lion when the month 
goes out. 
This is the season of (lowing sap, maple 
sweets and fun in the sugar camps. 
A distinguished American artist was 
once visited in his studio by a little party 
of ladies, all strangers to him. At last 
they went away, but one of the women 
soon returned alone. Getting the atten- 
tion of the artist, she began in the 
most confidential and winning manner: 
“Mr.-~, don’t you think that in some 
future group you may introduce the figure 
of a widow?” “Of course it is possible, 
yet not likely.” “Why do you ask ?” 
“Because I have a picture of myself, taken 
only a month alter my husband died, 
which has just the right expression, and 1 
will lend it to you, i( you really think you 
will ever use it.” 
The St. Louis Tornado-Appalling Scenes 
on Land and Water. 
Tiut terrible tornado which visited St. 
Louis on Wednesday last is llms described 
by the Republican of that city. 
Vesterdav morning dawned cloudy and 
a little sultry. There were some indiea- 
t cis nf rain, but nothing whatever to cause 
■•lie pptvlicnsions of an unusual outburst. 
I n i lie afternoon, about 1 o’clock, the "loom 
in the heavens deepened to the soiilli and 
[ west, and there were a few drops of rain 
| now and then. A brisk breeze prevailed, 
which was warm in its temperature, but 
the worst prophet of evil would only have 
predicted a passing thunderstorm. There 
was nothin" nf that strange hush which 
generally falls over nature as a preface 
!o the unloosing of her giant forces, nor 
that lurid light which forebodes tumult in 
tiie sky. Between two and three o’clock 
the clouds assumed an appearance alarm- 
ing to an experienced eye. The gray 
masses of vapor became ragged and torn 
along their edges, and here and there flee- 
cy patches were rent off and carried along 
by some swift power. The rain com- 
menced to fall and the wind rose gradu- 
ally. but not to an extent to create alarm. 
A few minutes past three o’clock the 
awful visitation opened its fury without 
a moment’s warning, blowing from the 
southwest, coming up the river in a diag- 
onal line, inclining eastward in its ad- 
vance a terrible whirling force, compact- 
d in a path of about six or eight hundred 
feet wide, and rushing onward with a 
roar like an angry sea, and the velocity 
hi a bird's iliglit. At another time, per- 
haps il will be possible to rolled partic- 
ulars of the coming of the tempest, but 
yesterday hardly a witness could be found 
who could give a coherent statement. 
They all seem to think that it, smote the 
earth as with a sudden blow, and they 
knew not that it was coming, but only felt 
its awful seizure. The tornado seems to 
have touched our southern limits, but to 
have kept east of the city, and no very 
alarming damage was done until it struck 
Last St. Louis. Here it manifested its 
dreadtul power within a space of .'! min- 
utes, in a miinner never before equaled in 
this part of the country, and almost inde- 
scribable. Let the reader imagine an irre- 
sistible air torrent rushing against the 
frail, artificial stuetnres of mail, situated 
on an exposed river bank. In a moment 
the air is tilled with splinters, dust and 
fragments of all kinds. Houses, sheds 
and other structures disappear as if lev- 
elled by the blow of a Titan, or fly to pie- 
ces anil are borne along in the stream ot the 
storm. The East Si. Louis elevator was 
the tirst edifice struck on the Illinois shore, 
II strong frame building. The roof was 
torn to ribbons, and a large portion of it 
like a black meteor, shot northward, and 
fell far away in the river. Then came 
he destruction of other house* ; some were 
unrooted, and some were rent to pieces, 
walls and all, and the unhappy inmates 
buried in the ruins. The stately steamer 
Mollie Able, lying at the Last St. Louis 
wharf', had her texas torn oil'and hurled, 
in the river. The bridge tug Hewitt had ; 
her wheel house disposed of in the same 
way. and became a wreck. The whole 
Idiot ol framework over the east abut- 
ment pier »f the bridge was twisted up 
like a bum'll of reeds in the lingers of the 
storm, and crashed down in a pile ot cha- 
otic ruin. Railway cars and engines were 
dashed down on their sides or whirled olf 
the tracks as if they were paper boxes. 
Whole trees were either .struck to the earth, 
as ii the trunks had been severed by a can- 
non shot, or lifted bodily and carried yards j 
away from where they a moment before 
stood. Rut all these destructions togeth- 
er. and a hundred others; fill the air with 
a maze of whirling objects, and imagine 
a sky as black as ink, seamed every mo- 
ment with tongues of lightning ami rever- 
berating with thunder crashes, while there 
R a steady roar of a great rushing on earth, 
and >me idea mav be gained of the out- ! 
burst of the tornado on Last S? Louis. 
It was an awful scene one never to be j 
forgotten. The very suddenness was ter- 
rible. J iere a moment before business of 
all kinds was in progress, and now tin* 
whole population is shivering aghast, while 
turmoil and destruction and great noises 
rage all around them on all Rules, min- 
gling with which is the piteous cry of the 
agonized sulferers, caught between tim- 
ber*: or pressed beneath weights that crush 
them to death. So swift, so sudden, so 
-h u'i was the storm, that it seemed like 
the passage ol some enormous invisible 
iii *' i 1 e. dragging ruin in its train. 
Retails of the fearful riot at Meridian, 
Mi-s., which the telegraph briefly an- 
nounced, are given in tho Lazettc of that 
place. ()n Saturday night, the 1th, fire 
broke out in a large block on Front street, 
and there being no lire organization the 
whole block was in a few hours a mass of 
ruins. Rut few goods were saved, and 
those were mostly stolen by the negroes 
who thronged about. The previous 
afternoon. Billy (Jlopton, a turbulent and 
disorderly negro, had his black militia 
out, and paraded the streets, declaring 
that he could annihilate a thousand whites, 
and would have his way in Meridian. At 
the lire he thanked Hod the property of} 
the rebels was burning, and hoped every [ 
building in town would go. He drew a i 
pistol on a white man who remonstrated. 
A posse of citizens was formed who ar- 
rested Colpton, and stood guard over him 
in tin* Court House. On Sunday night 
the streets were patrolled by the citizens. 
ami me promiscuous snooting, Habitual 
tu the negroes, was stilled. On Monday 
a mass meeting was held, and suitable 
action for the preservation of order and 
support of the authorities was taken. In 
the afternoon the case of Billy Clopton, 
Aaron More and Warren Tyler came be- 
fore Justice Bramlette. and the testimony 
showed that these negroes, in their meet- 
ing on Saturday, made very inflamma- 
tory speeches. Warren Tyler* in stepping 
upon the rostrum, placed his pistol on the 
table. Aaron reminded his hearers of 
the fate of Sodom and Gomorrah, and 
spoke of what might be the fate of 
Meridian. Other negroes spoke of the 
possibility of the town being reduced to 
ashes. During the hearing Judge Bram- 
j leite was shot through the head by Tyler, and an indiscriminate shooting began, 
the court room being crowded with whites 
and blacks. Clopton and a negro named 
; Gus Ford were killed, and several per- 
1 sons wounded. After firing several shots, 
Tyler jumped out ot the window of the 
court, room. As soon as it was known 
that he had killed Judge Bramlette, he 
was pursued and, on refusing to sur- 
render, was instantly killed. Tyler tired 
a number of shots at the parties in pur- 
| suit of him, and resisted his capture until 
! the very last. 
Aroostook. 
1 Mr. Pulsifer, who is taking notes ofli- 
! chilly at thy present term of the Court in 
; Aroostook County, sends to the Lewiston 
Journal some interesting sketches of the 
locality, and of the prominent citizens. 
We make the following extract— 
The citizens of Aroostook all seemed pleased 
with their residence. They believe in Aroos- 
took ; they believe in themselves; they believe 
in their climate, that the dry latitude of Fort 
Kent is the best in the country for consump- 
tives. Two of its first citizens, Madigan and 
Dickey, credit their life and health to the salu- 
brious air ot northern Aroostook, which re- 
stored them from imminent pulmonary con- 
sumption. There are many well-off citizens of 
Ifoulton, among whom are mentioned, Mansur, 
Madigan, L. Powers, Cyrus M. Powers, Wood- 
bury, the heirs of Shepard Carey. Frishie, Man- 
sur, Plummer, Dunn, Fogg, Tenney, Berry, 
Nelson Herrin, &e., &<*. 
My business throws me most with the law- 
1 vers, on inspection, 1 should say they were 
j able to keep the wolf from the door. James C. 
I Madigan, a Catholic democrat and leading law- yer. i* perhaps the wealthiest citizen of the 
'•ounty, and maintains a style of elegant ami couitortahle living. His wife is the niece of our 
termer representative to Congress, Albert smith. Madigan cultivates liis acres surround- 
ing his mansion on the legal maxim, uui far it 
prr ahum tant per se. From what ex- 
perience your correspondent has had iu farm- 
ing, he would say as Judge Tenney said by the 
snow storm, he would rather face-it per alium 
than face-it per sc. Madigan has in his garden 
a spring, the running water from which he ar- 
rests and expands into a basin of some half 
dozen rods in circumference, and then again 
into another, in which he is rearing salmon 
trout, now passing their second winter. His 
leading competitor in the courts is Llewellyn 
Powers, a young man ot three and thirty, form- 
er County Attorney, now Collector of Customs, 
a graduate of Albany law school, the excellent 
training of which shows itself in the readiness 
with which he meets and debates the questions 
as they arise, but is a trifle too earnest in his 
jury trials, and wastes vital energies. Charles 
M. Herrin presents a question to the court very 
neatly. 
Belfast Police Court. 
Reported lor the Journal. 
Fitz W. Patterson, was brought before the 
Police (’Min t March Oth, on the complaint of 
his wife, for an assault on her. She testified 
that Fitz had been out to a very late hour the 
night before, and in the morning she expostu- 
lated with 1)iin on his conduct, and thereupon 
he struck her. His version of the affair was, 
that he had been at work on his boat, and that 
she took his hatchet and sheath-knife and hid 
them, for which he slapped her, and had a right 
so t<> do. The judge and Fitz disagreed as to 
the rigid of the husband to inflict corporeal 
punishment on a wife, and he was ordered to 
pay a tine of one dollar and costs. He ap- 
pealed. 
On the 10th, officer Me Kenney arrested 
Timothy Sweeney for being drunk, and lodged 
him in jail. Next morning he was brought 
before the Court. Timothy pleaded guilty, said 
lie had drank nothing but ale. and would not in 
tut ii re drink even that. Tie wu< 1 off on pay- 
incut of costs. 
Why Paris Surrendered. At lust 
we hear tin' truth respecting the provis- 
ions in Paris at the time of the capitula- 
tion. The Berlin Staats Anzeiger records 
a communique from the French govern- 
ment to the effect that since January 10, 
the amount of bread daily distributed was 
5300 cwts., that is, Iti per cent, less than 
what is consumed in ordinary times, when 
there are so many other articles of food to 
hack it. But even at this low rate, the 
Hour left would have sufficed only for 
seven more days. Besides bread, noth- 
ing hut horse ilesh was left, there living 
still 33,000 horses in the town out of the 
li)0,000 it iiad at lirst. Of these 33,000, 
no less than 0500 were indispensably 
necessary for the ambulances, the mili- 
tary transports and the maintenance of 
communications. Reckoning about 30 
grammes per head per day, Paris in the 
last stage of the seige daily consumed 050 
horses, a number which, after no more 
bread was to lie had, would have increas- 
ed to 3000. We may add that M. Favre 
expressly stated at Versailles that the 
last bread was expected to be eaten on 
February 5. Paris, then, on the day ot 
the capitulation, had meat and bread for 
eight more days. In these eight days 
5200 of the 20,500 would have been 
slaughtered. The remainder of 21,300, 
at the rate of 3000 per day, would have 
just been enough for another week. In 
other words, Paris might hare held out 
fifteen days longer, ii it had consented to 
subject itself to useless and, no doubt, 
most injurious privations. [Berlin Cor- 
respondence. London Times. 
(rkike. Excessive Anxiety, or Prolonged 
Study will produce infirmity in the Nervous 
System. In proportion as the strength of that 
system is expended upon the mind in troubled 
thought, so are the organs of digestion, assimi- 
lation and nutrition rendered inactive and slug- 
gish in proportion as the system becomes in- 
lirm. Every individual has some one organ 
weaker than the rest, and this is always the 
first to sutler during nervous prostration; for 
example, alllieting news sometimes causes total 
suspension of the muscular action of the heart, 
when the patient is debilitated, producing hem- 
orrhage and death. No doubt any longer re- 
mains of the practicability of restoring the ner- 
vous system, and through the nerves the 
muscles of the impaired organs. Fei.i.ows' 
( OMINM NP SYKI J* Of HYPOI'IIOSPIIITKS has 
been proved to possess such power in numer- 
ous instances. It will impart strength to over- 
come trouble or affliction. Persons who are ac- 
customed to look upon the dark side and who 
see no pleasure in living, on using this Syrup 
soon learn t<> value and enjoy life, and those 
who study deeply or during long hours will 
tind in the Syrup a promoter of the power of 
endurance in tlic brain. 
Henna's Pain-Killing Magic Oil is just the ar- 
ticle to keep in the house to relieve any kind of 
pain, to cure a cold, or croup, or sore throat 
or colic pains, cramps, and lameness of any 
kind. Try it, reader, and you won’t be with- 
out it to u-o in your family. Sold by Howes A 
Co. 
.Johnson's Anodyne lanimeut is, without 
doubt, tIn* >afest, surest and best remedv that 
has ever been invented for internal and external 
use. It is applicable to a great many com- 
plaints, and is equally bj'uetieiul for man or 
beast. 
We have seen it stated in many papers 
throughout the country, that Agents for the 
sale of Sheridan's Cavalry Condition Powders 
wore authorized to refund the money to any 
person who should use them and not be satis- 
tied with the result. We doubted this at first, 
but the proprietors authorize iu to say that it is 
1 rue. 
Spins oi tin: Zopiac. A philosopher in 
the West, grown into admiration of the Cherry 
pectoral, writer Dr. Ayer tor instructions un- 
der which sign lie shall be bled, which blister- 
ed. and which vomited, and under wlii.-h he 
shall take Ayer's Pills for an affection of the 
liver: also under which sign his wife should 
commence to take the Sarsaparilla for her ail- 
ment. He adds that he already knows how to 
wean his calves under Taurus, change his pigs 
in Scorpio, cut his hair in Aries, and soak liis 
feet in Pisces or Aquarius as their condition re- 
quires. 
Schoolmasters, start for Wisconsin, and vis- 
it Mr. Ham when you get there. [Lowell 
Daily News. Im32 
Sea Moss Fa kine from pure Irish Moss for 
Blanc Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams, &e, 
&e. The cheapest, healthiest, and most deli- 
cious food in the world. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. 
Clarke ij upon the label of each bottle. No other 
is genuine. They are puerly vegetable and will not 
intoxicate. tlsp 
M. A. CULLNAN, 
HOUSE PAINTER, 
l’AI’KK-HANGINU, GRAINING, GLAZING, 
WHITK.WASHING, KNAMKL1NG 
AND VARNISHING. 
Painting and Papering Front Lntriea, 
Parlors and Sitting-Rooms made a 
Specialty. 
GRAINING WITH “MACHINE,” iN OIL. 
tjr All work (lone in the best manner. Orders 
left on Slate promptly attended to. 
Shop over FRANK B. KNOWLTON’S Store, 
llig-li Street, ... Helfuitt, Me. 
3m35sx> 
THE OEEE B RATE I ) 
HOME 
STO.W ACII HITTliKS ! 
Are endorsed and prescribed by more leading Phy- ! siciuus than any other tonic or stimulant 
now in use. They are 
A SCUC ntCVCATIVi. 
For Fever and Ague. Intcrraittants, Biliousness 
and all disorders arising from malarious causes. 
They are highly recommended as an Auti-Dyspeptic, and in case ot Indigestion are invaluable. As au 
Appetizer and Kecuperant and in case of General 
Debility, they have never in a single instance tailed 
in producing the most happy results. They are 
particularly 
BEIEF1CIAL TO FEMALEM 
Strengthening the body, invigorating the mind, and 
giving tone and elasticity to the whole system. The 
Home Stomach Bitters arc compounded with the 
greatest care, and no tonic-stimulan thas ever betore 
been offered to the public so pleasant to the taste 
and combining so many remedial agents, endorsed 
by the medical fraternity as the Pharmacopoeia. It 
co‘ts but a little to give them a fair trial, and 
EVEII1 FAMILY NIIOLLII UAVE 
A BOTTLE. 
JAS. A. .JACKSON & CO., Proprietors, 
Laboratory 105 & 1<>7 N. 2d st., St. Louis, Mo. 
For Male liy nil Rruirifliitis mill Dealer*. 
3inos34sp 
DIED. 
I Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and aye, 
must be paid for.] 
In this city March 10th, Mrs. Ruth Gardiner, aged 
74 years 10 months. 
In this city, Feb. Kith, Solon Eustis, 63 years 5 
months. 
In Unity, Feb, 23, Lucy, wile of Jesse Whitmore, 
aged 64. 
In Castine,Feb. 23, Mr. It. M. Turner, aged Go 
years. 
In Winterport, March 4, Page Moore, Esq., aged 
80 years, 
SHIP NEWS. 
FORT OF BELFAAT. 
ARRIVED. 
March 8. Sch Km in a Ilodgkiss. Alley, Boston. 
0. Martha Weeks, Flowers, do. 
14, Empire, Ferguson, Boston; Belvldcrs, Pen- 
dleton; Baltimore, (corn to Pitcher & Gorham.) 
SAILED. 
13. D K Arey, Ryan, Boston; James Jewett, Syl- 
vester, do. 
14. Barque Mendes, (new) McGilvery, St. Johns 
N. B. 
15. Sch B. T. Crocker. Harding, Washington 
D. C. 
Providence, K. I., March 11. The schr. Ange- 
line ot Rockland, Me., was passed last night at 
anchor otf Matinicook light with loss of bowsprit, 
foremast and mainmast, and had apparently been in 
eollision with some other vessel. 
Sch. Gem, Doune, at Mobile from Providence, re- 
ports Feb. 22d, lat. 32, 4G, Ion. 73, lu, passed brig E. F. Dunbar, ot Searsport, betore reported water-log- 
ged, foremast, foretopmast and foreyard standing, 
saw no one on board; blowing fresh with a heavy, 
sea running; could not lay by her. 
Hayford Hall 
This Friday Evening, March 17. 
-O- 
POSITIVELY THE LAST NIGHT BUI ONE. 
Prof. Stone, 
j In His Wonderful & Amusing Experiments. 
A S 1" I. t 1 II S It 
CHAMBER SUITE OF FURNITURE! 
Valued at 
and a host of other beautiful ami costly presents will 
be given away to-night. 
Admis9ipn to all parts of the Hall 25 Cts. 
Family Tickets admitting 4, with 0 envelopes, $1.00 
Door9 open at 7 o'clock. Commence at 8. 
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET. 
Monday', March 13, 1871. 
BUTTER—Strictly line sells readily at 42a43o, 
while sound sweet lots uf New York and Vermont 
butter sell at 38a4uc per lb; fair lots 23a32; common 
do at 25a28c; inferior do 18a2oc; bakers’ 15al8c; 
Canada 2Sa3dc for common lo choice, and Western 
roll at 23a27c per lb. 
CHEESE—We quote tine factory cheese at l«»c per 
lb, fancy dairy at 14 l-2al5c; fair to good factory at 
12 l-2al4 l-2c; fair to good dairy at 10al3c; common 
do at 8a 10c per lb. 
EGGS—The receipts from all sections is liberal, 
and there is hardly any demand except from city 
dealers. 
BEANS—We quote choice hand-picked medium? 
at $2 50.12(50 per bush; common do at $l75a2 00; 
yellow eyc-s at $3 12a3 26; choice hand-picked pea 
brans $3 25; common $2a2 50 per bush. 
DRIED APPLES—We quote Eastern sliced at 
OalOc; do quartered 8a9c; York State Apple 7 l-2a8c 
for quarters; Western do 7a7 l-2o; and Southern at 
5a(5 l-2e ]>er lb. 
HAY—We quote choice Eastern at $27a2'.» per ton 
choice New York $2>a27; interior hay $2oa22. 
BELEAMT PII1CEN Cl RREXT. 
Corrected Weekly for the Journal. 
Belfast, Wednesday, March 15, 1871. 
Flour, $3.00toll.00 Round Hog, 10 to 11 
Corn Meal, l.Oo to 1.00 Clear S’t Pork$23 to 25 
Rye Meal, 1.25 to0.00 Mutton per lb. (5 to 8 
Rye, 1.00 to 0.00 Limb per lb. 7 to 9 
Corn, 1.05 to 1.00 Turkey per lb. 25 to 30 
Barley, 05 to 7u Chicken per lb.22 to 25 
Beans, 2.00 to 2.75 Duck per lb. 25 to 00 
Marrowfat Peas.l.UUto 1.25 Geese per lb. 15 to 1> 
Oats, 55to (50 Hay per ton, $18 to 22 
Potatoes, l.ootoO.uo Lime, $1.25 to 00 
Dried Apples, s to Uu Washen Wool 4o to 42 
Cooking, do. 75 to 1.00 Unwas'd 3o to 33 
Butter, 33 to 35 Pulled 40 to 00 
Cheese, 20to oo Hides, 7 to 00 
Eggs, 18 to 00 Calfskins, 1G 2-3 to 00 
Lard, l8to 00 Sheepskins l.Ooto $2 
Beet, s to lo Wood, hard,$5 50 to G.00 
Ap’Js, Baldwin, 1.25 to 1.50 Wood, *olt, $4.00 to oo 
Veal, (5 to 8 Dry Pollock, 4 to 5 
Dry Cod, Oto s Straw, $8 to lo 
Dissolution of Copartnership 
rpiIE CO-PARTNERSHIP heretofore existing I between the undersigned, under the name and 
style of S. S. Lewis & Son, is this day dissolved by 
mutual cousent, the affairs of the late firm will be 
settled by either ot the subscribers. 
S. S. LEWIS, 
ROSS G. LEWIS, 
Belfast, March ti, 1871. 3w35 
Ji It AI)LE V W 
X. L.iPhosphate of Lime! 
-<»- 
rn iJIE REST 1'T.IMT l.IZEU IN THE MARKET 
1 at E. IIKAH4YA. 
Foot of Main Street. 
Rooms to Let! 
rilll REE PLEASANT ROOMS TO LK 1 ,ON High 
1 Street, enquire at 
J. CACCIOLA’S 
tir, III it ■> i ll 
Foreclosure of Mortgage. 
I JOSEPH W. SHAW, of Lincolnvillc, hereby •give public notice, that I claim to own. by virtue o|7a mortgage deoil from John 15. Huff ot Swan- 
ville, to me dated the eighth day of March A.D. 1870, 
tin* loliowing described piece ot land situate in 
Swanville, bounded northly by land of T. K. Nick- 
erson, easterly by the County road leading from 
Swanville Mills to Searsport Village, southerly by 
land of John Sanders, and westerly by land ot James 
Lewis, and being the same premises conveyed to 
said John 15. Huff by Anibroze Strout, by his deed, 
dated November Mst A. D. 18(53 and recorded in 
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Rook P.M and page 
and tiie condition in said mortgage having been ; 
broken, by reason whereof, 1 claim a foreclosure ot ] 
the same. Dated March 13, 1871. 




REP I J1ILICAN 
JOUENAL 
ENLARGED! 
A 32 COLUMN PAPER! 
-, >- 
In presenting the Journal to 
the public in its new form, the 
Publisher calls attention to its 
attractive features as a newspa- 
per. It will have departments 
devoted to 
Agriculture, 








Politically the Journal is Demo- 
cratic, in favor of 
Low Taxes 
Tariff Reform, & Diminisbeil Expenses. 
Cash Premiums Offered. 
All persons are invited to pro- 
cure cash subscriptions and 
forward, with following of- 
fer of premiums for year- 
ly subscribers : 
For 6 Subscribers, $1.50 
For 10 and one copy 
to person sending. 4 00 
For 20 Subscribers & one copy 
to person sending. 9.00 
Premiums to be deducted from 
cash sent. The names must all 
he sent at one time, with the 
money. Send cash in shape 
of drafts, post office orders, 
registered letters, or other safe 
conveyance. 
Subscription, $2.00 par year in advance. 
Specimen Copies Mailed Free to 
Persons Applying. 




Texian Troupe of Gymnasts Minstrels 
a ar i» 
BRASS BAND, 
HALFORD’S HALL, Monday Evening, March 20. 
ADMISSION,.25 Cts. 
RESERVED SEATS, 50 
CHILDREN,.15 
Tickets lor sale at the AMERICAN HOUSE all 
this week. See pictorial bills ami pamphlets. 
Hayford Hall, 




Grand Fashionable Night! 
Grand Biological Night! 
Greatest of the Great Gift Nights! 
$175.QO ! ! 
To be given away in Splendid Presents. 
aS“Every person in tlie Hall will receive a Gilt. 
One Thousand Presents 
Have been provided for this occasion. 
THE GRAND PRESENTS will comprise an (IS 
carat) line Gold Watch, (value 
A SILVER, (Hunting Cast) Watch, (value $J0. 
A $40 Gold Piece. 
A Lady's Gold & Jewelled Ring, 
(value $10,) in addition to which an immeucc num- 
ber of costly Gifts will bo distributed lrom the plat- 
form, and on retiring from the Hall, every Man, 
Woman und Child, will receive a present. 
Remember a Gift for Every One 
who attends Hayford Hall, on Saturday Evening, 
March 13th. The most costly and largest number 
of Presents ever given to au audience in Belfast. 
Positively the last appearance of PROF. STONE, 
In this city. 
Recollect a Gold Watch ! 
A $40.00 GOLD PIECE! 
A Silver Watch! 
And a GOLD AND JEWELLED RING, are 
among the presents for this Evening. 
^HUSBANDS TAKE YOUR WIVES I 
PARENTS TAKE YOUR CHILDREN!! 
YOUNG GENTLEMEN TAKE YOUR 
LADY LOVE!!! 
INCORRIGIBLE OLD BACHELORS BRING 
YOUR FRIENDS 
To this Extraordinary Treat for Old k Youm»* Rich 
AND POOR. 
Doors open at 7 o’clock. Commence at 8 o'clock. 
ADMISSION 3o cts., to all parts of the Hall. 
Family Tickets to admit 4, with 6 envelopes, $1.00. 
N. B. Tickets may be had at the office of the 
American House, and at the Doors. 
THE AMERICAN 
Movable Comb Bee Hive 
T W AVING PURCHASED THIS VALUABLE 
I 1. patent lor Waldo County, 1 will sell farm 
rights with directions tor making, lor $3,00 each. 
Boo Keeper’s Text-Book, 144 pages sent post paid, 
40 cts. Also Hives and Glass Honey Boxes for sale, 
at low prices. Italian Queen Bees raised from 
selected stocks of undoubted purity, sent by mail or 
express. Purity and safe arrival guaranteed in all 
ca-es. New circular for INI, sent free. 
Address J. F. GRAY, 




Before April 1st, 1871, 
B ( '. IHNSMO K B 




Stock, fee., <3z^c., 
A T 
Boston Prices!, 
For he is going to close out his whole stock 
without regard to co?t. 
Jhr'Comc and See. 
Country Dealers 
Will do well to come and look over his goods, for 
he will sell them a t the 
Lowest Cash Price! 
All Persons Indebted to 
B. C. Din SMOKE, 
are requested to call and settle before April 1st, 
or their accounts will be left with a 
Lawyer for settlement. 
,w:w B. C. DINSMORE. 
STATE OF MAINE. 
WALDO, SS.—To the Sheriffs of our respective Coun- 
ties or either of their Deputies, 
Gkkkting; 
— WE command you to attach the goods or 
] L.S estate of Uriah B. Patten ol Lincolnville, in '-’ the County of Waldo, now commorant of 
the city of New York, to the value of three hundred 
dollars; and summon the said defendant (if he may 
be found within vour precinct.) to appear before our 
Justices ot our Supreme Judicial Court, next to be 
holdcn at Belfast, within and for the County of 
Waldo, on the first'Tuesday of January next, then 
and there in our said Court to answer unto the In- 
habitants of Lincolnville, in said County, in a plea 
of the case for that defendant, at said Belfast, on 
the day of the purchase ot this writ, being indebted 
to Plaintiff in the sum of one hundred and thirty- 
nine dollars and twenty-six cents, according to the 
account annexed, for that amount expended in the 
relief and support of Joanna his wife, she having 
become charguble to said town and she having their 
legal settlement, in said town, in consideration 
thereof, then and there promised the pill’s to pay 
them said sum and interest thereon on demand. Yet 
though often requested, the said defendant the same 
has not paid, but neglects and refuses so to do, to 
the damage of the said plaintiffs ns thev say, the 
sum of three hundred dollars, which shall then and 
there be made to appear with other due damages. 
And have you there this writ with doings therein. 
Witness, Jonathan G. Dickkkson, Esquire, at 
Belfast, the 20th day of November, in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight, hundred and seventy. 
S. L. MILLIKEN, Ci.kkk. 
STATE OF MAINE. 
Waldo, ss,, / 
Sup. Jud. Court, Jan. Term, 1871. $ 
And now it appearing that Uriah B. Fatten, de- 
fendant in the above action is not within the limits 
oi this State, and lias not had legal notice ot the 
pendency of this suit, it is Ordered, That the pill's, 
give him notice thereof, by causing an attested copy 
of their writ witli this order thereon, to be published 
three weeks successively iu the Republican Journal, 
a public newspaper published at Belfast, in the 
County of waldo, the last publication to be not less 
than fourteen days before the next term of said 
Court to be holaen at Belfast within and for the 
County of Waldo on the third Tuesday of April 
next, that said deft, may then and there appear and 
answer to said suit if he shall see cause. 
Attest—W. G. FRYE, Ci.kkk. 
A True Copy of writ and order of Notice thereon. 
2w3tf Attest—W. G. FRYE, Clerk. 
To the Honorable, tlie Justices of the Supreme Ju- 
dicial Court, next to be holden at Belfast within 
and for the County of Waldo, outlie third Tuesday 
of October, A. D. 1871. 
IjlMELINE BROWN, of Searsmont, in said Li Couty of Waldo, wife of Jonathan M. Brown, 
of parts unknown, respectfully libels and gives this 
Honorable Court to be informed that she was law- 
fully married to the said J. M. Brown, at Belfast,on 
the 28th day ot Dec., A. D. 1801, and has had by him 
one child, Cora E. Brown, now living. That your 
libellant, since there intermarriage, has always be- 
haved herself as a faithful, chaste, and affectionate 
wife towards the said J. M. Brown, but that the 
said Jonathan M. Brown, wholly regardless of his 
marriage covenant aud duty, did on the first day of 
January, A. D. 1803, desert your libellant, leaving 
her to take care of her child and herself alone, which 
she has done by her daily labor. That she has not 
seen said J. M. Brown, since January, A. D. 1803, 
nor does she know where he now is. 
Whereiore, she prays that she may be divorced 
lrom the bonds of matrimony between her and her 
said husband, and that the custody ot her child, 
Cora E,, may be intrusted to her; and as in duty 
bound will ever pray, EMEI.1NE BROWN. 
Dated Sept. 0, 1870. 
STATE oT MAINE. 
Waldo, ss., ) 
Sup. Jud. Court, Jan. Term, 1871. ) 
On the foregoing Ordered, That the libellant notify 
the snid Jonathan M. Brown, of the pendency there- 
of, by publishing an attested copy of her libel and 
this order thereon, three weeks successively in the 
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, in 
the County ot Waldo, the last publication to be 
fourteen days before the next term of the Supreme 
Judicial Court to be lioldcn at Bclfnst, within and 
for the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of 
April next, that he may then and there appear and 
show cause, if any lie have, why the prayer of said 
libellant should not be granted. 
Attest—W. G. FRYE, Clerk. 
A True Copy of libel and order of Conrt, thereon. 
2w30 Attest—W. G. FRYE, Clerk. 
-o- 
Simonton Bros. & Co. 
are now offering their Fall and 
Winter stock of 
Wry anil Fancy Woods 
at REDUCED PRICES. 
Their entire stock has been 
marked down. 
GOOD YARD WIDE 
Cotton s, 
10 Cents per Yuri], former price 
12 1-2 cts. 
Ginghams 121-2 cts. per 
yard 
Scarlet and Gray Flan- 
nels marked down from 45 to 37 
cents. 
10x4 All Wool BLANKETS, 
3.50 Per Pair. 
Crash 8 cts. per yard. 
Table Linens marked down. 
Shawls 10 per cent, less 
than ever offered before. 
We have made a general slaugh- 
ter on the Prices of our GOODS. 
As we take account of Stock in 
a few weeks and previous to 
March 1st, we are willing to dis- 
pose iff our stock at prices that 
will benefit the customers. Many 
goods are to be sacrificed. 
Dress G-oocLs. 
A splendid assortment on hand 
that will bo closed out at cost 
and less than cost. Those in 
want of 
DRESS GOODS 
would do well to examine our 





constantly on hand at Reduced 
Prices. 
Waterproof Cloakings 
to be closed out 10 per cent, 
less than ever-sold in this city. 
CUT FREE OF CHARGE 
when the cloth is purchased at 
our Store, 
GLOVES. 
A large stock of Fleeced Lined 
Gloves to be sold at 17 cts. per 
pair, former price 42 eents. 
PAPER COLLARS 
Linen Finish, Cloth Lined, But- 
ton Hole Collars 2 Boxes for 25 
cents. 
Linen Handkerchiefs. 
A break down in prices has been 
made in this department. Good 




Son tags, &c. 
selling at cost and less than cost. 
JUST RECEIVED 
DODGE’S RUG PATTERNS, damped 
on Burlap in Brilliant Colors. 
JOBBERS. 
We call attention to Country 
Dealers, to Odd Job Lots that 
will be disposed of less than 
they can be had in the Western 
Markets. 
Simonton Bros. & Co. 
mean business and will guaran- 
tee the prices advertised to all, 
until March 1st. 
Simonton Bros, dc Co., 
HAYFORD BLOCK, Belfast, Me. 
BANKRUPTCY NOTICES. 
District of Maine, ss At Rockland the twelfth 
day of Aug. A. D. 1870. 
THE UNDERSIGNED hereby gives notice of his appointment as assignee of Alden Litchfield, of 
Rockland, in the County of Knox and State of Maine, 
within said District, wjo has been adjudged a Bank- 
rupt upon Petition of his creditors by the District 
Court of said District. 
O. S. ANDREWS, Assignee. 3w3C* Rockland, Maine, 
Dross and Cloak Making. 
I ENURE J. PEIRCE will return soon from _J Boston to Belfast, to continue her business as 
a Dross and Cloak Maker. Having had extensive 
practice as a cutter for the firm of JORDAN, 
MARSH & CO., she feels confident that she can 
please the ladies of Belfast. Thankful for past favors 
“lie hopes for a continuance for the coming season. 
March 13, 1871. tf.lfl 
Rare Chance for Sale 
A VALUABLE HOTEL STAND ! 
IN SEARS PORT, ME. 
THE WELL KNOWN, Nearaporl House. three stories high, finished in Modern Style, 
and containing 35 or more large and convenient 
rooms, is now offered for sale. Attached is a Stable 
nearly new, 40x70, both House and Stable abundant- 
ly supplied with water. The LIVERY STUCK, 
8 to 10 Horses, Cariiages, Harnesses, Robes, &c\, will also be sold. 
This Hotel is the only Public House, In the place is situated in the central part of Searsport, at the 
head of Penobscot Bay, one of the most beautiful 
bays in the world for fishing and sailing, which 
renders Searsport a tine summer resort, one that 
has already become very popular with the traveling 
public, and whose patronage is constantly increas- 
ing. Fine roads afford every lacility, for pleasure 
driving. 
Boston and Portland Steamers call here daily 
within six miles of Railroad jommunicution with 
daily trains for Boston and Portland. Une of the 
most desirable locations in Maine, lor the Hotel 
and summer resort, sold on account of business in 
California demanding the Proprietor’s immediate 
attention. 
11 not disposed ot at private sale prior to May 1, 
1871, the property will be sold at Public Auction, on 
the 10th day of May. 
Full particulars as to terms of sale &c., on appli- 
cation to the proprietor. 
W. II. MATHEWS, Searsport, Me. 
By C. C. CRARY, Searsport, Me. Uvv35 
SEWING 
mum Hin we 
'MACHINES 
roll KALE AX 
Carl & Morrison’s 
HARDWARE STORE, Belfast, Me. 
-o- 
43*Also needles, oil and all the fittings lor both 
Machines kept constantly on hand. tl3.'» 
POKE* 4\It H I IIS ! 
,/CST RECEIVED. 
5000 Best New Hampshire WIIITK OAK AND 
HICKORY SI'OKKS, from 1 1-8 to 2 3-1 inches 
wide. Also a good Assortmnt of seasoned HUBS, 
I will warrant the abovegoods to be of the best qual- 
ity and will sell at low prices. 4J-flail at mv ->tore 
No 1 Phenix Bow. tl'J3 OAKKS ANG I KB. \ 
AKCHOn Li vi: HTC.1J1ER* 
Sail, every Wednesday and Saturday, to 1 
AND FROM 
NEW YORK AND GLASGOW, 
(Jailing at Londonderry to laud Mails and Passen- 
gers. 
1'he Steamers of this favorite lino are built c\ 
pressly for the Atlantic Passenger Trade, and fitted 
up in every respect with all the modern improve- 
ments calculated to insure tlu safety, comfort, and 
convenience of passengers. 
Passage Rates, Payable in Currency, 
TO G LASOOW, LI VERP<>OI. & LOND< >NDERRY 
FIRST CAP.IN, $f.5 Sc $?.'>, according to Location. 
Cabin Return Tickets, $130, securing best accommo- 
dations. 
INTERMEDIATE, $33. | STEE.RAGE, $38.! 
Parties sending for their friends in the Old (Dun- 
try can purchase tickets at reduced rates. For fur- 
ther particulars apply to HENDERSON BROTH- 
ERS, 7 Bowling Green, N. Y., Or to COX & FIELD, 
Insurance Agents, Belfast, Maine. eiuto* 1 
NEW 
Blacksmith Shop. 
M. A. BLOIM. fTT having j 
lo eated himself in his new Brick 
Shop,opposite E. A. Knowlton & 
Co’s. Store, would inform his old I 
customers ami the needy public, that 
he is ready to attend to all jobs in his line, includ- 
ing Ship work and general n pairing. 
Belfast, Feb. s. 1871. ti ll 
rO » T ! J 
LAST SUNDAY EVENING, on Chinch, High, 
or Miller Sts., a Black Silk Oter-skirt. Iho find* r 
will he rewarded by leaving the same at the Post 
«mice. 3wKf>* 
TIT 13 GREAT 
luuuuuui 
Everybody Address with Id cents, 
R. M. D. MOOR, 
3w35* PORTLAND, Maine. | 
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE 
IN THE TOWN OF MONROE & JACK ON. 
CONSISTING OF A GRIST MILL, and privi leges, with lour run ot Stones, two of them j 
French Burs, and two Bolts; it is one of the best j 
Country Mills in the State, the lower part is eon- I 
structed of Stone and Cedar. Also one Saw Mill in 
good repair with, opportunities for other Machinery, 1 
all the lumber manufactured finds a ready market at I 
the Mill. Also two Stores, Blacksmith’s Shop, | 
House lots, &c., all situated in the flourishing Vil- j 
lage of Monroe, which is distant from tide water, or 
Belfast &M. L. R. R. some six miles. Also in tlie ! 
town of Jackson, several lots ot valuable timber 
lands, most of them containing a heavy growth ot ; 
Hemlock, Spruce, Hardwood and Cedar. The abo\e 
lots lie six miles from the Mills in Monroe where j 
tlie logs may he driven at small expense. Most ot 
the land is within four miles of li. & M. H, L. R. it. ; The Hemlock Bark finds a market at Plymouth which j 
is distant about ten miles, or at Belfast. For par- 
ticulars apply to 
JOSEPH PALMER, Monroe Mills or BEN J, 
WILLIS, Bangor House, Bangor, Me. tf.JO ! 
RANTED ! 
ONE OR TWO BOOK AGENTS OF EXPERT i 
cnee and ability to canvass Belfast and Towns In 
the vicinity for 
The Uncivilized Races #f lien in all Coimlrics of! 
the World. 
A splendidly Illustratkd Volume 150o page*. 
One agent In Massachusetts cleared $12 iu uns 
day. 
Other agents are making a clear prolit of $20 to 
$50 per day. 
We have a large assortment of Standard Sub- 
scription Books and we want energetic agents in 
every town and county. Send lor our descriptive 
circulars and terms to agents. 
BURR & CO., Publishers, Hartford, Conn. 
___
Farm for Sale. 
SITUATED IN NORTH PORT, 
one-half mile from Brown’s Cor- 
ner, on the shore road. The farm contains sixty 
acres of land, hasa house, barn, shod, good well of 
water, orchard, and two hundred cords of standing 
wood, soft and hard. 1 his farm will be sold at good 
advantage to the purchaser. Apply to 
Mrs. ROBERT 11. COOMBS, 
i Belfast. March 1. 1871. t!31 
I,
NO CAITALIPST IS TOO RICH 
NO FARMERIS TOO POOR, 
NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR 
to buy an Earth Closet, which is a substitute for 
the water-closet or common privy, and places with- 
in reach of all, rich and poor, in town and in the 
country, a timple means for providing, in the house, 
a comfortable private closet, affording comfort, 
neatness and health. Prices $0 to $35. Send for 
Circulars to 





l‘J DOANK ST., i 
BOSTON, 
/fWtgL the great cause 
HUMAN MISERY. 
Just Published, in a Sealed Envelope. Price six cents. 
A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment awl Radical 
Cure of Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrhea, in- 
duced by Sell-Abuse, Involuntary Emissions, inipo- 
tency, Nervous Debility, and Imnediments to Mar- 
riage generally; Consumption, Epilepsy, and Fits; 
Mental and Physical Incapacity, Ac.—By ROBERT 
J. CULVERWELL, M. D., Author of the “Green 
Book,” Ac. 
The world-renowned author, in this admirable 
Lecture clearly proves from his own experience that 
the awful consequences of Self-Abuse may be effect- 
ually removed without medicines, and without 
dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments, 
rings, or cordials, pointiug out a mode of cure at 
once certain and effectual by which every suflerer, 
no matter what his condition may be, may cure 
himself cheaply, privately, and radically. THIS 
LECTURE WILL PROVE A BOON TO THOUS- 
ANDS AND THOUSANDS. 
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad- 
dress, on receipt of six cents, or two postage stamps 
bv addressing the publishers. 
iUso, DR. CULVERWELL’S “Marriage Guide,” 
price -'5 cents. 
Address the Publishers, 
CHAS. J. C. KLINE A CO., 
1*21 nowerv,lVeH fork. 1'. O. Box 
Iyr8 
SPRING ARRANGEMENT, 
COMMENCING MAlICH in. 
INSIDE LINE TO THE 
riiNUBSOOTdc MAGMAS. 
»sk rim- peh week. 
-sue flic Favorite Steamer 
'LEW IS TO N, 
f~~ ■tik i'iiiiiiJ- (-up,, CHAS. bEKllINO, 
Will leave ;unti 1 further notice) Railroad 
AVIiarf. Portland, every 
FRIDAY F VENIN (Jr. 
AT 10 O'CLOCK, 
Or on arrival of Express Train Iroin Boston, for 
Rockand, Camden, Belt i-t, Sea rsport, Castinc, Deer 
Isle, Sedgwick, so. West Harbor, (Ml. Desert,) Mill- 
bridge, .lonesport and Machiaspurt. 
Returning will leave Machiaspurt every Tuesday 
morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named 
landings. 
For lull particulars Inquire ot ROSS & STL'Dl 
YANT, 17D Commercial Street, Or C YRUS STL'Dl- 
YANT, General Agent. 






E. & H. T.~ANTHONY & CO. 
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 
Invite the attention of the Trade to their extensive 
assortment ot the above woods, of their own publi- 
cation, manufacture and importation, 
Also, 
PHOTO LANTERN SLIDES 
and 
GRAPIIOSCOPKS. 
N EW V1E VVO F YOSEMITE, 
E. &. H. T. ANTHONY & C0.f j* uJl Broadway, New York, 
Opposite Metropolitan Hotel, 
importers and manufacturers of 
PHOTOCilUPIIK MATERIALS. 
4 in os 34 
WAR OF 1812. 
OFFICERS, SOLDIERS AND SEAMEN, WHO served sixty days in the War of ISP’, or the 
widows ol such married previous to 1815 are now 
cntitledtoa pension of $8 per month. I have all the 
rolls and records of such service, and superior ad- 
vantages fur presenting claims, can apply iu pt rsou 
or by letter. All persons entitled that want their 
elain s prosecuted promptly should apply to the re- 
liable agency B. «. A DDITOI. 
Law & Pension Agent. 
No. I Main St., Bangor, Maine. -min 
WAR OP" 1812. 
-11- 
SOLDIERS OF TIIE WAR OF isitr, WHO sen ed sixty days, or their widows who were mar- 
ried previous to Dec. it, ls!4, are entitled to a IT. S. 
Pension ot per month. 
BOUNTIES 
art* due soldiers who enlisted between May 4, and 
July vtl, hsiil and were discharged lur disability, not 
having served two years. 
Those entitled to the above, or any other govern- 
ment claims can address 
*w:h MILES S. STAPLES, Belfast, Me. 
!;IT A l'AIll OK 
Cable Screw Wire 
KOOI S AYI> SIIOI.M; 
KOU 
Comfort, Elasticity, Durability and 
Economy, 
THEY EXCEL A _L OTHERS. 
Of 140,000 pairs sold last year by two loading Bos- 
ton manufacturers, and warranted against ripping, 
NOT ONE WAS RETURNED. 
I*at«*iit Hcamp on every one. 
Int.’U Mold l»v all Loading- Healent. 
Branch Vest Shop. 
If Ih l NDKRSIGN1* D, beg leave to announo 
that they have opened a branch YKST MiOl* 
at Monroe, in the store lately occupied by Timothy 
Mayo, the better to accommodate their customers 
ami those wishing to work for them liviiu in that 
locality. There will he kept in connection with the 
above a large and de-irable stock ot goods of all 
kinds. Also the (trover Ac llaker ami lhtvt« 
Mewing 11 .»olviBy upright dealings they 
hope to merit the labor ot an unlimited number 
of good Vest Makers. 
(hv tl POT 10 & OU1MRY 
Commissioners’ Notice. 
rpil K I N i»KRSlli N KI>, having been appointed, 
X .* the Judge of Probate for the County <>f Wal- 
do, Commissioners upon the estate ot Klijalt B. 
Crockett, late of Prospect, deceased, said estate hav- 
ing been represented insolvent. We therefore give 
public notice that we will receive and examine claims 
against said estate, and for that purpose will he in 
session nt the house of Nathaniel I.. I iltleticld, in 
said Prospect, on the 1-th day of March, lsn.nnd 
on the ist .lay of April, IN'!, from one o’clock to 
lour in the afternoon of eacl day, 
NAl'HANir.I. I,. l.lll I.F.FIKI.D. 
JOHN li. II AKDING. 
Prospect, March 1, Its.' l. iwiff/ 
“Buy me, and I’ll do you Good.” 
DU. UNM.I VS 
ROOT AND HERB BITTERS 
This medicine is, without tne possibility ol a doubt 
the very best remedy known for the following and 
all kindred diseases Indie/estion, '■ sticeness, I.iver 
Complaint. Pile*, Headache, Heartburn, Dyspepsia, 
l>i: :iness, Scrofula, Salt Itheuai, l.anyno'-,Laziness, 
Debility, Jaundice, Flatulency, Foul .stomach, i)Y. 
By the timely use of this medicine the blood Is 
purified. The appetite is restored. I he system is 
strengthened. The liver is invigorated. The breath 
is sweetened. The complexion is beuutilied. And 
the general health is 
U E S T O 1? E I > 
The best Boots. Herbs and Barks enter into the 
composition of tills Kenedy, making it a simple 
and safe, as well as an unfailing cure tor all diseases 
of the blood. 
GKO. C. GOODWIN .Sc CO., Boston. For sal. 
by all Druggists. imosTt 
^ United States Hotel, y^jfjjcor. FULTON AND WATER STS. ItSlB N k. vit Fulton Ferry, NF.W YOBB. 
This well known and favorite Hotel lias recently 
been renovated, remodeled and furnished new and 
elegantly throughout. It is kept on tin- Kuropean 
plan, and has ample accomodation for four hundred 
guests. 
the location is more accessible to all parts of N« w 
York and Brooklyn than any other house in the 
city. The Broadwav stages pass the Hotel every 
three minutes besides various lines ol street cars, 
one of which intersects every other route in New 
York. 
It being but two blocks from Fulton F< .tv maki s 
it convenient lor those wishing to visit the ••City ot 
Churches,” as from this Ferry diverge all flu prin- 
cipal railroad routes in the city oi Brooklyn. 
GEO. N. & H. S. TERRY, Proprietors. 
lyr’.l 
SOLDIERS OF THE WAR OF 1812. 
ATTENTION ! 
(CONGRESS HAS PASSED A LAW. GIVING j A Pension ot $8 per month to the officers and 
soldiers of the War of 1S1J, who served sixty day 
or over, and to tin* willows of such as have died, 
thus doing justice to this brave and meritorious 
band of Patriots. 
1 have all the Rolls and Records of tills service, 
and they are not to be found at any other place m 
tlie State to my knowledge. I will give every sol 
dier tlie benefit ot my records to o-tahlish his claim 
to a pension and I will assist him in the prompt 
and speedy prosecution ot his claim. If the discharge 
of the soldier is lost, these records are invaluable 
The fee is fixed by law, at $<>[. No charge made un 
less a pension is obtained. 
Application can he made, in person, at my office 
in Bangor, or by letter giving name ot Company, 
Officers, date and length ot service. 
I*. IIROW X. 
Office near D. RHGREK’S Book Store, on Kemius 
keag Bridge, Bangor. 
Baiigor, Feb. JO, 1871. 3mo833 
THE MEADOW KING 
MOWER 2 
.MANUFAITUHKH ItY 
Grt^g Plyer A Co., 
TitvMAxmrm, .v. y 
The simplest, cheapest, lightest draught machine 
in existence; lias no side draught, nouseless boxis, 
or bearings; easily managed; lias no hinges or 
joints, the pitman protected from obstructions ot 
any kind or si/e; always in line. Knife running 
equally well in any position, from a horizontal to a 
perpendicular. This mower has been thoroughly 
tested, ami is adapted to rough land, having a float- 
ing cutter bar. We invite the attention ot Farmers 
and others interested in Mowers, to examine our 
Mkadoxv Ivinu the coming season. 
For selling agencies and descriptive catalogue, 
apply to or address 
1'llKll. AT WOO R. Wr in ter port. 
General Agent for Maine. 
Feb. 1!0, IS7I, 
A S L. U C K 
Attorney at Law! 
HAYFORK BLOCK. Belfast. Maine. 
All business entrusted to his care will meet with 
prompt attention. Best of references given it re- 
quired. tf34 
j^HW Altll NINOXTOX, 
Attorney at Law! 
AND CONVEYANCER AT 
SA [XT PAUL, Minnesota. 
Special attention paid to conveyancing and ex- 
amination of titles of Real Estate; The payment 
ot taxes; or Th collection and investment of mou 
ey; The purchase and sale of Lots and Lands in the 
city of Saint Paul, elsewhere in Minnesota. 
Post Office nddress, -*I8 Third Street, Saint 
Paul, Minnesota. tf34. 
as*r-»- 
The Voyagers. 
I '.Mm li depths «* I the Unknown, 
:7,>m ilit' bosom of the Throne, 
Ml ih, M> conn!!o>> million)! come. 
R -ai iivj, in their childish eyes— 
In ihcir <|ii;*int, though apt replies, 
<, ;*i■ at unfaihomed mysteries. 
onward e.'ine with youthful years 
i.rand ■!' hopes and darker tears, 
in', ro'erst 1 with smile- an 1 tears. 
(i’i ling into fanr\‘- realm. 
With n*» hand to iruide the helm. 
Passion- oft-times overwhelm. 
When lit.labor doth begin, 
Some to honor, some to sin. 
Rapid'\ are ushered in. 
Some will eare for naught but pleasure, 
Some will strive for worldly treasure, 
S one seek glory in full measure. 
Some will journey, ever singing. 
Radiant hearts about them clinging, 
(ilorioiis fruits thus homeward bringing. 
Some from their abundant store 
Will -o help ihe sorrowing poor 
That they’ll hunger nevermore. 
Y* ar by year will puss away. 
Bringing age aim slow decay. 
Bringing looks of silver gray. 
I hen the shadows slowly lengthen. 
Strangely then the pathways darken 
A- with eager souls they harken. 
In the rustlings in the air, 
To the last adieu of eare, 
To tie pastor's parting prayer, 
To the w hi-pering from the river, 
To the heart’s instinctive quiver, 
To tin* voi.-e, “I will deliver.” 
I'li- n 111r -md. on angel's wing, 
Sr. k- for life’s eternal spring— 
s« k- the m w awakening. 
** li.- ,i the greeting from the Throne, 
-nli mi child, well hast thou done! 
I o the leather’s mansion come.” 
About Bears. 
Prom tin (ialaxy tor March. 
< .nisull any number of boy- as to their 
favorite animal, and nine out of ten will 
east their free sutlrage in favor of Bruin. 
I here is something;about the bear that fas- 
cinates a boy. 'fhe little four-year-old, 
climbing; upon your knee, will call for a 
-ti.ry about bears, and after hearing the 
thrilling recital he will get down behind 
a chair and act the part, to the mute 
amusement of his little sister. 
This interest in the clumsy creature 
■ ms to b.- as Instinctive as our horror ot 
makes. M\ earliest adventure, that had 
<m-e.(iienee- nt'suilieient importance to 
procure me a paternal thrashing, and 
leave a life-long remembrance, came of 
nil attempt to play hear. Surreptitiously 
possessing myself of a hair rug that or 
dinarily pr iced tin* hall. 1 pulled it over 
my hack and head and hid behind the 
ite. wlu-re a beautiful hawthorn hedge 
atVorded superb concealments, and sol- 
-•miily deterinined to “scare some one in- 
to li!<.“ That “some one" happened to 
m old Unde Shack's horse tiunpowder, 
o called Iron) the dillieulty experienced 
in getting him to go olf. 
Now this Uncle Shack was an American 
citizen of African descent, a sort of eom- 
mi.--ary aLlaelied to our family headquar- 
ter-!. lie had heeome superannuated, at 
the age ol forty, and devoted the remain- 
der of his colored existence to a light pur- 
suit of vegetables. At the time I pro- j 
posed to make hi- aged horse acquainted ! 
with hears, Uncle Shack was about sixty. ! 
gray-naimi, hieur-eyou. ana wmi well- ; 
settled cun ii-tions, the most prominent of 
which was that hoys, as a general thing 
ought to he killed. On this occasion, 
having gathered an assortment of vegeta- 
bles, lie stood ii]> in hiserazy vehicle, such 
only ns a negro can devise, and drove 
slowly to his doom. 11 is horse had tradi- 
tion-, attache'! to him that at one time in 
his past life lie had been a spirited animal. 
Wild stories were alloat of deeds on the 
road that were positively incredible to the 
ohMjrvcr. He \va>, at the time referred ; 
to, a living hat-rack, with nothing left of | 
his former activity lmt an eccentric move- 
ment in his right hind leg, that came ol 1 
the siring halt, and while the animal 
sremed to he moving with the solemnity \ 
of a funeral, this leg continued the fam- 
ous old trot of the road. 
When directly opposite my ambush, I 
moved out, with head covered, on my j 
hands and knees, growling in approved 1 
bear-fashion, (lunpowder at iirst seemed : 
lost in amazement. He stopped abrupt- j 
ly. stared, and then, as 1 approached mak- ; 
ing hideous noises, In* gave a tierce snort, ! 
and actually broke into a gallop. Uncle 1 
Shack attempted to arrest this by wild j 
orders of “Whoa ! whoa!" and drafts up- j 
on the reins. These last were old and J 
deoaved ; in the midst of the ctl'ort they ! 
snapped, and the Alrican came down in a 
fitting position upon his vegetables. 
The fates then took command. From 
the gate to a bridge below the mill the 
road was descending. Along this I saw 
and heard the doomed vehicle roll and ! 
rattle. The race was not swift, but it was 
portentous in its noise and grave in its j 
consequences. The wild horse of the! 
vegetable garden, unguided, missed the 
wooden struct lire, and 1 saw wagon, rider, 
horse, and all disappear down a dreadful 
abyss of six feet. Then followed a 
silence fearful in its contrast to the late 
uproar. The wagon, horse, and man, so 
lull ot vigorous life and sense, seemed to 
drop through a hole and vanish from the 
earth. 
With the diplomatic ability that has 
vineo distinguished me, 1 ran into the 
house, replaced the. rug, and was among 
the first to give the alarm. Indeed, no 
proof could In* adduced that 1 had been 
guilty of this outrage on bears and Afri- 
cans, but 1 was subsequently thrashed on 
presumption. 
The vehicular convenience for vegeta- 
bles was lished out. The horse died soon 
after from over-exertion, and Uncle Shack 
survived the shock only twenty years. He 
dated from that event his decline and 
death, and retiring from business, existed 
on tin* charity of the tamily, and a detail- 
ed account of the dreadful allair. 
Looked at from an intellectual point of 
view, Bruin can scarcely be considered a 
success. He lacks the keen instinct of the 
dog and the ponderous sagacity of the ele- 
phant. He lias no sense of fun in his com- 
position. Ib* is as serious as an ass, and 
far more stupid. Numerous stories were 
told us in early youth touching this lack | 
of common sense. Ibr example as that of 
tin- man in the wilds oi the West who was 
superintending a saw-mill. While sitting 
upon the log that was being sawed, and 
eating bis frugal repast, a huge black bear 
suddenly bounced in and invited himself 
to dinner. The proprietor quietly with- 
drew, climbing into the ratters above, 
while Bruin took his place upon the log 
and continued his meal. In a few seconds 
the approaching saw touched the rump of 
the bear, and he edged forward, it again 
rasped him, and he resented the indignity 
with a growl. The third time he turned 
furiously and hugged the saw. Then a 
contest ensued that was very lively but 
exceedingly brief. At the end the modest 
sawyer descended to ntni a remnant, of 
|,is dinner and considerable bear-meat. 
Again, we were assured that, the com- 
mon way of killing bears it) Iiardin for- 
ests wits'to suspend a log by a grape-vine 
to a bee-trite. Bruin, who is passionate- 
ly fond of honey, in ascending the tree 
would knock the log aside with his paw. 
The log returning would hit and infuriate 
the bear, and, a contest arising between 
the two, would bring the poor beast to 
grief—for tint harder he would strike 
lint more, severe would be the rebound. 
Not a bad fable is that to illus- 
trate the evil which comes to the individ- 
ual who creates strife in his own heart 
through hate, envy,malice, and all unchar- 
itableness. 
This fondness for sweets is only equal- 
]cil by Bruin’s taste for infant pig. lie 
cannot resist the squeal of the young 
porker, and will run his stupid head into 
all sorts of traps baited with the living 
animal. 
There is a certain lumpish activity about 
the hear that is extremely diverting. One 
must not count too positively, however, 
on his lack of dexterity. The late witty 
and eccentric Judge Tappan once had a 
realizing sense of this. He, with two or 
three companions, was boating on Lake 
Krie, near Sandusky, at an early day, 
when they observed a bear swimming, 
from the mainland towards an island. The 
party, armed only with an axe, rowed in 
pursuit. As they approached their pro- 
1, osed prey, the judge stood with axe in 
hand, intending to hit Bruin on the skull, 
But the animal, eyeing his enemy warily. 
was prepared, and as the axe descended 
he turned suddenly in the water, and with 
one swift stroke of his paw sent it flying 
from the grasp of his foe far into the lake. 
Then Bruin passed from the defensive to 
a vigorous attack, and began climbing in- 
to the boat. To take such a passenger on 
board was exceedingly unpleasant, and, 
armed with oars, the party used due 
dilligence. It proved impossible to keep 
him out, but by quick concerted action 
they succeeded in passing him over into 
the water again. The bear returned to 
the charge, and was again tumbled out. 
In the third assault the boat was so filled 
with water that it capsized, and the ad- 
venturous pioneers fond themselves swim- 
miug for life. Bruin was master of the 
situation, but stupidly declined the ad- 
vantage. As the party-clinging to the 
oars, swam away, they saw the bear seat- 
ed upon the upturned boat regarding their 
exertions .vitb philosophical indifference. 
The common brown bear of North 
America is an insignificant creature; and 
it remained for the grizzly bear of the 
Rocky Mountains to give dignity to the 
species. What an immense, fearful ani- 
mal it is ! We owe much to the grizzly 
bear. lie aided, in lieu of war, to lift 
(•nr money-getting people to a higher 
level of manhood. Nothing but the dis- 
covery of gold in California could drag 
us from our counting-rooms, workshops, 
and fields. The hazardous crossing of 
vast deserts and trackless mountains, the 
lights with Indians, and, above all, the 
adventures with the grizzly bear, develop- 
ed the manhood found, strange to say, in 
the eombattive instincts of our nature. I 
never meet with a Californian now, but I 
am impressed with the presence of a 
stronger and larger man than the ordi- 
nary American. 
An encounter with a grizzly bear is 
fraught with peril. The creature's 
strength, courage, and strange vitality, 
make the deadly contest nearly even be- 
tween the armed man and the unarmed 
beast. Heaven help the hunter whose un- 
steady aim leaves the bear uncrippled. 
Before he can reload, the enemy will be 
upon his works. When the contest is 
narrowed to that pass, Daniel Boone's 
celebrated prayer, when the famous 
pioneer found himself face to face with 
the common brown bear, would be a 
waste of breath. The petition is worth 
[rutting on record as a specimen of West- 
ern humor, if not an incident in the life 
at Boone. *•() Lord," piously cried the 
lighter, in the brief pause given him 
previous to the deadly combat between a 
scalping-knife and the claws, “here’s 
a-goin' to be one of the biggest Ifar-lights 
you ever did see. O Lord, of you can’t 
help me, lbr Coil's sake' don’t help the 
b’ar.” 
A friend of mine, a bold hunter from 
England, told me once of a scrape he 
found himself in, while hunting tin* grizzly 
bear of the Rocky Mountains. He came 
upon his prey quite unexpectedly, and 
man and beast stared at each other in 
some astonishment, not fifty yards apart. 
The bear exhibited no disposition of a 
modest or retiring sort, and my friend 
made haste to tender him a warm recep- 
tion. He lired with more quickness than 
accuracy. The bullet from the heavy 
rifle tore away a portion ol Bruin’s ear, 
and, grazing the skull, stunned the brute 
lur an instant. The hunter hastened to 
reload, but before he could do so the bear 
had regained ins legs, ami, although 
somewhat groggy, came at l»is enemy. 
My friend had time only to drop his rilio 
and spring into a tree, up which lit* 
clambered with the an activity worthy ot 
earlier youth, drizzly, one of the largest, 
made short work of the rille. Then he 
sat on his haunches and gazed stupidly at 
the man in the tree. As the pain of his 
mutilated ear increased, he grew furious, 
and, seizing the pine in which his enemy 
had taken refuge, he fairly shook it in his 
rage. My friend had a revolver in his 
belt, and, bringing this to bear, lie favor- 
ed Bruin with six shots, lie might as 
well have popped his lead into an iron- 
clad. At every discharge the bear ex- 
pressed intense disgust and renewed his 
assault upon the tree. 
A seat upon the branches of a tree is 
not comfortable at anytime; Imt with a 
bear below on the watch, it may bo con- 
sidered exceeding unpleasant. Hours 
wore >lo\vlv away, with the bear moving 
about, at times in lull view, and again 
hidden by the underbrush. At last, about 
sunset, he took himself oil*, and our hunter 
was about to descend, when lie again 
heard reports from his enemy. These 
were fierce growls of rage that issued 
from a gorge near by. My friend at first 
supposed the bear had encountered other 
hunters, but, as lie heard no sound of 
guns nor other evidences o! mortal com 
bat, he resumed his seat and listened. 
The mysterious uproar continued, and 
what was strange appeared in the fact 
that it came from the same spot. Unarm- 
ed, and faint from hunger and fatigue, 
my friend remained all night clinging to 
his perch; and at intervals he heard the 
bear growling and tearing furiously. 
The comical idea seized on the hunter, 
that Bruin had stupidly mistaken some 
other pine for the one that sheltered his 
enemy. 
The night wore slowly away. The 
stars, glittering as stars can glitter only 
in those mountain legions, passed in their 
solemn march, while the deep forests of 
evergreens were full of strange noises to 
w hioh the bear added his eeentrie conduct. 
My friend slept. Irom time to time, and in- 
variably dreamed of falling, to wake with 
a start and find himself clinging to the 
branches of the pine. When a rum sleeps 
in a tree, the muscles necessary to his 
safety do not relax as in ordinary sleep; 
but when through latigue they arc about 
to lose their tension, the sleeper is awaken- 
ed by a dream. This is one of the singular 
little phenomena we overlook while in 
search of larger ones. Who has not seen 
a mother in a railroad ear or stage-coach, 
holding her infant when tired nature had 
forced sleep upon her? Her head will 
drop in sleep upon her breast, but the 
arms will not sleep; and when exhausted, 
the. muscles are about to relax and let the 
child fall, the loving mother will awaken 
with a start and gather her babe nearer 
to her heart. Ot the same sort is the fact 
so familiar to us all, that when one is 
about to start upon a journey early in the 
morning, and fixes in his mind before 
going to sleep the hour necessary to 
awaken, at that hour the sleeper will start 
into consciousness as if shaken by some 
friend. And 1 have often asked what 
part of us it is that remains awake to 
guard the infant or arouse the sleeper. 
The evidences of spiritual life lie all about 
us, but, like our Saviour in the manger, 
seem so humble and insignificant that we 
magnificent creatures take no notice of 
them. 
But to return to my menu. Day dawn- 
ed at last, and ho crawled down, sore, 
taint, and hungry. lie was about to 
gather up the fragments of his rifle and 
hurry back to camp, when a fresh burst 
of rage from the wounded bear, and issu- 
ing from the same locality as during the 
night, so excited his curiosity that he de- 
termined to investigate, and therefore 
crept cautiously towards the gorge from 
whence the noise proceeded. The ex- 
planation made him laugh. Old grizzly 
had fallen into a log trap, such as hunters 
set when seeking to capture a living speci- 
men. There was the last night’s foe well 
secured, and my friend was mean enough 
to laugh in his face while regarding 
curiously the wound his hastily discharg- 
ed rifle had made. The left ear was tore 
away. 
Nearly a year after this event, my friend, 
the assistant hero of the adventure, was 
passing along East Broadway in New York 
when his attention was attracted by a sick- 
ly hand-organ that made an orchestra to 
the show of a grizzly bear, with the usual 
accompaniment of a fat woman, the ana- 
condas, a calf with two heads and an as- 
assortment oftails, and a monkey. Wish- 
ing to renew his acquaintance with an ani- 
mal that had so nearly closed his career, 
my friend paid the necessary dime and en- 
tered through a foul odor of decaying saw- dust and fried sausages. To his amaze- 
ment, in a huge iron cage, scarcely large 
enough to allow him standing room, was 
the grizzly bear he had marked in the 
mountains. lie had been carried to San 
Francisco, and won great renown in sev- 
eral fights with bulls and dogs. He was 
now being exhibited on the Atlantic slope 
to admiring thousands. Aly friend tried 
to catch the eye of his old adversary, but 
iii vain. The creature’s ill-temper seemed 
to survive his many lights and long con- 
finement; for an awkward fellow, evi- 
dently from the interior, turned rather 
near "the cage to gaze at the Corpulent 
Woman, then being festooned with ana- 
condas, when old grizzly with a growl 
threw out hfs huge paw with such force, 
rapidity, and precision, that not only the 
countryman’s coat but the seat of his stout 
pantaloons disappeared. My friend left 
the place in the midst of a fierce alterca- 
tion between the country fellow and the 
showman, as to who should pay for “them 
clothes.” 
The strange acquaintance did not end 
with this. Years after, in a visit with 
some friends to the Zoological Cardens of 
Paris, the Englishman was delighted to 
recognize again his former foe. Old age, 
added to abetter knowledge of the world, 
had not only subdued his ugly disposition 
but lite in Paris affected him as it does all 
native Americans, and rendered the beast 
positively luxurious. lie received a bone 
kindly from his once deadly opponent, 
and, as the weather was extremely warm, 
lie rolled into his stone trough to lie on 
his back, permitting the cool water to 
trickle over his hairy head, while he lazily 
gnawed at the bone. This falling from 
his indolent grasp, he closed his eyes and 
dropped oil* into a sleep to dream such 
stuff’as bears’ dreams are made of. 
I was once told how a bear was used to 
illustrate a fact in science. It was at an 
early day in the history of galvanism. A 
negro luul been condemned to suffer death 
on the gallows for murder in Cincinnati, 
and some learned men announced that, 
for and in consideration of twenty-live 
cents admission, to be collected at the 
door, for the benefit of a hospital, experi- 
ments with the galvanic battery would be 
made upon the body of the miserable man. 
A circus tent had been procured for the 
purpose, and the medical savans counted 
largely on the profits to accrue. 
The fatal day came, and with it thou- 
sands on thousands of people, men, wo- 
men. and children, to witness the perpetu- 
ation ol this remnant of stupid barbarism 
called hanging. From midnight until 
morn, from all the hills and valleys of 
Kentucky, Ohio, and Indiana, came pour- 
ing in the motley crowd of ignorant, curi- 
ous humanity. The taverns, stores, streets 
and alleys were crowded with people ; and 
when the sentence hour approached, the 
procession that accompanied the cart, 
made a sensitive mind sick of the human 
race. 
The better cultivated and more refilled 
gathered in the huge tent to witness the 
scientific experiments, that promised to 
restore the wretched convict to life, or, 
failing in that, to make his dead body 
struggle and kick in the most exciting 
manner. The preparations were signifi- 
cant and startling. Near the centre of 
the sawdust ring was a table, and by it 
the wonderful instrument that w is be- 
lieved to hold the mysterious essence of 
life; while about them were gathered in 
groups the medicated philosophers con- 
versing in low measured tones, or walk- 
ing to and fro, calmly indifferent to the 
gathered crowd, as great men are wont 
to do on such occasions. 
Hours wore away. The noon came and 
passed. The excitement grew intense. 
At last a rumor spread and reached the 
tent that the sentenced man had been re- 
prievcd upon Hu* scatiold. 1 Ins was con- 
tinued by the returning crowd, that push- 
ed in without paying and packed every 
available space. Hisses and erics of dis- 
content broke out, and were taken up by 
the motley crew of the non-paying audi- 
ence, in a high state of wrath at being 
disappointed in the hanging. In the 
midst of the tumult Professor D- — 
mounted the table, and, commanding 
silence, said: ‘’Ladies and gentlemen. 
We regret deeply that a mistaken clem- 
ency on the part of the Governor has rob- 
bed the gallows of its own and science of 
a subject. It i> impossible to return you 
your money, lor so many have rushed in 
without paying, and they would bo pre- 
cisely tin? sort to demand tin* admission 
fee. We have determined, however, so 
that you may not be disappointed in your 
laudable curiosity to witness an execution 
; and those wonderful exhibitions of mod- 
ern science, to purchase of Mr. Brown 
! bear that he lias fattened to kill, hang the 
I animal here, and then proceed with our ! experiments. Will this satisfy you?” 
An uproarious and unanimous shout in 
the allirmative was the response. The 
bear was sent for. But Bruin had not 
been consulted, and declined the engage- 
ment The audience waited impatieiitlv 
for hours. At Iasi a great noise of men. 
boys, and dogs on the outside gave wel- 
come note of the coming event. The fat 
janitor of the Medical Oolloge, a bald- 
headed enthusiast in tin* cause of physio, 
appeared inside the entrance, tugging at 
a rope that seemed to lie held by some re- 
luctant party outside. So reluctant was 
this party that twice the fat janitor, dis- 
appeared, pulled back by superior force, 
j The janitor, cheered by the crowd, and 
i at length assisted by stout men. pulled 
j the animal into the arena. 
To hang a bear without the animal's 
I consent (and I never heard ot one eom- 
j mitting suicide) is at any time dillieult; 
i but to hang a fat bear is almost impossi- 
ble. The muscular neck is quite as large 
as the head, and on this occasion Bruin 
was pulled up twice, and twice, assisted 
by his paws, In* twisted his neck out of 
the noose and came down amid loud 
cheers trom the crowd that was rapidly 
passing into sympathy with the four-foot 
ed animal. The third attempt proved the 
charm. Bruin kicked and struggled at 
the end of a line as naturally as a man 
would have done, and at the close ot 
twenty minutes he was pronounced a dead 
bear by the learned faculty in attendance. 
The body was lowered with some haste 
and placed upon I he t able. 
At the first shock the struggles were re- 
newed. At the second discharge the ef- 
forts were more decided, and growls were 
added. At the third shock Bruin sat up 
on his haunches and gazed stupidly at the 
audience. The audience reciprocated the 
attention by still louder cheers. While 
this was goin on, the subject of these 
wonderful experiments happened to get 
sight of the fat janitor, and, while the 
fourth shock was being administered, he 
suddenly, with a terrific growl, jumped 
from the table and ran after his corpulent ! foe. The ring, that up to this moment 
had been somewhat crowded, was abrupt- 
ly cleared. A fair field was given the 
affrighted official, who fairly astonished 
himself at the rate with which he carried 
his adipose over the ground. So long as 
the bear chased the janitor, the crowd 
was entertained. Iu all such exhibitions, 
however, certain women are sure to be 
present who mar the enjoyment bv scream- 
mg at the wrong moment, anil then, iaint- 
I ing,force people to carry them into theopeu 
air. This is to bo reprehenned, and the wo- 
men should be rebuked. On this occasion, 
when the popular enjoyment was at the 
highest and the listed janitor—by the way, 
a body-snatcher—was making his third 
round, with the bear gaining on him, 
three or four inconsiderate woman began 
screaming. But there was something 
mysteriously alarming about a bear that 
had been dead and was alive again. And 
so when the screams were heard a great 
panic fell upon the crowd. The effort 
made to escape was fearful. Over the 
seals, under the seats, out through the thin 
canvass in every direction, the multitude 
tied like rats from a falling house, and in 
the midst of the tumult the canvas came 
down. Out from under it the audience 
hurried, climbing on fences and roofs or 
disappearing down streets and alleys. 
Among these was the persecuted janitor. 
At last the medicated bear, full of gal- 
vanism, appeared and set off over the 
common, followed by all the dogs of the 
country. 
For many years after this strange event 
in Cincinnati and its vicinity, hanging 
was regarded with great contempt. The 
simple folk believed that all the condemn- 
ed had to do was to sell his body to the 
doctors. Then those learned chaps 
would knock a little lightning into the 
body and set it on end good as ever.” 
A Richmond lady recently interviewed 
Cov. Walker on a railroad question, lie 
asked her which side she was on, when 
she replied that she was on the fence. 
The Governor gallantly responded: 
“Then, niadame, 1 wish no more agreea- 
ble position than to be sitting by your 
side.” 
| D'cfo Jbbertiscmenis. 
WALTHAM 
WATCHES. 
The extensive use of these watches lor the last 
fifteen years by Railway Conductors, Engineers and 
Expressmen, the most exacting of watch-wearers, 
has thoroughly demonstrated the strength, steadi- 
ness, durability and accuracy of the Waltham Watch. 
To satisfy that class in all these respects, is to de- 
cide the question as lo the real value of these time- 
keepers. 
More than .100.000 of these watches are now 
speaking for themselves in the pockets of the peo- 
ple—a proof and a guarantee of their superiority 
over all others. 
The superior organization and great extent of the 
Company’s Works at Waltham enables them to pro- 
duce watches at a price which renders competition 
futile, and those who buy any other watch merely 
pay trom 25 to 50 per cent, more for their watches 
than is necessary. 
These time-pieces combine every improvement 
that a long experience has proved of real practical 
use. Having had the refusal of nearly every inven- 
tion in watch-making originating in this country or 
in Europe, only those were finally adopted which 
severe testing by the most skillful artisans in our 
works, and long use on the part of the public, de- 
monstrated lo be essential to correct and enduring 
time-keeping. 
Among the many improvements we would par- 
ticularize : 
The invention and use of a centre-pinion of peeu- 
iar construction, to prevent damage to the train 
by the breakage of main-springs, B original with 
the American Watch Company, who, having had the 
refusal of all other contrivances, adopted Eogg’s 
patent pinion as being the best and faultless. 
Hardened and tempered hair springs, now univer- 
sally admitted by Watchmakers to be the best, art- 
used in all grades ot Waltham Watches. 
All Waltham Watelu-s have dust-proof caps, pro- 
tecting the movement from dust, and lessening the 
necessity of the frequent cleaning necessary In other 
watches. 
Our new patent stem-winder, or kej less watch Is 
already a decided success, and a great improvement 
on any stem-winding watch in the American market 
and by tar the cheapest watch of its quality now ot- 
tered to the public. To those living in portions ol 
the United States where watchmakers do not abound 
watches with the above mentioned improvements 
which tend to ensure accuracy, cleanliness, durabil- 
ity and convenience, must prove invaluable. 
The trademarks of the various styles made by the 
Company are as follows 
Amkuican Waivii (’<>., Waltham, Mass. 
Amn. Waivii Co., Waltham, Mass. 
Amkkkwn Wat. u Co., Crescent st., Waltham, 
Mass. 
A iti.kton, Ti. a. y Si Co., Waltham, Mass. 
Ami-.ku w Waivii Co.. Adams St., Waltham, 
Mass. 
Wai.tiiam Watch Co., Waltham, Mass. 
P. S. I»autlktt, Waltham, Mass. 
Wm. F.i i.kuy, Waltham, Mass. 
IIomk Watch Co., Boston, Mass. 
Examine the spelling of these names carefully be- 
fore buying. Any variation even of a single letter, 
indicates a counterfeit. 
For sale by all leading jewelers. No watches re- 
tailed by the Company. 
An illustrated history of watch-making, contain- 
ing much useful information to watch-wearers sent 
to any address on application. 
ItOI!I!IV* A APPLETOI, 
General Agents for American Watch Co., 
B*-J IIroadway, X«•w York. 
WAITED! Wide-awake Canvassers for .1.8. C. Abbott’s •• Prussia ami the Franco-Prus- 
sian War," in both Faqlish and Herman. Book for 
the times. SI. B. Russkij.. Pub., Boston, Mass. 
I^IKKE TO 110014 KnE.YI’M.—A Pocket Prospectus of the best Illustrated Family Bible 
published, containing Bible History, l'ictiouury, 
Analysis, Harmony, and History ot Religions. Sent 
tree oil application. HORACE KINO, Publisher, 
Thompsouville, Conn. 
nn. *. *. I I rcil’M Family l*S>y»irian OO pages; sent by mail free. Teaches bow 
to cure all diseases of the person; skin, hail, eyes, 
complexion. Write to 711 Broadway, New York. 
INCREASE The fast-growing West can ullbrd to 
pav lo and 1J per cent, interest on 
YOUR first-class security. Address Khan 
< is S.vini, Broker, Indianapolis. 
INCOME. Reference given. 
A Hri'iif O iYpr I,OKU,; watkks, 4sl UritUt /[/U p,roadway, N. Y., will dis- 
pose of One llundr-d 1Tan<>>. Mkloiikons, and 
Oim.ans of six lirst-elass makers, ineluding Waters’, 
at KXTItEM KI. A l.iUV i’KlOKS, 1 iHC DASH l>t'RIN<. 
ms NioXTM, oi will take a part cash and balance In 
monthly or quarterly installments. 
SPF.NCEKIAX 
PENMANSHIP 
■ *uu>li-.li<-il Im lvition. IK Elk in a n. 
Taylor !¥«*%» York. 
Tin* Npciiceriaii Nyntem is more praetic.il, 
mop1 {borough, and more original than any other 
system. It is republished in England, and advertised 
tiiore s the hnerirnn St-nnlan/. it is the accrcd- 
ivod •touree from which tin |M‘i»iii«*i» of 
flic country have dt»rlv«»4l their know ledge and 
«*kill in tin1 art. It is used in more formal 
Sidiooh anil BiiNineio follege* than all 
ot!i«*r systems combined. It is more generally 
used tli m any other system. Circulars containing 




Maniifactnr4*il l»v ilie Original Inventor 
of fiteel l*eio. 
These pens tire o( superior English manufacture 
and combine Elasticity of Action with Smoothness 
ol Point, and are a nearer approximation to the real 
* W',% Y 411' g 1,1. than anything hitherto invented 
fib” >>I1II»LK ( IHI1. containing all the 
I I inimlMTw. artistically arranged and securely 
inclosed, sent by mail on receipt Of ( H\T*i. 
Address 
W. A. WILDE & CO., 
Pnlilisliers. Booksellers and Stationers, 
No. I Cornhill, Boston, Mass. 
FOR $2 PER LINE, 
We will insert an advertisement 
OKTE MOKTTBL 
In Thirty-one First-class 
MAINE NEWSPAPERS, 
Including Five Dailies. 
We refer fo I lie publisher id this paper, to whom 
our responsibility is well known. 
Xjist So lit IT* r o o. 
Address 4,1 frlO 1*. 1I»IY£LL & OO., 
A<lv«‘rti*iii£' Agents, 
You. -Ill A 4.1 Park How, Y'«»w York. 
$5 TO $10 PER DAY 
who engage in our new luisiness make from $5 to 
$IO |M»r day in their own localities. Full par- 
ticulars and instructions sent free by mail. Those ! in need of permanent, profitable work, should ad- 
dress at once. flEOltCK STINSON & CO., Port- 
j land, Maine. 
DOLLAR STEAM ENGINE! 
Wonderful and Ingenious; no humbug, but a per 
feet Reciprocating Steam Engine, with Cooper Boil- 
er, Steam Chest, Cylinder, Piston, Fly-Wheel, &e. 
No possibility of explosion, Instructive and amus 
ing, showing the whole science of steam power, 
Sent in box, by mail, prepared, for $1.30, and given 
nwug to any one who will procure 7 subscribers to 
the Young /'eagles1 Helper, ,.YJ cts. a year), the best 
vouth’s paper for the price in the country. Address 
%. 1*01*17 VOSF. Rocklmiil. >!•*. 
USE THE “VEGETABLE 
PULMONARY BALSAM 
The old standard remedy for Coughs, Colds, Con- 
I sumption. ‘'Nothing better.” Cutlku Bros. & Co„ 
j Boston. 
o^TJ^xoKar. 
[ Should occasion require you to purchase 
| 15. A. Fahnestock's Vermifuge, he particu- 
larly caivlul to see that. tie- initials arc It. 
A. This is the article that lias been so 
Favorably Known Since 1829, 
An<l purchasers must insist on having it 
if they do not wish to have an imitation forced upon them. 
ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY. 
Prizes cashed and information furnished by GKO. 
111*11 AM, Providence, U. 1. 
EMPLOYMENT for ALL. 
(bQA X V 1.411Y I»EIV WEEK, and ex- q)OU ponses, to sell our new and useful discov- 
eries. 
Address 15. Swkkt & Co., Marshall, Mich. 
TO THE WORKING CLASS.—We are now pre- 
pared to furnish all classes with constant employ- 
ment at home, the whole of the time or lor the spare moments, business new, light, and profitable. Per- 
sons ot either sex easily earn from 50o. to $5 per 
evening, and a proportional sum by devoting their 
whole time to the business. Iioys and girls earn 
nearly as much as men. That.all who see this notice 
may send their address, and test the business, we 
make the unparalleled oiler: To such as are not 
well satisfied, we A’ill send $1 to pav for the trouble 
of writing. Full particulars, a valuable sample which 
will do to commence wotk on, and a copy ol The 
People's Literary Companion—one of the largest 
and best family newspapers ever published—all sent free by mail. Reader, If you want permanent, profit- 
able work, address K. (,*. A LLKN &CO., Augusta, 
Maink. 
ihfo llbthriiscwcnls 
PSYCHOMAIVCX.—Any lady or gentleman can make $1,000 a month, secure their own hap- 
piness and independence, by obtaining I’SYCIIO- 
MANCY, FASCINATION,or SOUL-CHARMING. 
400 pages; cloth. Full instructions to use this pow- 
er over men or animals at will, how to Mesmerize, 
become Trance or Philosophy oi Omens and Dreams 
Brigham Young’s Harem, Guide to Marriage, &cM 
all contained in this book; 100,000 sold; price by 
mail, in cloth paper covers $ 1. Notick.—Any 
person willing to act as agent will receive a sample 
copy of the work free. As no capital is required, 
all desirous of genteel employment should send for 
the book, enclosing Hi cts. for postage, to T. \Y 
EVANS & CO., 41 South 8lh St. Philadelphia. 
VJTRICTURE Varicocele, Fistula, llermorrhoids, 
gi Irritable Bladder, Starvation of the Blood and 
Nerves by exhausting discharges, Circumcision a 
cure for arrest oi developemeiit. 11 pages, “bets. 
By E. H. Dixon, M. D., New York P. O. “Every 
line from the pen of Dr. Dixon is ot value to tin- 
whole human race.—Horace Greeley. 
(1 BE4T MEDICAL BOOK* and X FitRJfCM NECREVN for Ladies and 
Gents. Sent free tor 'i stamps. Dr. Bonaparte & 
Co., Cincinnati, O. 
AVOID RVACHS. -A victim of early in- discretion, causing nervous debility, premature 
decay, ftc., having tried In vain every advertised 
remedy, has a simple means of self-cure, which he 
will send free to his fellow sufferers. Address 
.1. H. TUTTLE, 78 Nassau st. New' York. 
1.AEM ALE Irresiilarhii'H anil Ohitruc- tiont. -Dr. \V. Foster’s Female Periodical 
Pills regulate and remove all obstructions. Nothing 
injurious to health. $5abox. Office No, IIP Nassau 
st,, Room 14, New York City. Sent by mail any- 
where on receipt of the amount. 
Vf'k WILL BE FORFEITED BY Du. L. ** * DIX if failing to cure in less time 
than any other physician, more effectually and per- 
manently, with less restraint from occupation <>r less 
exposure to all weather, with safe and pleasant med- 
icines. 
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS, 
Their effects and consequences; 
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SI ITATIONS. 
Incident to Married and Single Ladies. 
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS; 
Mercurial Affections, Eruptions and all diseases of 
the Skin; Fleers of the N"se, Throat and Body; 
Pimples on the Face; Swelling ot the Joints; Ner- 
vousness; (.Constitutional and other Weaknesses in 
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of 
ROTH SEX ES, SINGLE OR MAR It III*. 
■HI. Eu DI.VM 
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE, 
21 Emlicutt Street, Boston 
is so arranged that patients nev< or hear each 
other. Recollect, the only vqtrance to his ollice is 
Ifo. 21, having no connection with his residence, 
consequently no family interruption, so that on no 
account can any person hesitate applying at his 
office. 
DU. DIX 
boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, ex- 
cept by quacks, who will say or do anything, even 
perjure themselves, to impose upon patients.' that 
he is TitK oni.v nK»;t;t.Ai: <;i;ai>i atk imiysh-ian 
A I)V EKTISIN*< IN ISOSTON. 
TWENTY YEARS 
engaged in treatment ot Special Diseases, a fact so 
we are known to many Citizens, Publishers, Mer- 
chants, Hotel Proprietors, &e., that lie is much re- 
commended, and particularly t<> 
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS. 
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and na- 
tive (piacks, more numerous in Boston than in other 
large cities, 
I)R. DIX 
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physi- 
cians—many ot whom consult him in critical cases, 
because of fils acknowledged skill and reputation, 
attained through so long experience, practice and 
observation. 
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE, 
he not robbed and add It) your sufferings in being 
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, 
false promises, and pretentious of 
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS, 
who know' but little of the nature and character ot 
Special Diseases, ami less to their cure. Some ex- 
hibit forged Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges, which never existed in anv part of the world; oth- 
ers exhibit Diplomas of the Dead, how obtained, 
unknown; not only assuming and advertising in 
names ot those inserted in the diplomas, but to fur- 
ther their imposition assume names oi the celebrat- 
ed physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by 
QUACK NOSTRUMMAKERS, 
through false certificates and references, and recom- 
mendations of their medicines by the dead, who 
cannot expose or contradict them ; or who, besides, 
to further their impositions, copy from medical 
books, much that is written of ihe qualities and ef- 
fects ot different herbs and plants, and ascribe all 
the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics, &c.. 
most of which, it' not all, contain Mercury, because 
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything,’’ 
but now known to kill more than is cured," and 
those not killed, constitutionally injured for life. 
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND 
NOSTRUM-M V 1\ KKs. 
Through the ignorance of the Ouaek Doctor, 
knowing no other remedy, here.ics upon Mi:t;< mv, 
and gives it to all his patients, in Tills, Drops, &c.. 
so the Nostrum-maker, equally ignorant, add* t<- 
his so-called Extracts, Specilics, Antidote, &c.,hoth 
relying upon its effects in curing a tew in a hundred, 
it is trumpeted in various wavs throughout tlie land 
hut, alas! nothing is said ot the balance, soon- of 
whom die. others grow worse and are lilt to linger 
mid suffer for months or years, until relieved or 
cured, if possible, by competent physicians. 
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to 
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, re- 
gardless of the life and health ot others, there are 
those among them who even perjure themselves 
contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or 
that it is contained in their nostrums, so that the 
usual lee" may be obtained for professedly curing, 
or the dollar," or fraction of it,” may be obtain- 
ed for the nostrum, ll is thus that many are de- 
ceived, also, and spend large amounts for experi- 
ments with quackery. 
DR. DI.WS 
charges are very moderate. Communie t'ions sa- 
crcdiy confidential, and a;l may rely on him with 
the strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may- 
be the disease,condition or situation ot anyone, 
married or single. 
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of 
the United States. 
All letters requiring advice must contain one dol- 
lar to insure an answer. 
Address Du. L. Dix, No. Jl Kndicott Street, Bos- 
ton. Mass. 
Boston, Jan. 1,1S71—1 yr. 
mo THE LADIES.—The celebrated DR. 1 DIX 
particularly invites all Ladies w-ho need a Med 
teal or Surgical adviser to call at hi- Rooms, Jl 
Kndicott St., Boston, Mass., which they will tind 
arranged for their special accommodation. 
DR. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this particular branch of the treatment of all dis- 
eases peculiar to females, i- now conceded by all, 
(both in this country and Europe,) that he excels 
all other known practicioners in the sa)«{*speedy 
and effectual treatment ot all female complaints. 
Mis medicines are prepared with the express pur- pose of removing all diseases, such as debility, 
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of the womb, also discharges which How from a mor- 
bid state of the blood. The Doctor is now fully 
prepared to treat in his peculiar style, both medi- 
cally ami surgically, all diseases ot tin female sex, 
and they are respectfully invited to call at 
Xo. il Emlirott **»., IIohioii, 
All letters requiring advice must contain one dol- 
lar to Insure an answer. 
Boston.'Jan. 1^71—lyr. 
FISHERMEN! 
twines and nettings, 
MANUFACTURED BY 
WM, E. HOOPER & SONS. 
^S^Send for Price-List. :huTJ Balliiiion>, Hid. 
Co-Partnership Notice. 
rpil K UNDERSIGNED, having this day formed a JL Copartnership under the name and style ot 
CARLE & MORRISON, 
For the purpose ot carrying on the 
Hiii'ilvv;ire Husini'^s. 
At the old stand of E. A. CARLE, No. Vj Main St., 
take this method of informing ail old customers 
and others that we are now prepared to offer goods 
of the best quality and at prices as low as the lowest 
by adhering strictly to our motto, quick sales and small protits. We hope to meet a liberal share ot 
patronage. r. a. caulk, 
Belfast, Jan.L*>7I. 3most!7 k. .i. mokuison. 
1 » «® 
I MSSWiaLlHua ^''"pi'to wW very low. 1 "K5$i S'^^SSc^ 
>-rf Sr # -r t^SteS 
S be^venjreo^ ^ '^^.ication to Ben,. CiS.> 
Agent of Proprietors, PETER THMSHERj a® Kimba„ B,0ok. I uockland, Jau.«. 
---’ 1 ", IJ> O ( ) 11 
CORONER! 1 BELFAST. M.....O- 
__ I 
Schoonerjpr Salt 1 I 
.dor,wmbc9oWatky.t§N,Al!o»tbi °Vlta»t,M»rcht.18^_ 



















Contains no LAC SULPHUR,— 
No SUGAR OF LEAD-No 
LITHARGE No NITRATE 
OF SILVER, and is entirely 
free from tlio Poisonous and 
Health destroying Drugs used in other Hair Preparations. 
Transparent and clear as crystal, it will not .-oil 
the finest fabric—perfectly SAI < I.IOAN and FI 
KK'IFN’T—desideratum* I.OND SOT II I lull 
AND FOI ND A !' FAST’ 
It restores and prevents the Hair from !•• cmning 
Dray imparts a soft, glossy appearance, rnm.vi Dandruil, is cool and refr< shing tu (be bead, checks 
the Hair from falling off, and restores it (o a great extent when prematurely lost, presents Headaches, 
cures all Humors, cutaneous crupti.m.-, and uc.mit- 
liral Heat. AS A DRFSSINg FUR 1 11 F. II MR 
IT IS I’ll F J’.FST ARID I.F IN Till-: MA R!\ FT. 
Dli. (i. SMI 111, Patentee, (iroton .Junction, 
Mass. Prepared only by I'RociFU P.K< > I'll Fits' 
(.Houcesfer, Mass. The (ienuine is pm up in pan- 
nel bottle, made expressly lor if, with Hie name of 
tlie article blown in (lie glass. Ask tour Druggi*t 
for Nature's Hair Restorative, and take no other. 
S=g“FucIose a t Im « cent stamp, and send for Trea- 
tise on tl.e Human ll.ur," which is worth $500.0" to 
any person. (imos.'.V 
Scientific and Popular Medical Workj 
ON 
Manhood, Womanhood, & 
Nervous Diseases, 
PU HI-ISIIED IIY TIIK 
No. 4. Bulfinch Street, Boston. 
iO|i|>oiit(‘ llixme.) 
Du. W. II. PAUKKlt, Assistant Physician. 
Meetieal l.noirln/ye /.<?• every •'//. .«•,»•<* * <■<>/»/« .t 
Si t'/ in t ro years. 
A IBook for ov erv YI ,i n. 
Tin; science on, fk. t>i: ski f -pkk.>kk 
VAi tOX. V Medical I realise <.n the ( ause and 
Cure ol EXil VESTED Vi \un Pill- MAM 1:1. In 
«E1NE I N MAX, N I- lt\ ms AND PlIV sU Ai 1) K!. 11 
ITY, II Y I’McnoNDlll A, and all oilier diseases ari 
ing from the Kukous me Ym’ mi, mi; nil Indi- 
CUETIoNs on Ex< Essies ol mature years. 'I his is 
indeed a book for every man. Price only jl.n' 
pages, bound in cloth. 
A IBook fur even IVoiii.m. 
Entitled SEXUAL Pll S |i »L( Mi V OK WOMAN, 
AND If Lit DISEASE.-.; or. Wm\:vn m:ea rr.D <>»• 
PlIYSIOl.DDIl VI.I.V AND PA ITDfEoMIC.U.I.V. from 
Ini an< y t«> odd A<.e, with elegant Ii.i.i stua- 
I’lvi- Enduavins. ::.)•> pages, bound in beaiiDiul 
French cloth. Price *.’."0. 
A IBook for Even !»ot! » 
Flattered by the recaption of, and great demand 
tor, tin above valuable and timely treatise, and also 
to meet a great lie. d of the present age, the author 
has just published a new hook, treating exclusively 
of NEliN OUS AND MENTAL DISEASES. >" 
pp. cloth. Pric1 s1.00, nr sen v keek on nv ipt ol 
£d (or the other two books, postage paid. 
These are beyond all comparison, the most extra* 
ordinary works on Physiology ever published. 
There is nothing whatever that the Mvuuied «>i; 
C-in«:i.e, ot EiriiEi: Se\. can either r. juire or wish 
to know, but whai is luily xplained, and many 
matters of the im <! important an interesting 
character are introduced to which no alhi-ion even 
can bo found in any other works m our language. 
All the Ni:\v I)ts» ov i;i:i es ol the author, whose ex 
perienoe is such as probably never beton- fell to the 
lot ot any man, are given in lull. No person should 
be without these valuable books. 
rxths, — n, nave receive.i tin- 
valuable medical works published by the lYabody 
Medical Institute. These books are ot actual mer- 
it, and should lim a place in every intelligent iumi- 
ly. They are net the cheap order of abominable 
trn>h, published by irresponsible parties, and pur 
chased to gratify coarse tastes, but are written by a 
responsible prof* ssional gentleman of eminence,’as 
a source ot instruction on vital matter', cone.•ruing 
which lamentable ignoraue. \i-t-. lu imj.ortant 
subjects present* *1 are treated with delicacy, ability, 
and care, and. s an appendix, many useful pre- 
scriptions lor | revailiug complaints arc u.id.h. 
[Coos Republican, Lancaster. N. II. 
“The author of those hooks i- .me o! tiie most 
learned and po mlar physicians ot tin day, and i- entitled to the gratitude .if our race for these inviJ- 
uable productions. It seems to be bis aim »o indue 
men and wotuei. to avoid the cause of those diseas.-- 
to which they ire subject, an 1 lie tells them just 
how and when to do it." !Chronicle, Farmington, 
Maine, Sept. 7, lstip. 
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price. 
N. 15. The nthor utfthi* above named medical 
works is the Chief Consulting Fhysioiun of the 
Feahoily Medic il Institute, and is so constantly em- 
ployed in consultation with invilids from all parts of the country, that he has no time to attend to 
mere business details. Therefore all letter- should 
he addressed to the I'll A MKIMCAI. l.NSTI 
I t TK, or hr. W. 11. FA UK K K. the Medical As- 
sistant ot the author, and his hu-iu>-s> Agent, who, 
as well as the author hlmsel may b. e«>nsu lied on 
all diseases requiring skill, secrecy and experience. 
Invioi.aiiu: Si:* Kia v and ( \iiii.n IIki.iki 
I y 17 
1 do not wish to inform yon,reader, that l>r. Won- 
derful, or any other inair, has discovered a remedy 
that cures consum])tion, when tin* lung- are half 
consumed, in short, will curt* ill diseases whether ol 
miud, body or estate, make un it live forever, and 
leave death to play for want ■>! work, and is design- 
ed to make our sublunary sphere a blissful Paradise, 
to which Heaven itself shall be but a side how 
You have heard enough of that kind of huiuhug- 
gery. But when 1 fell you that Hr. Sage’s Tatar h 
Remedy will postively cure the worst cases ot Ca- 
tarrh in the Head, I only assert that which thou- 
sands can testify to. A phimphlet giving symptoms 
and other information sent tree to any address. This 
remedy Is 
SOLD BY -MOST DRUB.ISIS IN' A 1.1. PARTS 
OF TH 10 WORLD. 
Price 50 cents. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt 
of sixty cents, or four packages for two dollars. Be- 
ware of counterfeits and worthless imitations. See 
that my private stamp, which is a positive guaran- 
tee of genuineness, i- upon the outside wrapper. 
Remember this private Stamp, i.-sued by the I'nited 
States (iovernmeut expressly tor stamping my m< d- 
ieienes, has my portrait, name and address, ami the 
words ** T. S. Certificate ot iemumness," engrav- 
ed upon it, and need not bo mistaken. Don’t be 
swindled by travellers and others representing 
themselves as Dr. Sage; I am the only man now liv- 
ing that has the knowledge and right tomanufael- 
I ure the Genuine Dr. Sago’s Cttarrh Remedy, and I 
never travel to sell this m- dicine. 
R. V. PIF.RCF.. M. D, 
| !tnos*J‘.i I *. : Seneca Street. Bullalo, N. \ 
< .11 T I O 
To Females in Delicate Health. 
-O- 
DR. DOW, Physician anil Surgeon, No. ; Emli- 
cott street, Boston, is consulted d;nly lor all diseases 
incident to the lemulc system. Probipus I'teri or 
Falling of tin- Womh, Fluor Albtis, Suppression, and other Menstrua! Derangements, are all treated 
on new pathological principles, and speedy relic t 
guaranteed in a few days. So invariably certain is 
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate 
complaints yield under it, and the atllieted person 
soon rejoices in perfect health. 
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in 
the cure ot diseases of women than anv other phy- 
sician in Boston. 
Boarding accommodations for patients who may 
wish to stay in Boston a few davs under his treat- 
ment. 
Dr. Dow. since having confined his whole at- 
tention to an office practice lor the cure of Private 
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the United States. 
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or 
they will not be answered. 
Office hours from S A. M. to •> P. M. 
Boston, July 25, 1870. 1yr3 
CAUTION.—All genuine has the name Pmiuvian Svrup,, .(fioe “Peruvian Bark,”) blown in the glass A 32-page pamphlet-sent free. J. p. Dumxouk 1 roprletor, Jo Dey St.., New Y*rk. 
bold by all Druggists. 
FISHING VESSEL FOR SALE, 
Xlie Nchooner Nnmtor, 35 tons, 
o. m., a very good vessel ia every re 
spect. Well found in Sails and Rigging, has 120 
fathoms new cable. Will bo sold very low. 
K. B. GARDNER. 
Bucksport, Me. ttl8 
jyj 1*. ( 001*111 is still at the old stand ot 
HALLS & COOPER, 
where he will keep constantly on hand a good ns- 
sortment of JLumlier, C'«*in«*i»t, Lime, Huinl 
and Hair, also Corn, Flour and Groceries. 
Thankful for past favors he respectfully solicits a 
continuance of the same. M. It. COOPER. 
Belfast Feb. Id 1870, tf32 
A UilLE s IliLUiE^kl i> i wi»'J v EE-1 
Dr. WALKI tl’3 CALIFUii '. I.' 
YINEG-Ail BITTERS 
Hundreds of Thousands 
:v.ir l'> the 
ful < 'oral; vo Kile. '■ -■ 
WHAT ARE THEY? 




~z i *; 
2, 2. 
Mini- oor train. .*,isikm. ri'imi simu 
niul Refuse t.ii|<i«»m 
cued to picas- l!i• Iasi.•, called ** Tonic.-, \;.y s 
ers,” Restorer■•," AC., I'm! !<•::•! !!;•• t'J*;»!••'■ on I" 
drunken:., si and ruin, lint are a true M» d cm •, nun Ft 
from the Nat Hoots and r!--> of California, free 
ti'oiii all Alcoholic Sliiniiiuul*. 1 '-eni-• th- 
CHEAT IS 1,00!) Is! RIF (Lit ami \ FI FI. 
iilVINiJ PRINCIPLE !•• ri\ 
Invlgcrator of tin; S> .-tmn, carrying :! al! ..n- 
matter and restoring ttn- !»!■• »<! » a 1,. ill»iy •••i.di;i.*i 
No person can take these r.U;< :*.••«- idm :•> d 
»,lon and remain 1. in- u;,w II. 
$100 Will l)i given f 1 a ..cm .!. , 
the boncS uro not tie It"; d by n.i u .! p.. ,i 
oilier means, and the .tal org.i.i w u.-t* d !.. >.* p 
point of repair. 
For I nfliiiiiitinl oi v mill Fhronie I’hium. 
lisiu a ml (him, D\si>t-|>si:» or 1 udi_ro-i ion 
1 till on *4, Remit t out mul Ini eriuil I i-nl I 
PiscascN of lio bhii.il. l.ivei*, Iv idm* y s, a t.d 
ISladder, thes Bitters h:r. \ n n- .-••••.* 
ful. Such Dlseu*i*s are « an >d by Vitiated 
Blood, which is generally produ.'-d \ derang- me;,; 
of the Digestiv«• Organs. 
DYSPEPSIA OR INDIO EST ION, Hen 
ache, I’ain in the Shoulders, Coughs, Tight-iie.-s of the 
Chest, Dizziness, Sour Eructations d t M- mac!.. 
Bad last.- in the Mouth, Bilious .Att n Pulp.? ;t..*n 
of tin- Ib-a:-t, Inthuiii! :.ti**.i of t! .* l.u.n r on 
regions of tin* Kidn. >. and ••. hitndr- I pa .'u! 
fytuptoms, are the dDpri*: Dv-p a. 
They iuvigoi at e the Stomach and stimulate H..- t- 
pkl liver and Imv.-cls, wldch rein! rthe: f umniiioli 
efficacy in chaa.ing tin; ldood ofail Impur.i ,• s. a .d 
imparting new life and vigor t the v, 
FOR SKIN DISEASES, Hrm-fi -n .'IV:: 
Bliciun, Blotehe.s, Spots, I’imnb-E l’ustul ... 
buncies, Rin :• Worms. Pcald-lb-:*. l,P«uv Eye ., F.rv 
clas, Itch, Scurfs, Discolorations of the Skin, Jim;,.-: 
and Diseases of the Skin, of whatever ,«am-.: «*:•;. .Par ■ -. 
are literally dug up and carried out of tin: y o :u I; 
nhort time by tin*-is of these Pittm-. (i .• > >• 11. 
Pitch cases will convince the most incredulous f tin ,r 
curative effect. 
Cleanse the Vitiated Blood whenever you f: d its 
1mpurities bursting through the .-km iu Pimple-, Erup- 
tion.-. or Sot'.-.-’ cleans, it wlu-n y- uilad.! « V—1 
and sluggish l»i the v -i:.-, <*lcanse ■ n .r f 
and your fe. lines will t -’l you wi.ea. li ■ ; tie- bl I 
pure and tlie health of the .; .>0*111 will foil iw 
PIN, TAPE and other WOlf.11S, 1 me 
pysb-m of so many thousands, are cffectua’.lj »i rr.*> 
cd auil removed. For full direct.-ms. r- ml rat .:c 
the circular around each buttle, p mt- J ia t : 
guagfe English, German, Frencli u:.u Sp..::t.-h 
.1. AVALKER, Proprietor. C. II. MuDOX.Y! D ,\ « 
Druggists and G**n. Agents, Pan Frane'p. .. t a 
an 1 32 a ad 31 Comnte e<: Street, Non 
12TS01-D BY AI.l, DRI'CGISTS AND DEALERS. 
lyri.O 
11 an i*: 





Best Farming & Mineral Lands in America. 
:|.00(L(HN) acres choice tanning ln.d 0:1 tlo 
line ot tin* road in tin* 
STA'l'S'l «>F ^E'.ESiC %, 
In the 
<;iii-;.\T it,at n: \ u.i.i a 
Now for sale, tor cash oreredii at low rat ■ 
terest. These land- are near tie1 lit parali. 
North I.atitude, in a mild and hood iy <-;.:i 
for grain growing ami stock raising ai um-piai ! 
by any in the l.'nitod State-. 
Convenient lo market both e,e! and w* |*i 
range from to I•>,(•.'> p ea 
GREAT INDUCEMENTS 
To Soltlers with limited imams 
2,500,0 00 ACRES 
I Inch government lauds ah me t he o 1 A 
OM All 1 l\!) S Pi I ! f 
! Surveyed and op.-n lor entry under He I! >:n < 
and Pre-emption laws, and ean be t.nki n I 
At' IT A 1, SI. I IT,KUS, IINId 
All opportunity never before -anted t..i .-m 
ing home- near a great Kailro ad with all tin- eon 
'< ni< need of all old settled country New edition 
of descriptive pamphlets with maps, now iva.h and 
sent lre»-to all parts of tin- I niied >tai.- (' na 
and 1-airope, Address, »». }’. 1>.\\ Is 
hand «'ominis-i .i 
iindl I !’. K. K. Omaha, V b 
In iV \\. Lakt' Kuilmaii. 
< >1>BN T< > lil'l!M!AM' 
-1)- 
On and alter .Moml .v, lve .•.. 1 -: ». u in- 
between Belfast ami Burnliam as follow- 
Leave 15. Hast, 7 A 3L; City Point, .r: M 
Brooks 7.17 A. M.: Thorndike. \. M.; I nic. 
S.'.l A. 31.; Burnliam, Ar. D A. M.; Mix d, I’. 
M. 1 ..Ml r. M. I*. M.: IP M. '.«> P. M 
•L:;.| P. 31.: Leave Burnham. ..... P. M I' 11 t >. ■.: I 
1'. M.; Thorndike, P. M .. Brooks, n... I 1 M.. 
City Point,;.;., P. M., Bella.-: > P. 31.. Mix-: 
A. \P; I0.}o A. M. to > \. M. II \. M. M. 
A. 31.; 1J.H 1*. 31. 
Passenger train leaving Bella.-; at A 'I 
neets with Trains on Maim- < rntial It.' 1 
Burnliam tor Portland, Bo-ton. -.ml ail Snti.-u 
west ol Burnliam, on Maine Cent;- I .ml I t;a 
ami lvennebee Railroad-. 
J Mixed Train leaving Beil, st a with Train on Maim- Central Ruilroid I«• Align-ta 
and Skowhegan, ami witli Train .-'bug Ta-t Pa 
Bangor and all Stations on Maim ’> uti.il \ P u 
peau <Sc North A men. an Railroad*. 
Trains over Maine Central Railroad lea-, ng l-aa 
gor at 7 .do A 31and Train ov« Pot .dam! iv. ., 
nebec Railroad going Past) leaving Aug'i-t.i at A. 
M.. arrive at Burnliam in season c..i.i, 
Mixed Train over Belfast ami Mo. ..a, I. .k. 
Railroad, arriving at Bellast at 1 g.l.». 
Stages will leave Belfast for Sear-; m-l 
ton on arrival ot d.ld P. 31. Train from '. h m 
i returning in season to connect with C \. M 
Train lor Portland, lb -ton, Kc. 
Through Tickets to Portland and B. 
at all Stations on this line. 
tl'g.'i A. II A3 I- * • it! Sn; 
S \ N PORI) S 
Independent Line J 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT1 
| c \ it c K 1-; i > t (■ i: i >; 
THE STEAMER 
t -At \ KATAIIDIN 
Capt. H. S. RICH 
Will leave BPPFAsl lor BOSTON' tv.-rs Monday 
at 1 o'clock P. M., making 
One Trip per Week through the Winter. 
KKTlRNINt; Will leave BOSTON I 
day at I o'clock P. M. 
TARE TO BOSTON, ----- $2 50. 
C4EO. M I flJ.S. 
Belfast, Dee. ID, 1^71). 11.1 
A First Class Investment. 
1 
FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS. 
rpiIE attention of pers.my making ii• JL of money is called to t!• .hove very • it.! 
security. The Bonds run for twenty yen: at v 
per cent, interest in gold, md ni •- en d 
the roadbed of the corporation, whn-ii ,.-t u- ; 
nine hundred thousand dollar^. I'fu u li -ie 
ot these bonds to he i--uedi- 'ifnitmlto <mi h ; 
red and fifty thousand dollar.., ach hond b» ■ 
a certificate of one of the trustei that i; is a p 
tion of the sai<l limited amount. 
The money markets of the world do not pri nt 
a better or safer security. 
These bonds are now oilet e.i tor gale on lilu-ral 
terms. Apply to W. I. (M >1.1; UN, ,. :l 
Belfast June 1, JsTo. I7ij 
IlieskHI's Ma»ic Salve 
C I It E .s 
TETTER! TETTER! TETTER! 
ITCH! ITCH!! ITCH!!! 
K.vsijipnj, Scnlil lload, llin«v»nrms, Liners, Kurils, Salt Uheuin, Clwllblains, Scalds, Pimples, Blotches. F rosted Limbs, Intlamed Eyes, Piles, and all Erup- tions of tlu* Skin. Also good for Scratches on horses. 
Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded. 
For sale by all Druggists and country stores. 
F'. B. 1IIESKELL, Proprietor, Bangor, Me. 
G. C. Goodwin & Co., Wholesale Agents, :»s Man- 
over Street, Boston, Mass. Price .‘15 cents pi r Box. lyr'Jl 
I, HIPHE1IMOK, 
Ctume.Ui'r <§• Attorney at Law! 
OF KICK, IIAVFOHI) 1II.OCK, 
Bplfnst, Maine. 
BAJKSIfi:-': KJHG TTir 1 ilWIHMHaBB 
P/loney Cannot Buy It! 
I'o I! s h i fl T I S PRICELESS ! 
THE DIAMOND GLASSES, 
.VANt.i ACTUKtn BY 
J E. SPENCER & CO., N. Y. 
■Vim MiiVr.d to the public, arc pronounced 
I. :.;i tl.- i. r..t' Oj tu fans of the World to be the 
MOST PERFECT 
.V.-nral,A u ilii-i il help to the human eye ever known. 
They ire gi-moid umlt their own supervision, 
from minute < rv-t i pebbles, melted together uiul 
■ lenvi their n.tine Diaiimcdon account of theft 
n il.he and brilliancy. 
Tho Scientific Principle 
<m, Im b t. are- constructed brings the core or 
•ij, r< «.t 11e 1 -ns direct!) in Iront of the eye, pro- 
ducing .• i.r ii d distinct, vision, as in the natural, 
11- iitir- -L’tit ■:i.d preventing ill unpleasant sen 
»t ■ !i is tdiiniiii rule and wavering of sight, 
1 > 'ine- \e., peeuli II til all others ill USe. 
They arc Mounted in the Finest Manner, 
In frames <d tin- be-t quality, ot all materials used 
tor that purpose. 
! ru/.iu /-7.V/.S// \.\n ih iimuut) 
< A NNOI UK HI Rl'ASSKD. 
I Al’IloN. -None genuine unless bearing their 
trade rn:irli<> -tamped on every frame. 
IS \ \< 1 A I >, 
Jeweler and Optician, is Sole Agent for 
IKK I.r AMT, Maine. 
I 1-1011 uli -.•» tb.-y can only lip obtained. These 
■ I' li' in : -n111>Ii■ d in I’eiliers, ut any price. 
1y M 
GET THE BEST. 
lluolk- t I-Kcalhic li.tir i*> «», long and la 
-raid k11‘iv\ i. iii lb** public, stands peerless and un 
iiv.ilhil. It i- tbe bi-st, quickest, cheapest, the 
1 most natural, durable, harmless and effectual Hair 
lb1* in the world. It colors hair or whiskers brown 
or black instant itu misly and gives them a perfectly 
1 natural app'-uamv, end i- unattended with any 
i injul ion-- i-tlect. Regular package, with brush and 
i"Oige mplete *.n|> f f .i«*. l.KO. t\ (iOOI)- 
\\ l.\ V < < > m Id bv all druggists. tiinosRt 
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, 
For Diseases of tho Throat and Lungs, 
such ns Coughs, Colds, Whooping 
Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma, 
and Consumption. 
Probably never before in the whole history of 
rm- In-in--, has anything won so widely and so deeply 
upon the confidence of mankind, a.s this excellent 
mm dy for pulmonary complaints. Through a long 
senes i-f years, and among most of the races of 
nu-n it ha.- risen higher and higher in their estima- 
tion, as it has become better known. Its uniform 
character and power to cure the various affections 
of the lungs and throat, have tnad« it known as a te- 
llable protector agaiu-t them. While adapted to 
milder form.- of di-ease and to young children, it is 
at the same t ime the most effectual remedy that euu 
be given for incipient consumption, and tho dan- 
gerous affections of the throat and lungs. As a pro 
m against sudden attacks of ('roup, it should 
be lo-pt on hand in every family, and indeed as u!l 
are -oinetinies subject to colds and coughs, ail 
—Inmid In? provided with this antidote for them. 
Although .-ettled Consumption is thought in- 
arable, still great numbers of cases where the dis- 
ea-i -eemed settled, have been completely cured, 
and the patient restored to sound health by the 
Chrrrtf I'eetoral. So complete is its mastery 
o\.-r tho disorders <*f the Lungs and Throat, Unit 
the need oi.-iinate of them yield to it. When nolle 
u.-1>111 i i-.n h them, under the Cherry Pec- 
tornl they sub-ide and disappear: 
situjers and Public Speakers find great pro- 
tection from it. 
.1stInna is always relieved and often wholly 
cured by it. 
Krone h it is is generally cured by taking the 
Chcrri/ Peetoraf in small and frequent doses. 
>o generally arc its virtues known that w» need 
an* puhlidi Un certitieates of them here, or do more 
tii 1 a ure the public that its qualities are fully 
maintained. 
4 
Ayer s Ague Cure, 
For Fever and Ague, Intermittent Fever, 
Chill Fever, Remittent Fever, Dumb 
Ague, Periodical or Bilious Fever, Ac., 
and indeed all the affections which arise 
from malarious, marsh, or miasmatic 
poisons. 
\ it ■> name implies, it does 1'urc. and does not 
fiil- < '-ntaimng neither Arsetiie.tjuinine, Bismuth, 
Zinc, nor any other mineral or poisonous -ubstitnce 
whatever, if in nowise injure- any patient. The 
number an i importance >i its cures in the ague dis- 
Iilerallv b.- md account, and we believe 
>'• itlioii' parallel in the h. torv of Ague medicine. 
° I''", lo gratiticd by th ■ acknowledgments we 
•• 1 um ••;! !: -.d '.: o- oifooto.} in obstinate 
■ I win nil- reini'ili. h id wholly failed 
1 d pc .ii-. oitho>- ie*ident in, or 
t" '■ diing through mia-matio localities. will bo pro- 
I b\ ilkn j. the MU / < I III' itailv. 
i‘ i>»tplahits, ari-ing from torpidity •• I.” ii i- ui exeohent reined v, stimulating 
'1 I-ivor into healthy activity. 
Iff I > order and Liver ( 'inplaints, it n 
■ lioiu i-> iii-oI\ odueing uianv trulv re 
In u kabio cure- w lion other inodidues had failed. 
P'o,. Hi .1 \y i.i: A « .. Practical 
ai I Ail tl < Lowell, .Mas and sold 
all round the world. 
n;ni, $i.o» rtu loni.r. 
SOI.PIU A LI. Mil (RUSTS. 
1 y i.. ;oo \v 
TRUNKS! TRUNKS! 
WM. P BURRILL & CO 
Iu order t > n il themselves oi 
KAlUIO.il) FACILITIES, 
tl ■•ouiun u Manufactureol 
TRUNKS 
In nil Ynripiirs ami Stylos, 
IN 11! K < n OK 
BK1.KAS 1 t1 w sidt of ! benl Row ... r 
Black'- Si raw I '..oloiw 
Tliesi t'nitiks are oil 1 to tin public at. who ih- or retail, and a- oho ip •- thr\ can bn purcha .ml 
n. Boston. 
They ai warranto.I |.> -ait. I mnk- m l Valise* 
in ad.• »• or.ici 
St fe l’ f It a A<- IM»* K. 
w. f. i;i mm.i \ co. 
th iia-t. \pril •«;, vs. .... nr.' 
Phthisic ? Phthisic ! 
I t:\VIV I N 11 At \N | lor the Khthlsic 
A I iW A A s I v 11,1 | V I : S; 
11" in 1 /j.11. -11 .. .| I*|i t hi n u tow min 
ulo- luhahh w.ili ii..- bn iih.il goo- directly t- 
.o I uiig ami .: olis iml rdh t n immediate and 
t* \ I I..N Kl». M IV Is. is, y. 
I’m. It) Mad HI.00. 
J < ! I'tt I"* l*ro|iri<>lur, 
Bl«-1 fanl >8 it in- 
AMERICAN HOUSE 
li E L T AST. 
-o 
^ J. C. ROBBINS inborn- lii- fri. nil* 
ii'" ho pahho ih ,i i,o ha- leased the abov 
w b ku w u o d.ddishiueiit, where he offei * 
Jig •»’-•« mum ut to tin travelling pul lie. L< w Ihoroj-h roti.nato the house, 
inn on,, nr- and a n way conform to mod 
ni m ed-. I ho I d.l, wi! ho -uppliod with all the 
! d< ii.-:»eios th o can !-. pi an ,l ami -pedal atten 
lion given lo ordi and r. aimin the sleeping 1 
a| aitmcnts. 
All tl.. -tarn having the city take their de- 
parluro from tin- lion-, ('m, ho* run regular!, 
to tin- l.oats, ami gin -I- eonvoved to any part .*t ilie oil v or country, 
Bell.isl, May to, l.s'o. ,, H 
II. II. FOKUFS 
SHOE STORE! 
No 1 •: Main i~?f rt.‘t‘t, 
J s 1 I A> 11 OH I \ I’K.S I 1'I.AI h, Tii 
Boots, Shoes and Rubbers. 
Me re vo,! will liml the Lariat ami assort 
!'? i’1' h «l*‘ 1 to select from in the 
‘V •’ and ot the 
Also repairing 
•e 1 111,1 at Nhort Notice. 
''1 > M 1 V /> v /.; /.; / 
H. H. FORBES. 
i \ * '1' K li N 
EXPRESS COMPANY! 
... Alter January J.l tin- HAS! EKN H Xl’RESS 
( <>. will run a 
Daily Bxpross 
I’x'llast A' Moost'liead L II. R. 
Connecting at PC II Nil \M with Expresses to ami 
from I'.OMON 'it I PD 1C IT. A N D. 
U-*7 K. MintMlll, Agent. 
Belfast Savings Bank- 
NOW is TilK TIME To DEPOSIT. 
A penny saved is a penny earned.” 
lY™}}* Vi;1'1!’ 0,1 or More the 1st of any 
m ..ii, ’v 'll idaced upon interest every V* " : 1 Xl I't May ami November) nnd iirterent com puled upon the same in dune and December. 
ep»>its received daily at the Hanking Boom, 
tMo'pi A°M~ A ^ * a,“l l° 1 **' Saturday* from 
•IIMIN li.tiriMIIV.Tnw. ASA KAUNCK. l*reat. Belfast, July 13, is?0. ni 
j > unenirii\«t coal; 
At wholesale or retail al the lowest market price t,y 
A. J. HARRIMAN & CO., 
No. 60 Main St. Belfast, Maine. Feb. 14, 71. t|3.. 
